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1 - The pilot's arrival

We begin as an american boy is being flown over to japan along with unit 04.Justin:Hmph.So i got
chosen to be a pilot of this machine.It''s interesting knowing that they dont know who i really am.Who i
really am will be revealed as soon as the angels are beaten and the human instrumentality almost
begins.For i am the 19th angel known as ralile,the angel of destruction.They wont know what hit
them,He,he,he.The plane continues to japan.
 
 
Meanwhile at the tokyo 3 airport,a beautiful,dark haired women in a black dress with a cross around her
neck is holding a sign with the name Justin on it.Misato:When the hell is that plane with that boy gonna
arrive.My arms are getting tired from holding this damn sign.Pilot:Passengers.We will be arriving at the
tokyo 3 airport in just a few moments.Please get your belongings together and prepare to exitThe
plane.And remember to put your seats in the upright position.Thank you.Justin:Finally.We''ve arrived at
last.The plane then descends down towards the city known as tokyo 3 and lands at the airport.Airport
announcer:Flight 030 has arrived.Repeat.Flight 030 has arrived.Misato:It''s about damn time.She then
see''s a boy coming from the exit wing from the plane.The boy has blondish hair.Green eyes.And
smooth skin.Justin see''s a women holding a sign with his name on it and goes over.Justin:So,you must
be ms katsuragi i take it.Misato:Yes.You must be justin.Justin:Yes.Misato:Good.Now let''s go.I came to
pick you up and to take you to NERV.Justin:Fine with me.Misato:(Thinks to herself)I didn''t expect this
boy to be cute.But i have a job to do.They then leave the airport.
 
At NERV HQ.Fuyutsuki:Gendo.The zero child has been picked up and being brought here as we
speak.Gendo:Good.Now we need the third child to be picked up as well.
 
 
In a blue car,misato tells justin that they need to pick up another boy while she is driving.Justin:Why do
we need to?You have me dont you.Im sure there is no need to get him.Misato:But there is.You see.You
are the zero child.And this boy is the third child.We need both of you to do something.If we didnt need
you both,we would not of have you flown out here and would not of had this boy come here.Do you
understand?Justin:Yes.(thinks to himself)You fools dont know who i really am.By the time you realize
who i am.It''ll be to late.The blue car then continues on the highway towards downtown tokyo 3.To be
continued.



2 - The angel attacks

Now we begin as Misato and Justin are going to NERV central in her blue car of course.All of a sudden
justin says something.Justin(Looks back at batteries in back seat):Why do you have batteries back
there?Misato:Oh,um there for the car in case it breaks down.Justin:Sure they are.(Thinks to himself)Who
she trying to kidd?Misato:Really.They are for the car.Justin:(Being sarcastic)How can a beautiful women
like you lie like that.Misato:I''m not lying,wait.Did you say i''m beautiful.And were you being
sarcastic.Justin:About you being beautiful,no.The rest.Yes.Misato kisses justin on the cheek.Justin:What
was that for.Misato:You called me beautiful.Justin:Ohh.Cant forget to pick up the third child
either.Misato:I wont,but i''m dropping you off at NERV first.
 
 
Now downtown tokyo 3,a boy is using the payphone to try and call but it doesnt work because of the
emergency.Shinji:Huh,this one dont work either.Sighs.Guess i wont be meeting misato here.I better go
find a shelter.Starts to walk away when an earthquake is heard.Shinji looks and see''s the angel
coming.Shinji:What the hell is that?
 
At NERV HQ.Fuyutsuki:Ikari:An angel has appeared.How will we fight it.Gendo:As soon as the zero
child has arrived.Then we will activate unit 01,unit 04 is still being prepared.Fuyutsuki:Unit 01?I thought
the third child was to pilot it.Gendo:He will.But since the zero child is being brought here first and unit 04
aint ready,he''ll pilot unit 01 for the time being.Now.Tell the techs to get unit 01 ready for when the zero
child arrives.I''m going down to the cage to see how unit 04 is coming.Fuyutsuki:Yes sir.Gendo then
goes down to the cage where unit 04 is.Fuyutsuki:I wonder what you are thinking.
To be continued.
 
 
 



3 - Eva pilot of unit 1?

Now arriving at the train that goes to NERV,Misato gives justin a map.Misato:Now you get on this train
and it''ll get you to NERV central.I''m going back to pick up shinji.Justin:So,that''s his name
huh.Misato:Yes.Now get on.My friend Ritsuko Akagi,will meet you at the station to take you in
NERV.Justin:Then why do i need a map?Misato:Good point.Takes the map from justin.Misato:Now hurry
and get on.I''ll see you later.Justin:Ok.Justin gets on the train and the train pulls from the station.Misato
gets in her car and drives back to tokyo 3 to pick up shinji.
 
At NERV HQ.In the eva cage.Gendo:Is unit 4 ready.NERV tech:No.Not yet.Eva unit 4 wasn''t built
here.So it''ll take awhile.Gendo:I see.How about unit 1.NERV tech:Unit 1 is ready.Gendo:Good.You can
proceed.He then leaves the cage.
 
On the train.Justin:Hmm.How long is this gonna take.I''m bored.Train driver:We are now arriving at the
geo front.Repeat.Now arriving at the geo front.Justin:The geo front huh.That must be NERV central.The
train then arrives at the station.Justin gets off and see''s a women with blonde hair,in a white coat and a
mole on her face.Ritsuko:Are you justin.Justin:Yes.Ritsuko:Good.It''s nice to meet
you.Justin:Likewise.(Thinks to himself)Misato didn''t say ritsuko was beautiful.Ritsuko:Now,please follow
me.Justin:Alright.Justin then follows ritsuko inside.
 
Now downtown tokyo 3,Misato looks for shinji.Misato:Damn it.I cant find him.She then looks out the
window to see shinji on the ground.Misato:Found him.She then drives over and stops the car.Shinji
looks at the blue car.The door then opens and he see''s misato.Misato:Come on.Get in.Shinji gets in and
misato drives back to avoid the angels foot and goes foward.
 
Now having arrived at the eva cage.Ritsuko:Justin.You will pilot unit 1.Justin:Unit 1?I''m supposed to
pilot unit 4.Ritsuko:You will.But it''s not ready yet,so you will pilot unit 1.Justin:What?To be continued.
 
 



4 - Showdown between angel and eva part 1

Now continuing from chapter 3.Ritsuko:You will be piloting Eva unit 1.Justin:No i wont.Gendo:(Standing
from behind a glass window)You will pilot unit 1 for the time being.Justin:But what about shinji?What''s
he gonna pilot when he gets here.Gendo:Nothing.Until unit 4 is ready for you,you will pilot unit 1.Dont
worry.You''ll pilot unit 4 soon.Justin:But what if i cant pilot it.What if it wont let me?Gendo:Dont worry.We
will reconfigure it for you to pilot it.You should be able to.Justin:Fine.I''ll pilot it.Ritsuko:Good.Now follow
me.Ritsuko leaves and justin follows.Gendo:Reconfigure unit 1 for justin for right now.NERV tech:Yes
sir.
 
Now on their way to NERV.Shinji:Umm,what are those batteries back there
for?Misato:Hmm.What.Oh.those.Justin asked me the same thing.I told him there for the car incase it
breaks down.Dont worry.I''m with the Goverment.Its alright.Shinji:I dont know how you got him to believe
that but i dont.And i''m sure no one else will either.Misato:You know.You''re less fun then justin was.And
you''re not that cute either.Shinji:Oh really.Misato:Whats the matter.Mad.I''m sorry.Ha,ha,ha.You are just
a boy after all.Shinji:Well,at least i''m mature.Misato:You saying i''m not mature.Shinji:You''re imature for
sure.Misato:(Mad)Then the car then swerves back and forth with shinji scared.
 
Ritsuko:Insert the entry plug.Makato:Entry plug being inserted.Then we see the entry plug being inserted
in back of the eva.Maya:Entry plug inserted.Ritsuko:Now start up the interface.Maya:Interface starting
up.In the entry plug,we see a liquid coming up.Justin:What is this?The liquid then goes over his face
making him hold his breath.Ritsuko:It''s alright.It''s LCL.It''ll allow your lungs to be oxyinated
directly.Justin:It makes me sick.Ritsuko:You''ll get used to it.Then the LCL disappears and color come
flashing by.Justin just sits there in amazement.Justin:Does this happen all the time.Ritsuko:Yes.Now
have the interface configured for english.Maya:Interface now in english.Ritsuko:Now release the first
locked bolts.Makato:Locked bolts released.Ritsuko:Release the secondary and third locked
bolts.Maya:Locked bolts released.Ritsuko:Move unit 1 to the launch pad and get ready for
launch.Maya:Now moving unit 1 to launch pad.We see unit 1 being moved to the launch pad.Maya:Unit
1 on launch pad.Ritsuko:Should we launch unit 1 now.Gendo:Yes.Misato isnt here so we will launch it
now.Ritsuko:I understand.Justin.Are you ready.Justin:Yes.Ritsuko:Good.Launch unit 1.Unit 1 is then
launch through a hole above.In the city,the angel is moving through like it''s looking for something then it
looks down a street it''s passing and see''s the ground opening.The eva then comes out.The angel just
stares at it.Ritsuko:Now just concentrate on walking till you get it.Justin:Sure.(Walk)The eva then takes a
foot foward.Justin:(Walk)The eva takes another foot foward but falls on its face.The angel then comes
over and lifts unit 1 off the ground with its left hand.Ritsuko:Justin.You have to break free.Justin:I ''ll
try.(Break free)The eva doesnt do it.Justin:(Break free please).Again the eva doesnt do
it.Maya:Something is happening in the eva.The pilots blood type is blue.Ritsuko:What?That blood type is
the type of an angel.He cant be an angel.He''s human.There is no way.But before anyone could say
more,the angel attacks with a spear from it''s arm and shoots through the eva''s head.It does it again and
again and again.Then it does it once more and shoots it far back making it hit a building.To be continued
in part 2.



5 - Showdown between angel and eva part 2

Continuing from the last chapter.We see the last second of the angel attacking unit 1.Then we see it use
the spear in its arm one more time and it pins unit 1 up against a building and lets go.Maya:The head
has been severly damaged.Pilots life is unknown.Ritsuko:Allright.Eject the entry plug.Get the pilot out of
there.Maybe we can find out why the pilots blood type is blue.Maya:Understood.Sending signal now.The
signal isnt being accepted.Ritsuko:WHAT?Shigeru:Something is happening in the eva.The pilot is
alive.But,something is wrong.Ritsuko:Like what.Maya:It looks like the eva is reactivating itself but with
the pilots help.Makato:Yes.The blood type is blue.Its confirmed.Hes an angel.Ritsuko:No.He cant
be.Then the eva''s eyes light up along with justin''s.Justin:Rooooaaarrr.The eva also lets out a roar.The
eva then charges at the angel and the angel shoots a laser blast out of its eyes pushing the eva back in
the form of a cross.The eva is unfazed.The eva then again charges at the angel but the angel puts up its
AT field stopping unit 1 in its tracks.Justin:Roooaaarr.The eva also roars again.It now tries to break
through the AT field but cant.The angel then charges up a spear in its arm and shoots it at unit 1.It goes
right through unit 1''s chest.Letting out another roar,the eva somehow regenerates its chest like
new.Maya:No way.Unit 1 regenerated its chest.Ritsuko:What?(Thinks to herself)Maybe he is an
angel.Unit 1 cant do that on its own.
 
Still on there way to NERV.Shinji:Where are we going miss misato?Misato:I''m taking you to
NERV.Shinji:NERV?Thats my fathers agency isnt it.Misato:Yes it is.I''m taking you there for
something.Shinji:For what?Misato:You''ll find out soon.I got to make a call alright.Shinji:Yes.Misato then
picks up the phone next to her and dials the number for the command room.Ring.Ring.Ring.The phone
then gets picked up.Makato:Hello.Misato:Oh hi makato.Makato:Oh hi miss katsuragi.Misato:Get me
ritsuko please.Makato:Yes ma''am.Ritsuko.Phone.Ritsuko:What?Now.Oh fine.Goes over and takes the
phone.Ritsuko:Yes.Hello.Misato:Oh hi rits.Ritsuko:Misato.Where the hell are you.Misato:I''m on my way
to NERV with the third child.Ritsuko:Well,your a little too late.Unit 1 has been launched with justin as the
pilot.Misato:What?Wasn''t shinji supposed to pilot it.Ritsuko:Yes.But unit 4 wasnt ready yet and we
needed unit 1 launched so we had justin do it.Besides,something odd is going on here.And your not
gonna find out unless you hurry up and get here!So hurry up.Hangs the phone up.Misato:(Thinks to
herself)What could be happening?She then hangs the phone up.
 
 
Maya:The eva is trying to break through the angels AT field.Ritsuko:What?It cant.Then they all look on
the monitor in front of them.The eva then breaks through the angels AT field.Maya:The eva broke
through.The eva then grabs the angels arm and tries to break it off.But the angel grabs unit 1''s throat
but unit 1 kicks the angel hard making it let go and goes crashing in a building.Unit 1 then charges at the
angel while it blasts another laser but unit 1 jumps up and avoids it.It then comes down with its right foot
and crashes it into the angels red core.It then gets off.It grabs one of the angels bones that is growing by
the core and pulls it out.It then starts stabbing the core woth it.Then it throws it and with a roar,the evas
eyes light up and a blast is shown where the eva and angel was.Everyone back in the command center
just sit there amazed.Except Gendo.He just sits there with a smirk on his face.After the blast is
done,everyone then sees the eva moving towards the monitor walking with its eyes still lit up.Everyone
especialy ritsuko wonder what excatly happened.Was it because of the pilot.To be continued.



6 - Doctor's order

It is now the morning after the battle and justin is in NERV's hospital to find out what caused unit 1 to act
liked it did.Looking at the monitor.Doctor:Hmm.Interesting.It would seem his blood type is red
again.Ritsuko:Really.But it was blue yesterday.Do you know why it changed.Doctor:That ma'am.I do not
know.But this i do know.Whatever caused it.Must of helped him out of a jam.Ritsuko then turns to stare
at justin.Misato:Here we are.The train station for NERV.Shinji:We take this.But what about your
car?Misato:Dont worry.This is a car train.It'll take the car with.Shinji:Ohh.But do we stay in here or get
out.Misato:We dont need to get out.She then drives the car into the train and the train doors behind
them closes.The train then departs.Ritsuko is now walking down the hallway of NERV to her office
thinking about the battle.Ritsuko:How was his blood type blue?Is he really an angel.Or was that a
fluke.This troubles her for the rest of the day.Justin meanwhile has woken up and got out of bed.He cant
remember anything about the battle.Justin:What happened.How i get here.Why cant i remember
anything about last night.He then starts walking down the hall and comes back to his room.On the car
train.Shinji:Will you tell me why we are going to see my father.Misato:Nope.Sorry kiddo.You'll have to
find out when we get there.Shinji:(Quietly)Damn women.Misato:What was that.Shinji:Oh nothing.The car
train continues.It comes out of the tunnel and the view changes to the geo-front.Shinji:Wow.Its a real
geo front.Misato:That's right.This is our secret underground base.NERV central.This base is the key to
rebuilding our world.Justin is now dressed up and is sitting in the waiting room.He wonder's why he cant
remember last night.At NERV HQ.Gendo:So Ritsuko.How is the boy.Ritsuko:Fine sir.He's seems
normal.Gendo:Good.But we dont know why that accident happened.And because of this.I'm ordering
you to take him in and to watch him to make sure nothing is wrong.You are gonna be his
guardian.Understand.Ritsuko:But sir.Shouldnt misato do that.Gendo:No.She's not here.So you will do
it.And besides.A smile forms on his lips.It would seem this boy likes you alot.It's perfect.Unless you
doubt my decision ms Akagi.Ritsuko:No sir.I dont.Gendo:Good.He's at the hospital.Go pick him up and
bring him to your place.Understand.Ritsuko:Yes sir.Ritsuko then leaves.Fuyutsuki:Gendo.Are you sure
the choice was correct.Gendo:Of course.Its obivious hes an angel.But he wont completely reveal himself
untill all angels are beaten.Then he will have no choice but to reveal himself as an angel.And according
to the dead sea scrolls.He must be beaten by all evas.Fuyutsuki:I understand.Now having arrived at
NERV central.Misato:What the?Arent we going the right way.Damn it.This is confusing.I gotta find out
what happened.Shinji:You dont know where your going do you.Misato:Of course i do.Just shut up and
follow me.Shinji follows her and takes her hours to finally find the command
center.Misato:Hello.Ritsuko.Anyone here.Sorry i'm late.Its completly empty in the command room.At the
hospital.Justin is in the waiting room still.Ritsuko comes in to pick him up.Justin notices her.They then
walk out.She takes him to her car and they both get in.She starts it up and leaves.Ritsuko:So,i see your
better.Justin:Yeah.A little.Ritsuko:Thats good.You know.You better start acting happy instead of all
sulky.Justin:Why.I got no where to live or no one to live with.Ritsuko:Wrong.You are gonna live with
me.I'm your guardian and you are gonna like it.Understand.Justin:Yes.(Thinks to himself)She's such a
fool.The car continues along the street towards downtown tokyo 3.To be contniued.



7 - A drunk guardian

Now continuing in her black car,Ritsuko takes justin downtown tokyo 3.Justin:Is your place somewhere
downtown.Ritsuko:No.I'm just taking you on a tour of tokyo 3 since your from america.Justin:Oh.But you
dont seem to be the type of person who does this or the type that takes someone like me.You must of
been ordered to do this right.Ritsuko:Oh well,i could tell you but i wont.Justin:Whatever.Its obvious
you've been ordered to anyway.Ritsuko:Hey.Thought i told you to be happy not sulky.Justin:I'm not
sulking.I'm not happy either.Is that a problem doctor.Ritsuko:Well,no.But i'll fix that when i take you
home.The black car continues downtown.At NERV HQ.Gendo:Why were you late Ms
katsuragi.Misato:Well,it took me longer to get here then i thought sir.Gendo:Very well.You do know that
you were supposed to be that boys guardian,do you not.Misato:Yes sir.Gendo:Tell me this captain.Why
didnt you go pick up the third child when you picked up that boy from the airport.Misato:Well,i thought it
was better that way.And besides,i didnt know an angel was attacking.Gendo:That makes sense.You do
know that because you weren't here yesterday,the boy had to have Ms akagi be his guardian instead of
you.Misato:Really.Ritsuko is his guardian.I didnt think she want to.Gendo:Well,thats because she
didnt.But she had to because of your absence.You will now just be the guardian of my son now.Do you
understand.Misato:Yes sir.Gendo:Make sure your here on time from now
on.Misato:Understood.Gendo:One more thing.Tell my son i wont live with him and he'll be living with
you.Got it.Misato:Yes sir.Gendo:Very well.You're excused.Misato:Yes sir.Misato then leaves.She finds
shinji still waiting for her.Shinji:What did my father say.Misato:Oh nothing much.Except you'll be living
with me and not him.Shinji:I suppose its better then living with someone who abandoned me years
ago.Misato:You can suppose that.Anyway,shall we leave.Shinji:Why?I thought i came here for
something.Misato:You did.But it'll have to wait.So lets leave.Shinji:All right.Misato and shinji leave
NERV.Now having stopped,Ritsuko and justin gets out of the car.Ritsuko:We're here.Justin:Here?This
dont look like your place.It looks more like a bar.Ritsuko:Thats because it is one.Justin:Why we stop
here?Thought you were giving me a tour.Ritsuko:I will.I just need to get something inside.Could you wait
for me out here.You're too young to come inside.Justin:Fine.Ritsuko walks in the bar.An hour passed
and she still hasn't come out.2 hours go by and still she doesnt come out.It is now midnight and justin is
asleep on the ground.Ritsuko finally comes out,wobbily.Justin hears her and wakes up.Justin:There you
are.What the hell did you need to get that takes this long.Ritsuko:(Drunk)Something..something
important.Justin:Like what.Ritsuko:Something.Justin:(Sighs)Great.My so called guardian is drunk
now.How the hell are we gonna get to her place now.In her condition,she wouldnt be able to drive.How
many beers did you exactly have.Ritsuko:A few.Justin:A few what.A few hundred.Ritsuko:No..no just
13.Justin:JUST 13.My god.Thats a lot.How are we gonna get to your place
now.jeez.Ritsuko:Do..dont..worry.I'll drive us there.Justin:Not in your condition you wont.Ritsuko:Thats
sweet of you to worry bu...but i thhhiinnk i can handle it.She starts heading towards the car.Justin goes
after her and grabs her arm.Ritsuko:Let me go.I'm...i'm fine.Justin:Like hell you are.I'll drive.Ritsuko:You
cant drive.Justin:Yeah i know.But letting you drive in your state is worst.We be killed if you drived.We
have a better chance if i drived.Ritsuko:Fine.Ritsuko then collasped in justin's arms.Justin:Perfect.She's
supposed to look after me.I'm gonna be the one to look after her.He then opens the car door and sets
ritsuko in her seat and puts the seatbelt on.He then goes over to the drivers side and gets in.He puts his
seatbelt on.He then remembers that ritsuko has the key.He remembers her putting it in her bra.His face
turns red as he thinks of it.But tells himself he has to.He reaches over to the passed out doctor and puts
a hand in her shirt hoping the doctor dont wake up.He goes in deeper until he reaches her bra.He then



puts his hand in digging around for the key and finds it in her left cup.He grabs it and starts pulling his
hand out then all of a sudden ritsuko wakes up.She is just starring at what justin is
doing.Justin:(nervous)It..it's not what it seems.I was just looking for the key.I swear.Ritsuko
smiles.Ritsuko:(still drunk)What are you doing.Looking for something or just wanted to feel a womens
full breasts.Justin turns red.Ritsuko:If you wanted me,you could of asked.The doctor then passes out
once more.Justin however,just stares in shock.He then remembers what he was doing and inserts the
key and starts the car up.He slowly turns the wheel while shifting in reverse and presses the gas
pedal.He ends up backing into another car setting the alarm off.Knowing this,he quickly shifts into drive
and presses the gas pedal speeding off.He is a bad driver as he almost collides with a truck,almost
hitting someone and almost hitting a stop sign.He stops at a hotel to stay for the night.He goes into the
office and pays for a room.He then grabs the key and goes out to get ritsuko.He carries her to the room
and sets her on the bed.He then goes into the other bed and closes his eyes or tries too.He wonders
how ritsuko will react once she finds out what he did.Justin:She wont be happy when she wakes up.I
better figure something out.To be continued.



8 - Misato's new roommate

Now we see misato and shinji in her car going towards downtown tokyo 3.Misato:Guess we have to
have a party huh.Shinji:Why?Misato:For my new roommate of course.Shinji:Who's your new
roommate.Misato:You silly.The car then goes through a tunnel.Shinji:So,do i really have to live with
you.Misato:Well,of course.You dont want to live with your father obviously.And this was the only other
way.Shinji:I see.Misato:Come on.Cheer up.The car then exits the tunnel and they stop at a small
market.They go in to get food which is all instant and a few cases of beer.While at the checkout some
women come by and they're talking about last night.Women 1:Did you hear how the city is a
battleground now.Women 2:Ya.My husband says we should move out because of the battle.He says me
and the children should leave anyway.Women 1:That's a good idea.I never would of dreamt this city
would become a battleground.After,the women leave the store and shinji looks at misato.Shinji:What
were those two women talking about.Misato:Hmm.Oh nothing.Shinji:Misato.Misato:I'll tell you
later.Shinji:Allright.They then leave the store with the food and get back in the car.They now leave.They
now arrive at misato's apartment.Misato:Your stuff should of been delivered allready shinji.I just moved
here myself.She then unlocks the door.Come in.Shinji:Umm,i dont want to be rude.Misato:Shinji.This is
your home NOW.Shinji then steps in.The door closes.Misato:Umm,as you can see.The place is a little
bit messy but make yourself at home.Shinji:This is a little messy.Misato:Yeah sorry.Could you put the
food in the fridge please.Shinji:Yes ma'am.He goes to the fridge and opens it.Inside he sees two rows
lined up with beer,a row of snacks and a row of ice.Shinji:Sheesh.That's a lot of stuff.What kind of
women am i living with.He then looks at the other fridge.Shinji:(yelling)Whats in the other
fridge.Misato:(yelling from her room)Never mind that.He's probably still sleeping.Shinji:Sleeping.The bell
of the microwave goes off and the food is set on the table.Misato:Let's eat.Shinji:Let's
eat.yum.Meanwhile at the hotel.Justin wakes up.He gets out of bed thinking of what to tell ritsuko what
happened.Justin:Hmm.What shall i tell her.This whole thing was her fault.Then Ritsuko wakes up.She
sits up in bed.Ritsuko:Ohh my head.Where the hell are we.Justin:Well,well,well.Look who's up.Justin is
looking at ritsuko.Ritsuko:Justin.Where are we.Justin:At a hotel.Ritsuko:How we get here.Justin:You
dont remember about last night.Ritsuko:No not really.Justin:Good.Then you wont remember how you
got drunk and passed out.How i had my hand in your bra and how i drove us here.Ritsuko:I passed out.I
was drunk.(angry)YOU HAD YOUR HAND IN MY BRA!You drove.But more importantly.YOU HAD
YOUR HAND IN MY BRA.Justin:(Embarrased)Ohh shoot.I wasn't supposed to tell you.Ahh damn
it.Ritsuko:Well,you must of had a good reason if you had your hand in my bra.Justin(nervous)yes...yes i
did.You had the car key in it and you were passed out so i had to get it out somehow without waking you
up but you woke up anyway.Ritsuko:That makes sense.But how did you drive.You cant drive yet can
you.Justin:Obviously not or i wouldnt not of almost collided with a truck,almost killing someone and
almost hitting a stop sign.That's why there are dents in front.Ritsuko:DENTS.Why did you drive.You've
could of woken me up.You were drunk and passed out so i did.Obviously you weren't watching what you
were doing so i took care of you and everything else.Ritsuko:That's very sweet of you.But how you pay
for this hotel.Justin:Easy.This was an american hotel so i could pay with american money.See, i took
care of you.And everything else.Ritsuko:That's nice.Justin:Do you want to leave or want to stay another
night.I paid for two nights.If you want to leave we can.Ritsuko:No.We can stay one more night.Besides,i
gotta thank you for what you've done.Justin:Like how.You not getting drunk again.Ritsuko:No.Like letting
you sleep with me tonight.Obiviously you liked touching me.Justin(blushing)I..i do not.I told you why i did
that.Ritsuko:Yes yes.Now get over here and get in.Justin:No i'm fine with the other bed thank you.He



slowly goes into his bed.Ritsuko however gets out of her bed and goes over to his.She gets under the
covers and snuggles closely with justin.Justin:Rits..Ritsuko.What are you.His words are cut off by
ritsuko's lips.Strangely,justin likes her's lips pressed against his.They kiss for hours.It becomes night
time before they stop and fall asleep against one another.Now they have finished there meal.Misato:Boy
was that good.Did you enjoy it shinji.Shinji:Umm,guess so.But i'm not used to food like that
though.Misato:What.She bends over the table to shinji.Are you finicky hmm.Shinji:Umm,no.That's
not,um why.He however cant speak straight because of well misato's breasts.There not showing of
course but he can see them because of the shirt she is wearing.Misato:Eating dinner with two is better
then at all huh.Shinji:Umm,sure.Misato:Well,you'll get used to it.Tomorrow we'll decide chores
allright.Shinji:Umm,sure.Misato:Why dont we turn in for the night.And start fresh in the
morning.Shinji:Allright.Good night.Misato:Good night.He then goes to the room misato assigned him and
closes the door.Misato:Hmm.Wonder why i haven't heard from ritsuko yet.Wonder what they are
doing.She wonders this as she heads off to her room to turn in for the night.To be continued.



9 - A new day

It is now the next day at the hotel and the two people who slept with each other the night before wakes
up or one does anyway.Justin:(yawns)Wow.Dont know what i did but i feel good.He then see's the
sleeping doctor next to him sound asleep.At this justin cant help but smiles.He slowly gets out of bed
without waking the doctor.He goes to get his shoes on and goes outside.Justin:Wow.Tokyo 3 looks cool
in the morning.Inside the hotel a certain doctor wakes up to see someone missing.She slowly gets up
and goes to the window to see justin outside.She smiles and goes to the door and opens it.Justin doesnt
notice ritsuko coming out so he is surprised when she comes stand by him.Justin:So,your
awake.Ritsuko:Yes.I slept good.Justin:That's good.Now maybe you can actually take me to your home
so i can get settled in or do i have to report this to commander ikari.Ritsuko:You wouldnt.Would
you.Justin:I'm afraid i have too unless you do what you need to do.Ritsuko:Allright.You ready to leave
now.Justin:Yes.Let me go get the hotel key and return it.He goes inside to get the key and shuts the
door behind them.Both people walk towards the hotel office.Justin:I'll be right out.Ritsuko:Allright.I'll be in
the car.Justin goes in and returns the key.He then comes out but he see's ritsuko mad.He goes over and
ritsuko looks at him angry.Ritsuko:(angry)WHY DIDNT YOU TELL ME THERE WERE DENTS IN THE
BACK TOO.Justin:Um,you see.I didnt really check.Ritsuko:How did this happen.Justin:Well,it must of
happened when i backed up into another car behind me.Ritsuko:Damn you.Watch where you back
up.Justin:Me.You're the one who got drunk and passed out.So it's your fault.Ritsuko:Oh frack no.It's
your's.You are the one who drove.You've should of just stayed there but no.Justin:Still.It's your fracking
own fault doctor.Your the one who got drunk.Your the one who stopped at the bar.I didnt want to but you
stopped anyway.Its your fault and you know it.Ritsuko:Bullshoot.You are the one who drove.You can
pilot an eva but you cant drive a car.Boy are you something.Justin:At least i was responsible for
something and not blaming it on someone else like me.Ritsuko:Oh right, fine.It's my fault.Happy
now.Justin:I suppose.Ritsuko:Good.Now let's go.They both get in the car and take off.At misato's
apartment.Shinji is up eating toast with coffee.Misato comes in from the way to her room.Shinji:Good
morning miss misato.Misato:Good morning.(yawns).Hey,dont we decide who gets what chores.Shinji:I
was actually hoping you forgot.Misato:Nope.Now then let's see.Oh i know.You get the cooking on
mondays,tuesdays,wednesdays,fridays and sundays.You get the cleaning on
mondays,wednesdays,thursdays,saturdays and sundays.You get the dish washing on
mondays,tuesdays,wednesdays,thursdays,fridays and saturdays.And finally you get laundry duty on
mondays,wednesday,fridays,saturdays and sundays.I get the rest of the days for each.Thats fare
huh.Shinji:(shocked)WHAT.That's not fare.Misato:It is.So there.She goes over to the fridge to grab a
beer and comes back and sits across from shinji.Misato:So,how did you sleep?Shinji:Fine i
guess.Misato:Thats good.Opens the beer and chuggs some down.Misato:Why dont you go take a
bath.Shinji:I dont want too.Misato:What?Why.Shinji:Because i'm already cleaned up.Why dont you go
get cleaned up.Misato:I will later.Right now i need to get dressed and to take you to NERV.She gets up
and goes get changed.Now continuing downtown.Justin:We are going to your place this time arent
we.Ritsuko:Yes.Dont worry.The black car then turns right and keeps going straight from there.Soon they
stop at a house in the country.Both people get out.Justin:So,this must be your place i take it.Ritsuko:Yes
it is.The house is all white with a yellow roof.They go inside and find it filled with papers
everywhere.Papers are on the couch,the desk even the kitchen table.Justin goes looks around and finds
ashtrays filled with ciggaretts.Justin:I didnt know you smoked.Ritsuko:I used to in college.But not
anymore.Justin:Ohh thats good.Anyway,where should i put my stuff.Ritsuko:In my room for now.Its



upstairs,first room on the right.Justin:Ok.He goes up the stairs and goes right to find ritsuko was right.He
goes in and see's it not messy.The bed is made and everything.He puts his stuff down and goes lie
down on the bed.Justin:This is comfy.Ritsuko then comes in.Ritsuko:Nice bed huh.Justin
nods.Ritsuko:You'll be sleeping with me in it for a while.Dont worry.I wont do anything to you this
time.Justin:Allright.Guess this means we're pals for a while.Ritsuko:Yes.Looks like a realationship to
me.At that they both smile.To be continued.



10 - Father and son meet.

Continuing from the last chapter.Misato and shinji are on there way to NERV to see shinji''s
father.Shinji:Are you gonna tell me why we are going to see my dad.Misato:(sighs)The reason we are
going to see your father is you''ve been chosen for something.Shinji:Chosen for what?Misato:That you''ll
find out when we get there.The car continues through tokyo 3.At NERV HQ.Gendo:So,are captain
katsuragi and the third child coming.Fuyutsuki:From my understanding,yes, they should be.Gendo:Very
well.My son shall pilot unit 1 now and that other boy shall pilot unit 4.Fuyutsuki:What about
Rei.Gendo:She will be piloting unit 0 and will also be a back up pilot for unit 1.Until unit 0 is fixed,she
wont be piloting yet.Fuyutsuki:I understand.Having arrived at NERV,Misato leads shinji into the cage
where unit 1 is.Misato:Shinji.Do you see what is in front of you.Shinji:Umm,yes.Misato:This is evangelion
unit 1.You have been chosen to pilot it and you are known as the third child.Shinji:Is..is this my father''s
work.Gendo then appears above behind a glass wall.Gendo:That is correct.It''s been some time hasn''t
it.Shinji:Why am i here.Gendo:It''s what ms katsuragi has told you.You are the third child and are the
designated pilot of unit 1.Shinji:This..this is why you sent for me.To be a pilot of this
thing.Gendo:Correct.Shinji:I CANT DO THIS.I WONT PILOT SOMETHING I NEVER SEEN
BEFORE.THERE IS NO WAY I CAN.Gendo:You will be instructed.Shinji:Still.THERE''S NO WAY I
CAN.Gendo:Shinji.You dont have to pilot it right now.You just have too when you have too.Shinji:No.I
wont pilot it.Gendo:Are you sure?Maybe seeing another pilot in pain will change your
mind.Fuyutsuki.Wake up rei and have her brought here. Fuyutsuki:But sir.She hasn''t recovered yet.It
may be unwise to remove her.Gendo:Just do it.Fuyutsuki:Very well.Gendo:Do you see what i''m
doing.I''m removing an injured girl just so you can change your mind about piloting.You better agree or
you can leave.Moments later a stretcher is brought out with an injured girl on it with some medical
techs.They stop the stretcher by shinji.Shinji looks at the girl in bandages.Misato comes over.Misato:Do
you see shinji.This girl will have to pilot unit 1 if you wont.If you dont,this girl is gonna suffer.Do you want
that.Shinji looks at misato.Shinji:No,i dont want her to suffer like this.I''ll do it.I''ll pilot it.Gendo:Very
well.When the time comes,you will pilot unit 1 in battle along with a fellow pilot in unit 4.Shinji:Do you
mean this girl.Gendo:Hmph.This girl will be your other fellow pilot.The pilot i''m reffering to is a boy like
you.He pilots unit 4.Dont worry.You''ll meet him soon enough.As for now,you will come in for a test with
unit 1 tomorrow to see if you can synch with it.You may now leave.Gendo then leaves as do the med
techs with the girl.Misato:Let''s leave too shinji.Shinji nods.Both people leave.Now in her car misato asks
shinji if he wants to meet the pilot of unit 4 and he does so misato suggests they have a dinner
party.Misato:Great.We''ll have a dinner party tomorrow after your test is done.But you wont have to wait
to meet the pilot of unit 4 because he''s coming in to test unit 4 and to see if he too can synch with
it.Shinji:Do you know what his name is.Misato:Yes.His name is justin and he''s from america.He pilots
unit 4 but from my understanding he had to pilot unit 1 because unit 4 wasn''t ready.The car continues
through tokyo 3.At ritsuko''s house,Ritsuko is upstairs in their room while justin is downstairs on the
couch.The memories of the battle with the angel comes back.Justin:I remember now.That battle with the
angel.Unit 1 going berserk.I remember how it was beating me up and how unit 1 refused to move.It was
then that i passed out and my angel side took over.My eyes lit up and so did unit 1''s.It then went out of
control and charged at the angel.We both roared like wild animals.Then when the angel was almost
beaten,my angel side used the same laser trick as sachiel did and unit 1''s eyes twinkled.Then a giant
cross appeared from the explosion and when it was over,the angel was gone.The unit''s eyes went back
to normal as so did mine.Then i woke up and couldnt remember anything.(sighs)I hope no one knew



about my angel side taking over.If they find out now,all will soon be lost.Not knowing,Ritsuko was
listening from the stairs.She heard everything.Ritsuko:I knew it.He is an angel.Looks like he might only
become a full angel when all of them has been beat.But how did he know sachiels name.That must be
part of being an angel.Knowing what the angels names are and he might even know when they will
attack.This kind of info could help.But i wont tell anyone.It''s his secret.If they find out,he''ll be destroyed.I
wont let that happened.Ritsuko smiles and goes upstairs.Has justin''s idenity been blown.To be
continued.



11 - Testing part 1

It is now morning in ritsuko's house.Ritsuko wakes up to see someone not in the bed with her.She gets
up and goes put her white robe on which looks like her lab coat.She then exits the room and goes
downstairs into the living room to see justin asleep on the couch.Ritsuko:(thinking)I wonder if you slept
down here because you knew i was listening to what you were saying yesterday.Dont worry.I wont
tell.But we do need to talk about it.Ritsuko then goes over to the couch to see justin is fast asleep but he
has nothing to cover him up so she decides to take off her robe and puts it over justin to warm him
up.Ritsuko:(thinks to herself)I'll let you sleep a little longer.Then you need to get up so we can
talk.Ritsuko was about to leave when justin wakes up yawning.Justin:Good morning ritsuko.He then
looks down to see a white robe was put over him.He then looks at ritsuko.Justin:Did you put this over me
when i was sleeping.Ritsuko:Well,yes.But i would not of had to if you've slept upstairs with me like you
were suppose too.Justin:Yah,well i had my reasons.Ritsuko:Like how your an angel.Justin is
stunned.Ritsuko:I heard everything you said yesterday.Did you think i didnt.I know why unit 1 went
berserk and how your blood type was blue.You are an angel.Justin:Allright.Look.You've got to keep quiet
about this.If the other's especially commander ikari were to find out.I'd be dead.I'm not suppose to reveal
myself as an angel yet.If i tell you,will you promise and i mean promise to keep this between us.You cant
tell.Ritsuko:Yes.I promise.Justin:Allright.I'm an angel known as ralile,the angel of destruction.I'm the 19th
angel.I'm only suppose to reveal myself when all 17 angels are beaten.When that happens,i will reveal
myself and can only be beaten with all evas.That's also why unit 1 went bersek.My angel side came out
and helped.Can you absolutely keep this a secret.Please keep this between us.Ritsuko:Dont worry.This
our secret.Justin:Thanks.But just to make sure you dont remember this.A flash of light appears for a
second and then fades.Justin:(thinks to himself)Sorry but cant take the chance.I've wiped out the
conversation we had so you couldnt remember.Ritsuko:What happened.Justin:You just spaced out is
all.Ritsuko:Really.Oh well.You should get dressed.You got to go in to try and synch with unit
4.Justin:You mean unit 4 is done.Ritsuko:Yes.Now go get dressed.Justin gets up and heads upstairs to
their room and grabs some clothes from his bag and shuts the door.A few minutes later the door opens
and justin comes out with clean clothes on.Justin then goes downstairs.Justin:Ritsuko.You can get
dressed now.Ritsuko:Allright.Thanks.She then goes up to their room and quickly changes and comes
back down.Justin:Holy.That was fast.Ritsuko:Thanks but lets go now.Justin:Okay.They both leave the
house with ritsuko locking the house.Then they both head for her car and get in.Ritsuko starts the car up
and drives straight towards the city.At misato's apartment however.Shinji:(yelling from the kitchen)Come
on miss misato.We'll be late.Misato.Shinji gives up and goes to misato's room.He opens the door and
finds misato still asleep.Shinji:MISATO.TIME TO GET UP.Misato instantly wakes up to see shinji there
yelling.Misato:I'm up.I'm up.Shinji:Miss misato you have to hurry.We'll late for the
testing.Misato:What?Ohh shoot.Your right.I have to get dressed.Shinji leaves closing the door so misato
can get dressed.Few minutes later misato comes out in her black dress and red jacket on.Misato:Come
on shinji.We need to hurry.Shinji nods.They both head out the door.They get to her car and they both
get in.Misato inserts the key to start up the car and takes off.She now rushes through traffic downtown
on there way to NERV.Shinji:You know miss misato.We wouldnt have to hurry if you've gotten up
earlier.Misato:No kdding shinji.The car continues downtown while avoiding traffic.Now in another
car.Ritsuko:Nervous about your test with unit 4.Justin:No.I did something like this in the first branch of
NERV in Massachusetts.It was when i was chosen as the pilot.We did an activation test with unit 4 and it
activated so i should be fine.But i never did synch with it.It only activated.So,i'm hoping i can synch with



it.Ritsuko:You should be able too.Justin:Yes.I suppose your right.The car continues now downtown
tokyo 3.A few minutes later they arrive at NERV HQ.Ritsuko parks the car and they both get out.Then
they both walk towards the entrance of the building.They enter and are in a room with 7 closed garage
like doors with numbers 00-07 on them.Ritsuko then leads justin to the 04 door because he is actually
the 4th child.She then takes a card out of her purse and gives it to justin.Justin:What's this?Ritsuko:This
is your security card.You use it to open the door here and to prove you belong here at
NERV.Justin:Oookay.How do i use it.Ritsuko:See the thing to your right.Justin nods.Ritsuko:What you
do is slide the card through and it opens the door in front.Go ahead and try.Justin slides the card
through like she said and he hears a ding noise indicating it was correct.Then the door in front
opens.Ritsuko leads justin inside and finds that there is an escalator.They go down on the one going
down.On the way down justin decides to ask ritsuko what unit 4 looks like.Justin:So,what does unit 4
look like.I never got to see it besides the one that the first branch had.I'm just wondering if it's the same
one.Ritsuko:You'll have to see.Then they arrive at the bottom floor.They continue to the door and go
through.Then they go through this long hallway before they make to the command center.Now in the
command center.Gendo:Ritsuko.You finally made it.Is the child here as well.Ritsuko:Yes
sir.Gendo:Good.Bring him to the locker area and give him his plug suit.Once that's done,we wait till ms
katsursagi arrives before we begin the activation test for unit 4.Ritsuko:Understood.Justin.Come with
me.Justin nods so he follows ritsuko.In the hallway.Justin:Ritsuko.What did commander ikari mean by
activation test.I thought we were doing a synch test.Ritsuko:We will.But not now.The unit 4 your gonna
be piloting is different then the one in the first branch.So we need to see if it will activate or not.Justin:So
it is a different one then.I understand.They now arrive at the locker room where ritsuko shows justin
in.Ritsuko:Justin.This locker room is where you 'll be changing into your plug suit and back.Your plug
suit is here as well.It should be in the first locker on your right.Go and make sure it is.Justin goes to
check the locker and she's right.It is in there.He grabs it.Justin:So,this is my plug suit
huh.Ritsuko:Yes.But before you put it on,you must take all of your clothes off and then put it on.It wont fit
if you have your clothes on and it wont interfere.Justin:All right.Ritsuko:Good.I'll wait outside till you
changed.Ritsuko then leaves.Justin stares at his plug suit which is black and red.His neuron clips are
white.Justin:Guess i better put it on.He goes and sits down on a bench by the first locker.He takes all his
clothes off and puts the plug suit on.He also puts the neuron clips in his hair.Justin:Huh.It doesnt fit.Oh
well.Better get going now.He leaves the locker room to see ritsuko waiting.Ritsuko:Good.Your
done.Before we go,press your wrist button on your right wrist.Justin:Why?Ritsuko:Just do it.Justin:Ok.He
presses the button and his plug suit tightens.Justin:It's a little tight.Ritsuko:Thats allright.Your get used to
it.Now come on.Lets get back to the command room.Justin nods.They go back to the command
room.Still zooming through tokyo 3.Shinji:Misato.You have to hurry.Misato:I'm going as fast as i can.She
then turns right at a red light and almost collided with a car.Misato:(yelling)Move jackass.She then
presses the gas pedal harder making the car go faster.A few minutes later they arrive at NERV.She
parks the car and they both get out.Misato:There.Now come on shinji.We have to hurry.Shinji follows
misato in.Gendo:Good.The child is in his plug suit.Now bring him to the eva cage and have him inserted
in unit 4.Justin:Thats ok.I know where the eva cage is.Gendo:Very well.Justin leaves and finds the
elevator.He enters it and presses the button for the eva cage.It goes down and arrives at the eva
cage.He steps out and walks along the bridge by the cooling pool.He finds unit 4 at the end.Justin is
shocked to see it resembling unit 1.It is a silver grey color.It has red eyes.After,he heads off.Moments
later he is inside the entry plug.Gendo:The child is in the entry plug.Then they hear the doors opening
and misato rushes in.Misato:Sorry i'm late.Has it started yet.Ritsuko:No.But it will now.Insert the entry
plug.Maya:Roger.Inserting enrty plug.We see the enrty plug being inserted in the neck of unit
4.Maya:Enrty plug inserted.Ritsuko:Good.Now start the startup sequence.Maya:Startup sequence
starting.Inside the entry plug,justin notices the same lights go by as in unit 1.Then it gets filled up with



LCL.Justin:(thinking)I'll never get used to this.Makoto:LCL has filled up.Ritsuko:Good.Now start up the
interface.Maya:Interface starting up.Then something happens.Maya:The interface wont start
up.Ritsuko:What?Try again.Maya:Roger.It still wont start up.Ritsuko:Justin.Can you hear
me.Justin.JUSTIN.Shigeru:There's no response from the pilot.Maya:Abnormal conditions happening in
unit 4.Ritsuko:What's going on.To be continued.



12 - Testing part 2

Now continuing from part 1.Ritsuko:Disconnect all the nerv endings off.Maya:Yes ma''am.The nerv
endings wont disconnect.Ritsuko:What do you mean they wont disconnect.Shigeru:Unit 4 is attempting
to rip out of it''s restraints.Ritsuko:What?We then see unit 4 attempting to rip out of the restraints.Unit 4
lets out a roar.Unit 4 then finally rips out of the restraints.Makoto:UNIT 4 HAS RIPED OUT THE
RESTRAINTS.Ritsuko:No.It''s going berserk.Misato:Eject the entry plug now.Get him out.Maya:Yes
ma''am.The signal''s being refused.We cant eject it.Misato:What.Unit 4 then roars again and starts
leaving.Makoto:Unit 4 is attempting to leave.Misato:Stop it.Maya:We cant.We have no way.Gendo:Yes
we do.Launch unit 1.Misato:Unit 1?But we cant.Gendo:We have to now.Stopping unit 4 is top priority
now.Misato:Yes sir.Shinji.Shinji is in the locker room in his plug suit.Shinji:Yes.Misato:The synch test will
have to wait.We need to launch you in unit 1 to stop unit 4.Shinji:Unit 4?But isnt there a pilot in
there.Misato:Yes.But we need you to stop it so we can rescue him.Unit 4 went bersek.Shinji:Yes
ma''am.Shinji leaves the locker room.Back in the command room.Ritsuko:Where is unit 4
now.Makoto:Unit 4 is heading up to the city above.Maya:Correction.It''s now in the city.Misato:Is unit 1
ready yet.We need to stop unit 4 from destroying the city.Shigeru:The pilot is now in the entry
plug.Misato:Good.Insert the entry plug.Maya:Roger.Entry plug being inserted.We see the entry plug
being inserted in the back of unit 1.Inside the entry plug.Shinji:(He looks down to see a fluid rising.)What
is this stuff.The fluid goes over his head.He is now holding his breath while it goes up.Ritsuko:Relax.It''s
LCL.It''ll oxyinate your blood. Your get used to it.Shinji:I''m gonna be sick.Misato:Quit complaining.We
got to stop unit 4.Maya:Now starting up the interface.Ritsuko:Good.Have it reconfigured for
japanese.Maya:Roger.Interface started up.Ritsuko:Connect the nerv connections.Maya:Roger.Now
connecting the nerv connections.Heart rate is normal.I detect no problems.Ritsuko:Good.Now release
primary lock bolts and secondary lock bolts.NERV tech:Now releasing lock bolts.Lock bolts
released.Maya:Now moving unit 1 to the launch pad.We see unit 1 being moved to the launch
pad.Maya:Unit 1 is on the launch pad.All systems are green as
well.Ritsuko:Understood.Misato.Misato:Right.Launch EVA.Unit 1 is shot up through the hole.Meanwhile
unit 4 is going through town roaring like an animal.Unit 4 then wrecks a building by pounding it with it''s
arms.It then jumps in the air and lands causing a crack to form on the street.Unit 4 then starts leaving
when unit 1 appears.After being launched,shinji can see unit 4 looking at it.Unit 4 then charges at unit 1
running at full speed.Before shinji could do anything unit 1 gets knocked on the ground.Misato:(over the
comm link)Shinji.You have to get up.You have to stop unit 4 and save justin.Shinji:I''ll
try.Ritsuko:Misato.He should concentrate on walking before trying to fight back.Misato:I know that.But
how''s he gonna do that if he cant get up.Ritsuko:You''re right.Hows the pilot of unit 4?Maya:Still no
response.Ritsuko:I see.(thinks to herself)I hope he''s allright.This test wasnt a good idea.Unit 1 manages
to get up but not before unit 4 grabing it by the neck.Unit 4 then tries to break unit 1''s neck.Shinji is
feeling the pain as the eva does.Shinji:My neck.He has his hands on his neck.Misato:Calm down.It''s not
you neck.You''re fine.Unit 4 then let''s go and tosses unit 1 across the street crashing into buildings.Unit
4 then charges at unit 1 making it crash into more buildings.Unit 4 backs up and starts pounding unit 1 ''s
chest plate.It keeps pounding and pounding untill it stops.Unit 1''s eyes start glowing.Maya:Something''s
happening in unit 1.Nerv connections are disconnecting.Ritsuko:What.Dont tell me it''s going to go
bersek too.Misato:What?What about shinji.Makoto:He''s unconsicous.But he''s still alive.Then unit 1 let''s
out a roar much like unit 4 was doing.Then unit 1 charges at unit 4.Maya:Unit 1 was unactive.Now it
activated itself.Unit 4 tries to block unit 1 but unit 1 grabs unit 4''s arms and tosses it.Unit 1 then jumps



and pounds unit 4''s chest with it''s foot.Unit 4 lifts up unit 1 with it''s arms and tosses it.Unit 4 then gets
up and charges at it.Unit 4 keeps charging but unit 1 grabs unit 4 by the neck and breaks it.Unit 4 let''s
out one final roar before it goes silent.Unit 1 drops unit 4 and starts pounding on it.It breaks it''s arms
causing blood to spur everywhere.Unit 1 lets out a roar of victory and goes silent.Ritsuko:Unit 1 has
stopped.Misato:What about unit 4.Maya:Unit 4 has stopped as well.The pilot of unit 1 is fine.But as for
unit 4,life signs show negative for him.Misato:WHAT.NO JUSTIN.GET A frackING RESCUE TEAM OUT
THERE.NOW.Makoto:Yes ma''am.Moments later a resuce team is out by the evas.Ritsuko:Eject both
entry plugs.Maya:Yes ma''am.We see both entry plugs were ejected.Maya:Entry plugs ejected.The
rescue team goes over to unit 1 and opens the entry plug.They pull out shinji and he''s fine.Now they go
over to unit 4 and opens it''s entry plug.They pull justin out unconsicious.They put him on the stretcher
and takes him to the hospital.Back in the command room.Ritsuko:Thank god justin and shinji are
allright.Right misato.Misato:Yes.I''m going to visit justin in the hospital.I''ll see you later.She then
leaves.Shinji is now in the locker room changing out of his plug suit and into his clothes.He puts his suit
in a locker and leaves.When he leaves he see''s misato coming.Misato:Shinji.Your
allright.Shinji:Yeah.Misato:Thank goodness.Shinji:How''s justin.Misato:He''s at the hospital and i''m going
to see him.Want to come?Shinji:Sure.They both leave.To be continued.



13 - New angel

Now in the hospital because of the unit 4 testing going wrong.Justin wakes up to see he's in the same
room as before.Justin:What happened.Why am i here again.He turns and see's misato sitting next to his
bed in a chair.Misato:Well,how are you this morning.Justin:I'm fine.Isnt shinji here too.Misato:Yes but
he's outside.Justin:Oh,allright.Why did you come.Misato:Why?Because i was worried about you when
unit 4 went berserk.Justin:Unit...4?Misato:You dont remember about it do you.Justin:No.Could you tell
me.Misato:I'd be glad too.You see, you are the pilot of evangelion unit 4.The 4th child.You were brought
in to test it.The moment you went in,unit 4 went out of control.It went berserk and escaped to the
city.You were unconsicious when it did.Shinji and unit 1 managed to stop it and saved you.I was very
worried and thought i lost you.Justin:What about ritsuko.She's my guardian aint she.How come she isnt
here.Misato:She and the other NERV techs are working on unit 4.They'll gonna try and see why it went
berserk and hopefully fix it so you can pilot it.Justin:I guess that makes sense he says sadly.In the eva
cage.Ritsuko:Have we found out why unit 4 went berserk.Maya:No.There are too many
possibilities.Ritsuko:Well,what did the MAGI think.Maya:The MAGI dont want to
say.Ritsuko:Hmm.Fine.It'll have to stay frozen till we find out.Maya:Yes ma'am.In the command
room.Fuyutsuki:Ikari.It would seem the unit 4 we got from the first branch is a prototype.It isnt the one
we wanted is it.Gendo:Of course it's not.But it would seem it's more important to us now then the one
they are planning on building.We'll make do with this one.Makoto:Commander.An unknown object is
coming this way.Fuyutsuki:What.Is it the 4th angel.Makoto:Negative.We dont know yet.Gendo:Very
well.Notify us when it's closer.Makoto:Understood.Wait.The object is here already.It's blood type is
blue.It's confirmed.It's an angel.Gendo:Very well.Put everybody on stage 1 alert.Contact captain
katsuragi and prepare unit 1.Makoto:Yes sir.At the hospital in justin's room.Misato's cell phone goes
off.(Ring,Ring).She gets her cell phone out and answers it.Misato:Hello.Makoto:Captain.An angel has
arrived.It's coming towards NERV HQ.Is shinji there with you.Misato:Yes.But what about
justin.Makoto:Unit 4 isnt repaired yet.Bring shinji with you to NERV.Unit 1 is gonna be
launched.Misato:Understood.She shuts her cell phone off.Misato:Justin.An angel is attacking.Me and
shinji need to leave ok.Justin:Well,i'm coming too.He tries to get up but misato wont let him.Misato:You
cant.Your not ready yet.And unit 4 isnt repaired.Justin:But i can still help.Let me come.I can tell you
about this angel.Misato:You have info on the angels.Justin:Yes.I even know when they will attack and
how to beat them.Misato:I'm not sure.But i suppose you can come.Justin:Good.Justin gets out of bed
and misato helps him walk.Misato:Are you sure you can make it.Justin:Yes.Now let's go.They both leave
the room and find shinji is still waiting.Misato tells shinji about the situation and he follows them.At NERV
HQ.Shigeru:The object is directly above.Maya:It's AT field isnt up yet.Gendo:Good.But why isnt it
attacking.Fuyutsuki:Maybe it's waiting for an eva to show so it can battle.Gendo:That seems unlikely but
still possible.The object then fires a laser beam making three explosions in a row.Makoto:The object is
now attacking.Shigeru:It looks like it's growing tentacles out of it's sides.Maya:The object is now starting
a drilling process.Fuyutsuki:It would seem it's gonna attack us directly.Gendo:It would appear your
wrong fuyutsuki about the angel waiting.It seems it wont wait.Maya:Sir.We can see the core of the
angel.Fuyutsuki:Well,that's not surprising.Maya:But sir.The angels body is like a crystal.You can see
through it along with the core.I'm guessing it wont be easy to break through.Gendo:It would seem
so.Now arriving at NERV.Misato takes justin into the command center while shinji goes and gets his plug
suit on.Ritsuko:Well,looks like your late again captain.Misato:Sorry.Ritsuko:Captain.Why is justin out of
the hospital.He should still be there.Misato:I know.But he said he knows something about this



angel.Ritsuko:What.Thats impossible.No one knows anything about the angels.How would he
know.Misato:Justin.Tell her.Justin nods.Justin:The angel you are facing isnt the 4th one.Its an angel that
appears randomly.It appears whenever it wants.It's a crystal angel or an angel made of crystal.You can
see through its body.You can also see it's core.But getting near it is difficult.It automatically locks on to
anything in its area.And addition to that,it can fire laser blasts to spots where you will appear at.In other
words,it knows which spot you will go to and it will fire at the spot as soon as you get there.It's AT field is
very weak but that doesnt' mean it isnt there.You still need to break through it.But because of that,it can
grow stronger.If it gets away without any damage to it,it's attacks will be even more difficult to avoid.If it
gets away with damage,it's AT field will grow stronger and harder to penetrate.So,you see.You must kill
this angel now.If you dont,it'll come back stronger.It might even come when another angel is
here.Also,it's crystal body is hard to break through.It takes a total of 5 attacks from an eva,10 missles
and other machines to break through.Once it's body is exposed,it'll fire a strong energy beam from it's
core.You must be quick about destroying it's core.If it hit's you with it's core energy,you'll take alot of
damage.Also,it'll will self-destruct if it needs too.So,you need to quickly destroy it's AT field and attack
the angel when you have the chance.Understand.Ritsuko:Yes i suppose.But i still dont understand how
you know about it.Justin:Well,i have my ways.But that's not important right now.What's important is
destroying this angel now before it escapes or comes here.Misato:It's like he said.Destroying this angel
now is important.Is unit 1 ready yet.Maya:No.Not yet.We are just now inserting the entry plug.We see
the entry plug being inserted in the neck of unit 1.Maya:Entry plug inserted.Ritsuko:Good.Start up the
interface.Maya:Roger.Now starting up the interface.Interface now up.Ritsuko:Remove primary lock
bolts.Maya:Roger.Primary lock bolts being released.Lock bolts released.Ritsuko:Remove the secondary
and third lock bolts.Maya:Now removing second and third lock bolts.Lock bolts released.Now moving
unit 1 to the launch pad.Unit 1 is now being moved to the launch pad.Maya:Path is green.Misato:I
understand.Launch EVA.The EVA is launched and arrives in the city.Shinji can see the angel still drilling
underground but can only see the top.Misato:How's the target.Makoto:The target is progressing
slowly.We have plenty of time before it arrives here.Misato:Good.Shinji.Neutrolize the enemies AT field
and quickly attack it.Understand.Shinji:Yes ma'am.Unit 1 then starts walking towards the target.The
target stops drilling and comes out of the ground.Unit 1 is staring at the crystal like angel.The angel
shoots a laser beam at unit 1 but it dodged it.Unit 1 charges at the angel but the angel grabs it with it's
tentacles and tosses it on the ground.Shinji:Owww.You basterd.Unit 1 gets up and charges at the angel
again but the angel grabs unit 1 again and spins it around.It then tosses unit 1 across the
city.Misato:Justin.You never said anything about it having tentacles.Justin:Well,i didnt know it could grow
them.But i do know that if they get cut off,it can regenerate them again.So it's not really worth it tring to
cut them off.Misato:Whats the status of it's AT field.Shigeru:Its still up.The angel then moves closer to
unit 1 and prepares to fire a laser attack but unit 1 gets up and rips through its AT field.It then has the
progressive knife pulled out and stabs the angel in the center.It doesnt go through.Justin:Shinji.Its
me.Shinji:Yes.Justin:You wont be able to get through its body that way.You must try another
method.Shinji:Allright.But then the angel breakes free and fires a laser blast and knockes unit 1 down.It
then floats away.Maya:The target left.Justin:What.Ahh,damn it.It got away.That's why you have to be
fast.Well,no matter.It'll come again.And this time it's gonna get beaten.Misato:(sighs)The angel ran
away.Shinji.Come back.Shinji:Yes ma'am.Unit 1 gets up and goes to where it was launched and it goes
back down.In the locker room,shinji changes out of his plug suit and into his clothes.He puts the suit
away and leaves the locker room.In the command room.Gendo:Justin.Would you come here for a
second.Justin:Yes sir.Justin goes over.Justin:Yes sir.Gendo:How did you know about this
angel.Justin:Umm,a lucky guess.Gendo:Very well.But you seem to know about them.You will keep me
posted understand.Justin:Yes sir.Gendo:Good.Your excused.Justin:Yes sir.Justin then leaves the
command room.Fuyutsuki:It would seem he's not telling the truth.Gendo:Of course.But we'll let him be



for now.When he reveals himself as an angel,thats when we will strike.Fuyutsuki:Very well.Justin is now
leaving the command center.Justin:(thinks to himself)I might be in trouble.I suspect commander ikari
knows who i really am.But when the time comes,he wont be alive anymore.Ha,ha,ha.To be continued.



14 - Her desire.

Justin is now at the house he and ritsuko share.Justin is sitting on the couch and see's ritsuko sitting
down next to him.Ritsuko:So,how do you exactly now about that angel that appeared today.Justin:Is that
why you sat next to me.To find out how i know.(Sighs)Allright.The reason i know is when i was at the
first branch of NERV,the commander there told me about that angel.He told me this before i left for
here.He told me that this angel would attack and it flee's whenever it can.He also said that it has the
abillity to appear whenever it chooses.So that's why you have to destroy when it attacks otherwise it
comes back stronger.After that,i asked the commander how he knew and he said it isnt my buisness to
know.He just said i have to lookout for it and tell you guys about it.So,thats how i know.Ritsuko:I
see.Justin:Is that all you wanted or are you just talking to me to find things out.Ritsuko:I just wanted to
know that one thing is all.Justin:Oh allright.Ritsuko:So,you do plan on sleeping upstairs with me dont
you.Justin:I'll see.Ritsuko:No you wont.You will.As your guardian,you have to do as i say.Justin:I know
that.Ritsuko:Hmm.You know.Unit 4 is gonna be released out of it's frozen state tomorrow.Justin:Is it
really.But i thought you dont want it to because of what happened.Ritsuko:I dont.But it might help us
figure it out.Justin:So,i have to pilot it right.Ritsuko:Of course.Your the pilot of it.Justin:So,your just using
me to figure unit 4 out right.You dont really care what happens to me do you.Ritsuko:Is that what you
think.Because your right.I am just using you to find out about unit 4 but that dosent mean i dont care
about you.I am your guardian arent i.Justin:If that was true,then you would of visted me when i was in
the hospital.Thats what guardian's typically do.Ritsuko:Fine.Your right.I dont care about you.I was just
ordered to be your guardian because misato wasnt there.I will use you however i want.If its about unit
4,then i will.I'm your guardian and i can use you.You cant do anything about it.Justin:Thats what you
think.I'm gonna ask the commander tomorrow when i go in for testing to see if misato will be my
guardian because obviously you arent doing a good job.She cares about me more then you do.Your just
using me anyway.Ritsuko:(seductively)You know.I'm not just gonna use you to figure out unit 4.Her hand
goes on justin's leg and moves it over to his private area.I'm gonna use you in bed too.Justin:You think
so.After all this,you think i'm gonna sleep with you.Your wrong.I'm not gonna fall for what your doing
now.Ritsuko:Oh,is that so.She gets up and goes to sit in justin's lap and faces him.Justin:If you dont
think i mean it,i'll but his words are cut off as ritsuko kisses him hard and passively.Justin tries to move
but is unable too becasue she now has her hands around him.Justin breaks the kiss.Justin:Will you
stop.If you are my guardian,then you shouldnt be doing this.You must think if you do this,i wont ask the
commander tomorrow right.Well,i'm still gonna.He moves ritsuko off him and tries to get up but ritsuko
pushes him back down and she gets back on him.Ritsuko:Your right.I'm doing this so you wont tell the
commander.But it still doesnt mean thats why i'm doing this.She pushes him down on the couch.She
starts taking her lab coat off.Then she removes her blue shirt.She gets off and takes her shoes off then
her black shorts.She is now in her bra and panties.She goes over to justin and starts taking his shirt off
and his pants.She then removes his underwear making him completly nude.She then takes her panties
off and removes her bra showing her breasts.She then climbs back on justin and positions herself over
him.She then starts moving and moving.Then she moves faster making his nector come out entering
her.She moans and moans.Justin just stares at what she is doing.Justin:(thinks to himself)What the hell
is she doing.She's my guardian.She shouldnt be doing this.I have to get misato to be my guardian.She
has to be better at it then she is.After,ritsuko is done and and presses her breasts against his bare chest
making him blush.She then kisses justin for the remander of the day.It's now night and justin fell
asleep.Ritsuko gets off and gets her clothes back on.She goes upstairs to her room and



thinks.Ritsuko:(thinking to herself)Boy he is good.Even if he didnt do anything.There is no way i can let
misato be his guadian and let her have him.She then goes and lays on her bed.She falls asleep.In
misato's apartment.Shinji and misato are sitting at the table.Shinji:Umm,misato.Werent we suppose to
have a dinner party or something tonight.Misato:Hmm.Oh yeah.We were.But after what happened,i
decided not too.Shinji:Ohh,allright.Well,i'm going to bed now.Good night misato.He gets up and goes to
his room and closes the door.Misato:Good night shinji.She then gets up and goes to her room and goes
to bed.At NERV HQ.Gendo:Fuyutsuki.Fuyutsuki:Yes sir.Gendo:We have a conference tomorrow.You do
have too remember.Fuyutsuki:Of course i'll remember.I hope an angel doesnt attack while we are
gone.Gendo:Dont worry.Captain katsuragi and others will have everything under control.Dont worry.Now
it's morning at ritsuko's house and justin wakes up.Justin:What the hell did i do last night.Ohh,i
rememeber.Ritsuko had sex with me or tried too.She must have a desire for sex and doesnt care who
she has it with even if it's someone that she's a guardian off.If it's gonna be like this,then i better move
out.He hears foot steps coming from the stairs and ritsuko appears dressed up.Ritsuko:Justin.Your
suppose to get dressed.You have a test with unit 4 today.Justin:Well,i could if someone didnt try to have
sex with me last night.Ritsuko:(blushing)Well,i er my desire for sex took over.I'm sorry for it.I'll ask
misato today if she will be your guardian ok.Justin:Ok.Thats great.Ritsuko:Of course.Now get
dressed.Justin:Right.He gets up and heads upstairs to ritsuko's room and gets dressed in there.A few
moments later he comes out dressed.He heads downstairs.Justin:I'm ready.Ritsuko:Good let's go.They
both leave the house.Will justin's test with unit 4 go good this time or will it be like the first time.To be
continued.



15 - Another roomate for misato

Now on there way to NERV in her black car.Justin:So,you havent figured out anything about unit 4 i'm
taking.Ritsuko:Well,no.We didnt have enough time too.The MAGI know but wont say.Justin:Is that
so.These MAGI you talk about.They must be pretty important to you guys.Ritsuko:They are.They help us
in a lot of things.Justin:Interesting.So,if something happened to these MAGI,what would you guys
do.Ritsuko:Oh i dont know.It never happened.And it probably never will.The black car then arrives
outside of NERV.Both people get out and head inside.Justin opens the gate inside with his ID Card and
they continue inside.Ritsuko:Justin.Go to the locker room and get suited up for your test.Justin:Yes
ma'am.He heads off to the locker room.Ritsuko heads for the command room.She enters
it.Misato:Hmm.She turns around.Looks like your the one late ritsuko.Ritsuko:How the hell.You actually
came on time.Misato:Of course.Now shall we begin.Ritsuko:Right.Justin.Are you suited up yet.Justin
from the locker room:No not yet.Ritsuko:Well,hurry up.Justin gets his clothes off and gets his plug suit
on.He presses the right wrist switch and it tightens the suit up.He gets his neuron clips in too.He then
leaves the locker room and heads for the elevator.He presses the button and gets in.He pushes the
button for the eva cage and it goes down.The elevator arrives and he gets out.He walks towards unit
4.Moments later he gets inside the entry plug.Maya:Pilot is now in the entry plug.Ritsuko:Good.Insert
it.Maya:Roger.Now inserting entry plug.We see the entry plug being inserted in the neck of unit
4.Maya:Entry plug now inserted.Now flooding it with LCL.The inside of the entry plug fills up with
LCL.LCL now filled up.Ritsuko:Good.Start up the interface.Maya:Roger.Interface now starting up.Misato
goes over too ritsuko and whispers in her ear.Misato:Are you sure this was a good idea to unfreeze unit
4.Ritsuko:Of course.We couldnt find out what happened so we will do it this way.Misato:Yeah but you
know what happened before.What if it happens again.Ritsuko:It shouldnt.But even if it does,the pilots life
isnt of importance as unit 4 is.Unit 4 is only important.The pilots life doesnt matter.Misato slaps ritsuko
hard.Misato:(Angry)WHAT THE HELL DO YOU MEAN HIS LIFE ISNT IMPORTANT.YOUR HIS
frackING GUARDIAN.IT SHOULD BE.Ritsuko:Well,i'm not his guardian anymore anyway.He wanted me
to ask you if you will be his guardian for now on.Misato:Of course i will.You arent doing a good job
anyway.I'll be happy too.His life is important too me.So is shinji's.Misato walks away.Maya:Interface has
been started up.Ritsuko:Good.Now connect nerve connections.Maya:Yes ma'am.The monitor in front
shows the nerve connections connecting.Maya:Nerve connections connected.Ritsuko:Good.How is
he.Maya:His harmonics seem ok.So does his heart rate.No problems.Ritsuko:Good.How's his synch
ratio.Maya:It's at 35%.Ritsuko:Wow impressive.So,unit 4 has activated succesful then.Maya:It would
seem so.Ritsuko:Good.Justin.Can you hear me.From the inside the entry plug.Justin:Yes.Ritsuko:Unit 4
has activated succesfuly.Justin:Really.Has it.Ritsuko:Yes.Justin:Good.Can i get out
now.Ritsuko:Yes.Eject the entry plug now.Maya:Roger.Entry plug being ejected.We see the entry plug
coming out.The top opens up and justin is brought out.He heads for the elevator.He presses the button
and goes in.He pushes the button for the floor the locker room is on and it arrives there.He gets out and
goes to the locker room.Inside he takes off his plug suit and puts it in the locker.He then gets his clothes
out and puts them on.He takes off his neuron clips too before leaving and puts them in the locker.He
then leaves and heads for the command center.He goes inside and goes towards
ritsuko.Ritsuko:Justin.Good job.It looks like you get to pilot unit 4.Justin:Cool.So,did you ask misato
yet.Ritsuko:Yes.And she agreed.Justin:Cool.Hey.What happened to your cheek?He see's a bruise on
ritsuko's right cheek.Ritsuko:Oh,this.Well,um nothing.I just slamed it on something is all.Justin:Ok.He
turns to misato.So,your my new guardian huh.Misato:Yes.You'll be living with me and



shinji.Justin:Oh,cool.So,can we go now.Misato:Yes.Let's go.Misato amd justin both leave the command
room.Justin:We are going to ritsuko's house to get my things arent we.Misato:Of course.They then leave
NERV HQ.Misato leads justin to her blue car.They both get in.She starts up the car and heads off to
ritsuko's house.At a conference with SEELE.SEELE 1:Mr ikari.Why did you let a boy who isnt the
desginated pilot of unit 1 pilot it.Gendo:Unit 4 wasnt ready so we had no choice.SEELE 2:Of course you
didnt.You were messing with unit 4.That boy must always pilot unit 4.If he were to pilot another unit,he
will be exposed as who he really is.SEELE 3:We also understand that because of this,he was
exposed.Did anyone see it.Gendo:No.Of course not.They only thought unit 1 went bersek because the
pilot was in danger.They didnt realize that the boys angel side took over and as a result of this,unit 1
went berserk.SEELE 4:Good.But you must also realize that your only responsibility is the human
instrumentality project.SEELE 5:Yes.We cant afford to lose anymore money.Time,money and man
power.We cant afford to lose these things.You do undertsand that dont you.Gendo:Of course.SEELE
1:In any event.This project must be kept on as planned.SEELE 3:This project may be the only real hope
for mankind.Do you understand.SEELE 1:Well,now that the angels attacks are now known by the
public,NERV must take steps to keep anymore from leaking out.You do know that there is no turnig back
now.Everyone but gendo dissapears.Gendo:Of course.Mankind has no time left.Now arrivied at ritsuko's
place.Justin goes in and grabs his stuff and comes out a few seconds later.He gets back in the car and
they take off.Misato:So,you must know why ritsuko didnt want to be your guardian dont you.Justin:Of
course.But i'm not gonna tell.Misato:Hmm.Your reason must be diffrent then the one ritsuko told
me.Justin:What did she tell you.Misato:Well,when you were being inserted in unit 4,i asked her if it was a
good idea and she said it was but also said that if anything happened like last time,your life wasnt
important.So i slapped her for it.Justin:Your the one who did that.Misato:Of course.It got me pissed
when she said that.Everyone's life is important.Justin:Well,i expected her to say that.She didnt exactly
care about me anyway so it works out.I just hope your a better guardian then she was.Misato:Dont
worry.I'm not as bad.They finally arrive at misato's place.They both get out and head inside.They go up
the stairs and head towards the door at the end.Misato:Well,here we are.She opens the door.This is
your new home now.Justin:Hmm.Well,it looks better then ritsukos'.He steps inside after misato
does.Justin:So,where do i put my stuff.Misato:Out here by the futon.You'll be sleeping out here for a
bit.Justin:Oh,ok.He goes and puts his stuff down.Justin:Hey.Where's shinji.Misato:In his
room.Justin:Oh,allright.He goes and sits on the futon.He lies down and falls asleep for the rest of the day
and night.Misato:Come out and see's him sleeping so she goes in her room and gets a blanket and
covers him up with it.She goes to the fridge and grabs a beer and heads to her room for the night.To be
continued.



16 - Eva info

It is now morning in misato''s apartment and it''s quiet.Justin wakes up and gets off the futon.He walks to
the table and see''s a note that says:Dear justin.Me and shinji had to go into NERV for his training with
unit 1.We should be back sometime in the afternoon.If you want,you can come down.Anyway,we''ll see
you when we get back.P.S.There is instant food in the fridge.Help yourself.Love Misato.Justin:Hmm.So
they went into NERV.I didnt hear them leave.Whatever.I''m alone till they get back so i might as well
enjoy it.At NERV HQ.In the entry plug,shinji sits waiting.Ritsuko:Shinji.How are you this
morning.Shinji:I''m fine.No problems.Ritsuko:Thats good.Have you memorized all emergency
routes,acess routes and emergency switches in the eva.Shinji:Yeah,i guess so.Ritsuko:Good but lets
review.Normally the eva runs off of power provided by an umbilical cable.If that cable were to be cut
off,the eva can run off it''s internal battery.No more then 1 minute in full power mode and no less then 5
minutes in minimal life support mode.Do you understand.Shinji:Yes.Ritsuko:Good.Maya.Start up the
stimulated battle program.Maya:Yes ma''am.The white room unit 1 is in changes to the city with
sachiel.Unit 1 is holding a stimulated gun.Ritsuko:Shinji.Have the target in the center and pull the
switch.Shinji has the target in the center and pulls the switch and the gun fires but it goes over the
target.Ritsuko:Easy.Position the target in the center and pull the switch.He does so again and hits the
target making it fall and exploding.The same thing happens over and over with the target being in a
different location.Maya:Shinji is doing pretty well considering he never really faced an angel before but i
wonder why he accepts doing it.Ritsuko:It would seem he just does what he''s told to do but thats never
a bad thing of course but still.Misato is watching this and is worried about shinji.Ritsuko:Misato.Why
didnt you bring justin with.He needs to know about unit 4.Misato:I know.But he was sleeping and after
yesterday,i thought it wasnt a good idea.You can do it another time cant you.Ritsuko:Possibly if an angel
doesnt attack,if one attacks and cuts off unit 4''s cable,justin wont know whats going on.You need to
bring him down here in the afternoon so i can explain to him too.Misato:I will.Ritsuko:All right
shinji.We''re done.You can come out.The stimulator stops and unit 1 gets moved back to the cage.The
entry plug ejects and shinji goes to the locker room to change.He changes out of his plug suit and
changes into his regular clothes.He puts his plug suit in the locker and leaves.At misato''s
apartment,justin fixed some instant food and puts it on the table.He wonders how he''s gonna eat it
because it has chop sticks and he doesnt know how to use them.He picks up the chop sticks and tries to
eat the rice but it keeps falling out so he tries eating the meat balls with it but they fall out
too.Frustrated,he picks up the food and throws it right when misato enters the room and it hits her in the
face.Justin turns to see misato covered in food and gets up slowly and backs up but misato wipes the
food off her face with an angry look that could kill and she starts going towards justin.Justin stands there
looking at her trying to figure out how too apologize but she gets to him first.She starts opening her
mouth up but instead of yelling,she just tells him that it is frustrating.Misato:You know.It can be hard
eating japanese food especially since you never ate it or had before right.Justin:Umm,yes.Uh sorry
about throwing it at you.I didnt hear you come in.Misato:It''s allright.You need to get
dressed.Justin:Why?Misato:Because you need to go to NERV.Justin:(sighs)Allright.I''ll get dressed.He
goes and grabs some clothes out of his bag and changes behind the futon.Moments later he''s dressed
up.He goes back over to misato.Justin:AlLright.Let''s go.By the way,where''s shinji.Misato:He went in his
room.Come on.Lets go.Justin:Ok.He follows misato out the apartment.They get to her car and get in.She
starts it up and takes off.They are now heading downtown tokyo 3.Moments later they arrive at
NERV.She parks the car and they both get out.They then head inside.Justin opens the gate and they



both continue.Before they go to the command room,misato tells justin to go get his plug suit on and he
goes to the locker room.Misato then proceeds to the command room and goes inside.She see''s ritsuko
standing there.She notices misato and turns around.Ritsuko:So,did you bring
him.Misato:Yes.Ritsuko:Good.Where is he.Misato:He''s getting in his plug suit.Ritsuko:He doesnt have
too.I just need to tell him about unit 4.He does fine.Shigeru.Shigeru:Yes ma''am.Ritsuko:Call down to the
locker room and tell justin not to get in his plug suit.Just tell him to come in here.Shigeru:Roger.He picks
up the phone and dials the number for the locker room.In the locker room,justin was about to get his
plug suit on when he hears the phone rings and goes to answer it.He picks up the
phone.Justin:Hello.Shigeru:It''s me.Shigeru.Your suppose to not get your plug suit.Your suppose to just
come in the command room.Justin:I understand.He then hangs the phone up.He goes and gets his
clothes on and puts his plug suit in the locker and leaves.He goes to the command room and
enters.Ritsuko notices him.He goes towards her.Ritsuko:So,you came did you.Good.Now you have to
listen.Your eva runs off of power supplied by an umbilical cable.If that cable were to ever be cut off,your
eva can run off it''s internal battery.It can run a maximal of 5 minutes in full power and 10 minutes in
minimal life support mode.Do you understand.Justin:Yes.Ritsuko:Good.You can leave now.He goes
over to misato and they both leave the command room.They now leave NERV HQ and get in her
car.She starts up the car and takes off.To be continued.



17 - Eva's v.s Eva

After leaving NERV,Misato decides to take justin to a look out point on the way back.They arrive and she
parks the car.They both get out and walk towards the edge.Justin:WOW.So,this is what tokyo 3 looks
like from here.Misato:Yes.Isnt it something.From what i heard,you saved it with the battle with the third
angel.Justin:Well,it wasnt really a big deal.I just did what i did.Misato:True.But you still saved it.And
that's what counts.This city isnt just a city,it is also designed to stand up against the angels.It's a
fortress.Justin just's looks at her,then turns around.Misato:So,shall we leave now.Justin nods.They both
get back to her car and get in.She starts it up and takes off.A few minutes later,they arrive back at the
apartment.Misato goes to the fridge and grabs a beer and justin goes and lies down on the futon.Misato
then goes over to justin and sits on the edge of the futon.She opens her beer and guzzles it
down.Misato:So,excited about starting school tomorrow.Justin:Who?Me or shinji.Misato:Both of
you.Justin:But isnt it for japanese kids.I cant read japanese you know.Misato:I know.I'll teach you.We
like to refer to our language as kanji.Justin:Kanji huh.Ok.Somewhere a conference is being held by
seele.SEELE 1:So,do we test our prototype mass production eva now.SEELE 2:Yes.Let's see how it
handles NERV's eva's.SEELE Chairman:We also want to fight that angel boy in unit 4 and see what he
can do.I'm sure he can use a challenge and he will never fight another eva so we shall test it
now.Elsewhere we see a jet flying over tokyo 3 with the prototype mass production eva being
carried.The eva starts coming out and we see a dummyplug being inserted in it.After,it falls out and
lands right in downtown tokyo 3.In NERV.Shigeru:Sir.An unkown object is coming.We cant tell if it's an
angel or not.Gendo:Hmm.Very well.Imform me when it's closer.Shigeru:Yes sir.Fuyutsuki bends over to
gendo and whispers something in his ear.Fuyutsuki:It would seem the old men have sent there
prototype mass produced eva towards us.Gendo:It would seem so.They must know about that boy being
an angel and they want him to fight it in unit 4.Makoto:The object has been confirmed.Its...its..its an
EVA!Its an eva.An eva is coming.Gendo:Very good.Call captain katsuragi and tell her to bring the 4th
child and third child as well.Makoto:Yes sir.At misato's apartment.Misato's phone rings and misato goes
to answer it.Misato:Hello.Makoto:Captain katsuragi.It's me.You need to bring the 4th and 3rd child down
here.It's an emergency.Misato:Right.She hangs up the phone.Misato:Justin.Get dressed.It's an
emergency.I'll get shinji.Justin:Yes ma'am.Justin gets up and puts his shoes on.Misato goes to shinji's
room and opens it.Misato:Shinji.Get up.We need to go to NERV.Shinji:Yes ma'am.He gets up and
comes out.Soon,both boys are ready and they follow misato out.They get to her car and get in.She
starts it up and takes off for NERV.On there way they can see the prototype mass produced eva walking
downtown.It's white all over.It's face has nothing but red lips on it.It has no eyes.Misato:What in the hell
is that.Justin:(thinking to himself)I know.It's there prototype mass produced eva.They must of sent it to
fight me.I'll destroy it.It's too early for them to send one now.What were they thinking.If i'm exposed
before i'm supposed to reveal myself,everything will go wrong.As he thinks this,the car continues to
NERV.At NERV HQ command center.Maya:The eva seems to be looking for something.It's not
attacking.Gendo:Not yet it wont.It's opponenet hasnt arrived yet.But do get unit's 1 and 4
ready.Maya:Yes sir.The blue car finally arrives at NERV.The people inside get out and head inside the
building.Before going to the command room,misato tells shinji and justin to go get suited up and get to
there evas.They do and head for the locker room.Misato goes in the command room.Misato:So what the
hell is attacking.Is it that eva we saw.Gendo:Correct.That eva is here for unit 4.In the locker room, both
boys get there plug suits on and leave the locker room and head for the elevator.They get in and go
down to the eva cages.They get out and head for there respectful evas.In the command



room.Maya:Both pilots are in there entry plugs.Ritsuko:Good.Insert them.Maya:Roger.Both entry plugs
get inserted in there evas.Maya:Entry plugs inserted.Ritsuko:Start up the interface.Maya:Right.The
interface then starts up.Maya:Interface now up.Ritsuko:Connect their nerv circuits.Maya:Right.Now
connecting nervs.Nervs connected.Ritsuko:There isnt any problems is there maya.Maya:No.Both pilots
harmonics are fine as so is there heart rates.Justin's synch ratio is 42% and shinji's is
43/1%.Ritsuko:Wow.Impressive.Really.Now release lock bolts.Makoto:Lock bolts being released.Lock
bolts released.Ritsuko:Release secondary and third lock bolts.Makoto:Roger.Lock bolts
released.Maya:Eva's are being moved to the launch pad.We see unit 1 and 4 being moved to the launch
pad.Maya:unit 1 and 4 are now on the launch pad.Misato:Right.Launch EVA'S.Both eva's get launched
through the tunnel above them and appear at different spots.Unit 1 appearing In the north part of the city
and unit 4 appearing near the Building for NERV.Also in the city,the mass produced eva is going through
the city looking for it's prey when it spots unit 1.It just looks at it and continues.In the command
room.Misato:Why didnt the eva go after unit 1.Is it going after unit 4.It must be.Shinji.Can you hear
me.The commlink appears in unit 1's entry plug with misato's face on it.Shinji:Yes.Misato:Stop the eva
before it gets to unit 4.Shinji:Right.The purple unit starts moving foward toward the eva.But the eva turns
around and lunges at unit 1.Grabbing on to it with it's arms.Shinji:Let go you ugly excuse for an eva.He
then has unit 1 grab the eva's arms and kicks it off.The eva gets knocked down but gets back up
afterwards.It doesnt bother with unit 1 and just goes looking for unit 4.Meanwhile,Justin has unit 4 move
looking for the eva.Misato appears on justin's commlink in the entry plug.Misato:Justin.Listen up.Stay
where you are and let unit 1 take care of the eva.Justin:No.It came here for me and it's gonna have
me.Have me beat it's @$$ in combat.He then closes the link and has unit 4 run.It keeps running till justin
can see the mass produced eva from in unit 4.Justin:So,there you are.Looking for me huh.Well,you
found me.He has unit 4 charge at the eva and before it could respond,it gets knocked to the ground.He
then starts beating it with the unit's grey hands.The eva obviously isnt happy about this,so it kicks unit 4
off and pounces on top of it when unit 4 lands on the ground.The eva drools as it looks at the unit like a
snack.It tries to bite unit 4 but it stops it with it's hands.It attempts to rip its head off but the eva let's go
and pounds the unit with it's hands.Justin is feeling the pain the eva is feeling.But unit 4 grabs the eva's
hands and rips one off causing it to spur blood everywhere.The eva growls and jumps off and changes
it's hand into a knife.Unit 4 tries to get it's knife out but the eva stabs unit 4 in the chest.Everyone in the
command room can hear the pain justin is feeling.Misato:Shinji.Go and assist unit 4 now.Shinji:Right.He
has the purple unit run off and soon see's the eva stabing unit 4 in the chest.He has unit 1 jump up and
lands on the eva's shoulders.He then pulls them off causing the eva to stop and moan in pain.Unit 4 then
pulls out the progressive knife and cuts the eva's head off.The eva then falls.Motionless.In the command
room.Everyone is celebrating that both unit's defeated the eva and that both are ok.Gendo however,just
sits with his hands folded across with a smile on his lips.Gendo:SEELE sure isnt gonna like this.To be
continued.



18 - Secrets

It is now after the battle with the eva.The two pilots are now in the locker room changing out of there
plug suits and into there clothes.It's silent.But then again.It's always silent.After,the two boys leave and
go to the command room where they wait for misato.Misato is talking with ritsuko.Misato:Do you know
who sent that eva.Ritsuko:No.And the MAGI are not gonna tell us who did.Misato:I see.(Thinks to
herself)Justin must know who did.It obviously came after him and he knew it would.He must know.But i
wont ask him now.She then comes back and see's justin and shinji behind her.Misato:Oh,didnt see you
guys come in.Good job.Both of you.Shinji and justin:Thanks.Misato:So,shall we go.They both nod and
all three leave.After,they arrive back at the apartment where shinji goes to prepare supper as it's now
night time.While shinji prepares supper,misato uses the moment to talk to justin.Justin is sitting on the
futon and misato comes over and sits by him.She can tell he's troubled so she puts an arm over
him.Misato:Is there anything wrong.Justin doesnt notice misato sitting next to him and is surpirsed by
her presence.Justin:Huh,oh hi misato.No.Nothing's wrong.Misato:You sure.Justin:Well,no.Nothings
wrong.Misato:Allright.(thinks to herself)Maybe now i should ask.I do need to know.Yeah i'll ask him
now.She comes back.Misato:Hey justin.Justin:Yes.Misato:Can i ask you
something.Justin:Sure.Misato:How did you know about that eva and how it came after
you.Justin:Um,well.It was a lucky guess.Misato:It couldnt have been.You knew.She looks more serious
at him.Please.If it's something you dont want anyone else to know,you can tell me.I'll keep it between
us.Justin:I cant.If you were to know now,let's just say i be dead.Misato:Is it something
serious.Justin:Yes.Very serious.And that's why i cant tell you.Misato:You sure you wont
tell.Justin:Yes.I'm not telling you and thats final.Misato looks sadly at him untill shinji announces dinner is
ready.Moments later,they're all at the table.Justin doesnt touch his food and misato is worried.But she
eats her food and so does shinji.Justin:May i be excused.He gets up and goes to the futon and lies
down.Shinji looks at misato.Shinji:What's wrong with him.Misato:Nothing.Shinji:Well,i'm finished.I'm
going to bed now.Good night misato.He gets up and puts his dish in the sink and goes to his
room.Misato gets up and puts her dish in the sink and goes over to the futon to see justin still awake.She
wonders what's wrong and heads for her room.But justin gets up and yells misato's name.Hearing she
goes over to justin.Justin:You want the truth.I'll tell you.I'm an angel.An angel that's not supposed to be
revealed till the 17th attacks.My actual name is ralile,meaning angel of destruction.The only people that
know who i am are commander ikari and SEELE.SEELE sent that eva after me to see if my angel side
would take over.Luckily it didnt.But i've no doubt they wont stop till i do.They have no patient.Now do you
see why i didnt want to tell you.If you found out,you tell everyone at NERV and order shinji to kill me.I
am after all,an angel.I'd understand if you want me out.No one would want an angel living with them.I'll
move out now to save you the trouble.He goes and starts packing up his stuff when misato comes over
and grabs him by the shoulders with tears in her eyes making him stop.Misato:YOU ARE NOT MOVING
OUT.I dont care if your an angel.Having an angel on our side is a good thing.You can help us untill you
need to attack.Justin:(Crying)But misato.I'm an angel.Why dont you just kill me now and get it over
with.I'm not full angel now.I'm full human.But you should still kill me.Misato pulls him in a full hug with her
arms around him crying too.Misato:So what.I'm not gonna kill you.You are helpful.Very.I wont tell
anyone.I'm your guardian.It's my job to make sure your safe.Same with shinji.Do you understand.He
doesnt respond.I said,DO YOU UNDERSTAND.Justin nods.He puts his arms around misato and they
hug each other for a while crying.After,misato stops crying and helps justin on to the futon.He lies down
and misato covers him up with a blanket.She kisses him on the forehead and heads for her room for the



night.To be continued



19 - School day and angel attack

It is now morning and justin is the first to get up.He hears a door opening and see's shinji coming
out.Justin:Good morning shinji.Shinji:Good morning justin.He goes into the kitchen to start breakfast.He
puts some bread into the toaster and makes some coffee.Shinji:Hey justin.Justin can hear shinji from the
kitchen.Justin:What.Shinji:Can you go and see if misato's up yet?Justin:Oh,sure.He leaves the living
room and goes to misato's door.He opens it slowly and peeks inside to see misato still sleeping.She has
no blanket on, so she is just in her pajamas.Justin however,can see her boobs partly from her black bra
she has on under her shirt.He starts blushing red but he decides to go wake her up.He goes over and
starts shaking her but she still sleeps.He decides to yell.Justin:Time to get up misato.She still wont wake
up.So,he tries something else.Justin:Oh misato.There's no more beer left.I dumped it into the sink.He
realizes that he could be in danger because of what he just said.And what do you know,she wakes up
mad.Misato:Did you really dump my beer away.Justin:No.Had to get you up somehow didnt i.He starts
leaving but misato gets up and grabs him by the waist.Misato:That wasnt nice you know.Justin:I
know.But i had to get you up somehow.Misato:Well,that makes sense.Anyway,how do feel after last
night.Justin:You mean about what i told you.Misato:Yeah.Justin:I dont know if i can really trust you.I took
a huge risk by letting you know.I really dont know if i can trust you.Misato lets go.Misato:Of course you
can.I told you didnt i.Justin:Yeah but.Misato:No buts.Now go get dressed.You both start school today
right.Or do i need to pull you into bed with me and show you i can be trusted.Justin:Allright.I'm going to
go get dressed.He leaves but before he does.Misato:Today's thursday isnt it.It's burnable trash day.Take
it out back.Justin:What are you talking about.Misato:You know.Justin:I do?.Misato:Never mind.Tell
shinji.He knows what to do.Justin:Allright.He then leaves and closes the door.He gets dressed and tells
shinji about today and he takes the garbage out back.Then they walk to school together.A conference
being held by SEELE.SEELE 1:It would seem our eva has lost.SEELE 3:Of course.It's only the
prototype.But that's not why.SEELE 5:Yes.It was because of ikari.He had unit 1 fight as well.SEELE
2:Yes.We wanted unit 4 not unit 1 too.But it's still impressive how they beat it.SEELE 1:Of course.But
the boy still proved to be strong even without his angel side.SEELE chairman:Now we must reconfigure
our scenario because of ikari.Both unit 1 and 4 shall help us with our project.Now walking to
school.Justin:So,what do you think of misato.Shinji:Hmm.Oh,she's fine i guess.A bit sloppy and lazy but
still a good person.Justin:I agree.Shinji:So,your from america arent you.Justin:Yes.Shinji:It must be nice
there.Justin:Yes i suppose.But when i was chosen as the 4th child,it all changed.I cant even remember it
much.Shinji:I know what you mean.I cant remember much about my past either.They finally arrive at the
school and head inside to find there homerooms.Shinji and justin are in the same room.They both sit
next to each other.At the apartment,a sleepy misato finally gets out of bed and out of her room.She
immeadiatley heads for the kitchen and grabs a beer.She opens it and starts gulping it down.She then
hears the other fridge open and a penguin comes out.He goes over to misato and she puts down her
beer and picks up the penguin.Misato:Pen pen.I forgot to introduce you to shinji and justin.I will
tonight.Then the phone rings and she puts down the bird and goes to grab the phone and answers
it.Misato:Hello.On the other end of the phone.Ritsuko:Good morning misato.Misato:Oh,its you
ritsuko.Ritsuko:So,you getting along with them.Misato:Them who?Ritsuko:Shinji and justin.Misato:I
guess.Ritsuko:You will.So,you didnt try to seduce justin did
you.Misato:(mad)What.No.Ritsuko:Good.(thinks to herself)I'm the only one that gets too.She comes
back out of her thoughts.They both started school today right.Misato:Yeah.Ritsuko:They should be able
to make friends dont you think.Misato:Maybe.I dont know.Ritsuko:They will in time.Well,i got to



go.Later.Misato:Yeah.Later.She hangs up the phone and picks up her beer and gulps the rest down.In
the school.A kid is playing with a toy jet in the back of the room.Then a girl comes up to him.Hikari:Did
you deliver the printouts i gave you.Kensuke:What.Um,there was no one home at toji's place.He puts the
papers that are coming out of his desk and shoves them back in.Hikari:Mr.Aida.Arent you touji's
friend.Are you at least a bit worried.Kensuke:You dont think he was injured in that robot fight do
you.Hikari:You mean that battle in the city.The reports said no one was hurt.Kensuke:No way.People did
get hurt.Rescuer's were scrambled on the mountain a bit from here trying to save them.At least 30
people were injured.But i'm sure toji wasnt one of them.Then a boy with green hair and a purple jacket
comes in and goes by the two who are talking.Kensuke:Whoa.It's Toji.Hikari:Suzuhara.Toji:Where is
everybody.Has our entire class vanish or what.Kensuke:It's probably because they dont want to stay or
transfered to other schools since that last battle.Toji:Yeah.Your probably right.Your the only one i know
that is enjoying this.Kensuke:Thats true.Speaking of which,why were you gone so long toji.Toji:My sister
was injured in that battle.She was crushed under debris.Since then,i've been in the hospital with her.My
father and grandfather dont have time because of there job.And if no one's there,she's alone.It's that
pilots fault.He should of knew what he was doing.What a moron.He trashed our own city even.If i ever
find him,he's gonna regret what he did.Kensuke:Speaking of the pilot.Did you hear the rumor about the
two transfer students up front.Toji looks up front to see two boys.Toji:Yeah.But what does it got to do
with them.Kensuke:Well,from what i've heard.There suppose to be pilots of those robots.One's from
america.They both transfered in when you were gone and right after the battle.I starting to think it isnt a
rumor.Right.Toji just looks at them then the teacher comes in and everyone stands then sits.The teacher
just talks about second impact and what happened.Messages appear on justin's and shinji's computer
asking if they are the pilots.Justin:What do you think.Should we tell.Shinji:Umm,i'm not sure.But there
cant be any harm.They both type yes and everyone get's up and swarm around the two boys.Girl 1:Are
you really the pilots.Justin and shinji:Yes.Girl 2:How you get picked.Girl 3:Were there any tests to
take.Girl 4:What's the robots called.Girl 5:What's there ultimate attack mode.As both boys tell,kensuke is
busy typing the info on his computer.Toji however isnt impressed.The bell rings and the teach dismisses
the class.Outside,toji punches both boys.Toji:Sorry newcomers.Had to pop you one to work my anger
off.Both boys get up.Toji starts leaving.Kensuke comes by.Kensuke:He's mean huh.His sister was
injured the last time you fought.Well,thats his excused anyway.He then leaves.Rei ayanami comes
over.Rei:There's an emergency.I'll report first.She then leaves and both boys get up.At NERV HQ.Misato
arrives at the command room.Ritsuko:Your late.Misato:Sorry.Whats happening.Makoto:The mt fuji just
detected it.It's pattern is confirmed blue.It's an angel.We now see Shamshel coming towards tokyo
3.Misato:The 4th angel finally comes.And commander ikari isnt here either.Makoto:The last time we had
15 years to prepare.This time,it's only been 3 weeks.Misato:They dont care when we're ready do
they.That kind we women hate the most.In the locker room,both pilots get into there plug suits and head
out.Now they're in the eva cage and head for there evas.Maya:Pilots have just entered the entry
plugs.Ritsuko:Right.Insert the entry plugs.Maya:Roger.Now inserting entry plugs.Entry plugs
inserted.Ritsuko:Start the interface up.Maya:Right.Now starting interface up.Interface has been started
up.LCL has filled up too.Harmonics and pulses are normal.Nerv waves connected.Synch ratios are 45%
for both pilots.Ritsuko:Thats very impressive.Now remove all lock bolts and move them to the launch
pad.Maya:Roger.All the lock bolts are released from the eva's.The eva's are now moved to the launch
pad and are ready for blast off.Ritsuko over the commlinks:Neutrolize the enemy's AT field and fire
after.Misato:Do you guys understand.Both pilots dont respond.Misato:Launch EVA''s.Both eva's are
launched.Shamshel has now arrived downtown tokyo 3.It raises up and has two whips come out of it's
arms.Soon,both eva's appear before the angel.To be continued.



20 - Shamshel's defeat

Now having been launched,both eva's are ready to face the angel.Misato over the
commlinks:Remember guys.Neutrolize it's AT field like we planned allright.Both pilots dont
respond.Justin has unit 4 charge at the angel having it jump and land in front of it.He then has unit 4
punch the red core on it's chest but the angel lashes out with it's whips and grabs unit 4 and tosses him
behind where it lands in a bunch of buildings.Shinji saw this and starts firing with it's pallet gun but it
doesnt appear to do any damage.In the command room.Misato:Idiot.You hit it with your gun before it's
AT field got neutrolize.The angel then whips a whip at unit 1 and slices the front part of the gun off and
making unit 1 fall.Shinji has unit 1 get up.Misato:Here.I'm sending you another spare riffle.The building
next to him opens up revealing the gun.In the entry plug shinji see's he's suppose to pick it up but
doesnt.He just has unit 1 run.The angel then now chases it whiping at it missing but slices buildings in
half.Unit 4 however gets up and goes after it.Justin can see the angel in the entry plug and has unit 4
run faster.Unit 4 catches up and grabs it but the angel uses a whip and stabs unit 4 in the
chest.Justin:Aaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhh.The pilot cries out in pain.The angel then returns to going after unit
1.It continues to whip at unit 1 untill it trips.The angel gets closer and grabs unit 1 with it's whip and
tosses it making it crash into a building.The angel gets closer and unit 1 get's up and runs but not before
it cuts it's umbilical cable leaving it with 5 minutes of active power left.Maya:The umbilical cable has
been cut off.Pilot's power left is 4:58:00.Misato:Damn.How's unit 4.Maya:Pilot seems
ok.Misato:Right.Now over the commlink in unit 4's entry plug.Justin.Can you hear
me.Justin:Yes.Misato:You need to stop the angel.Unit 1's cable was cut off and only has 5 minutes of
power left.Justin:Understood.The commlink is off.He now has unit 4 rush to where the angel is.After
cutting off the cable to unit 1,the angel grabs it again and tosses it to a nearby mountain.In a
shelter.Kensuke:Toji.I need to talk to you for a minute.Toji:What for.Kensuke:It's
important.Please.Toji:Oh allright.Hey class rep.Hikari:What.Toji:We both need to use the
bathroom.Hikari:You've should of done that allready.In the boys bathroom.Kensuke:I've got to see the
battle.Toji:You mean the one that's happening now.Kensuke:Yes.It's an incredible event.And i cant miss
it.Please help me go see it.Toji:Are you nuts.It's dangerous.Kensuke:Well,the risk is pretty much the
same if we stay here.Please.Toji:Oh allright.He zips up his pants.Let's go.You do anything to get what
you want wont you.Kensuke:Of course.Moments later,they are seen going up the mountain and get to
the top.Kensuke has his video camera out.Kensuke:Wow.I knew my efforts would pay off.Then unit 1 is
seen crashing into the side of the mountain and barely missing both boys.As both boys see's unit 1
almost crushing them,they regret coming.Kensuke:Sheesh.Being beaten up must of affected how he
fights.He almost crushed us.Toji:Oh shut up.Meanwhile,unit 4 is rushing to get to the angel and gets
there just before it gets to unit 1.Justin has unit 4 pull out it's progressive knife out of it's shoulder blade
but the angel whips it away.Justin:frack.He then has unit 4 grab the angel with it's hands but the angel
stabs unit 4 in the chest once more making the pilot cry in pain.It then cuts off unit 4's cable making it
last on it's back up power.Maya:Unit 4's cable has been cut off.Remaining power is
5:00:00.Misato:What?I thought it can last on 10 minutes.Ritsuko.Ritsuko:It would seem i was wrong.I
thought it could.Justin must know.He was at the first branch.He must of found out there.Misato:Maybe
your right.After the cable got cut off justin has unit 4 uses it's hands and grabs the angel around it's
body.In the command room.Everyone looks at the monitor as it shows two boys beside unit
1.Misato:What?Those are shinji's and justin's classmates.Ritsuko:What are they doing
there.Misato:Shinji.The commlink appears in unit 1's entry plug.Let those two boys besides you in while



justin handles the angel.Hurry up and do it.Ritsuko:What makes you think unauthorized people can be
allowed in the entry plug.Misato:I'm allowing it.Ritsuko:Your pushing it captain.Misato just looks at her
then returns back to the monitor.Misato:Hold the eva on your current command and let them come
in.Hurry up.He does as he's told and ejects the entry plug allowing the boys entry.Both boys get in and
the entry plug goes back in.Maya:Something's happening in the nerv's impulse.Ritsuko:Of course.You
allowed two foreign bodies into the matrix.Misato:How much time left for unit
1.Maya:2:00:00.Misato:How about unit 4.Maya:3:10:33.Misato:Unit 4 can finish the angel off.Shinji.I
want you to retreat to route 26.Do it.In unit 1's entry plug.Shinji(says to himself):Dont run away.Dont run
away.Dont run away.(Allowed)I wont run away.He then has unit 1 get it's progressive knife out.Toji:Hey
new kid.She said retreat.You better do it.Shinji then screams as he has unit 1 charge at the angel with
the progressive knife.Misato:Idiot.I told you to retreat.Unit 4 has it covered.Unit 1 continues to rush at the
angel.Meanwhile,unit 4 lifts the angel up and jumps up then drops the angel on the ground.The angel
rises up again and puts it's whips right through unit 4 causing the pilot pain.Unit 1 is still rushing at the
angel till it finally gets to it.He then stabs the knife right through the angel and emerging through the core
in front of unit 4.The core shines with light as the knife keeps stabing through.Maya:Unit 1 activation is
5,4,3,2 and 1.Activation ceased.Unit 1 doesnt finish and shuts down.The angel pulls the whips out of unit
4 and puts them through unit 1.However,unit 4 kicks the angel in the core finishing what unit 1 did and
defeats it.Maya:Unit 4's activation is 5,4,3,2 and 1.Unit 4's activation ceased as well.Both unit's are now
shut down.The angel is now defeated and just sits there.To be continued.



21 - Runaway's

After the battle with the 4th angel,justin and shinji both get talked too for disobeying orders.Misato:Why
did you disobey my orders you two.Shinji and justin:We apologize.Misato:You do know that your
suppose to obey my orders right.Shinji and justin:Yes.Misato:Justin.Did i or did not say to neutrolize the
angels AT field.Justin:Yes.Misato:Why didnt you.Justin:Because there was none.It's AT field was very
weak and was easy to get past.There really was no point.Misato:You still had to obey.Justin:Obey a
stupid order like that.Yeah right.It's AT field was weak.Even if i were to neutrolize it,the angel would still
take damage so it didnt even seem like it was a point.Misato:I'm not done with you yet.Shinji.I told you to
retreat didnt i.Shinji:Yes.Misato:I told you unit 4 had it didnt i.Shinji:Yes.Misato:Then why didnt
you.There were two boys in there.It was dangerous for them.Shinji:Yes.Misato:Dont think you're gonna
get out of this by saying yes to everything i say.You too justin.I warn you not to disobey me again.Shinji
and justin:Yes.Misato(mad):DAMN YOU TWO.THIS ISNT FUN AND GAMES.PEOPLES LIVES ARE AT
STAKE.THIS TYPE OF THING CANT BE TAKEN LIGHTLY.GOT IT.Shinji and justin:Yes.Back at the
school.Toji:It's been three days since they were here.Kensuke:Who's they.Toji:The new kids who
else.Kensuke:Are you worried about them.Toji:No not exactly worried.Kensuke stops typing on his
computer and hands toji a piece of paper.Kensuke:Toji.For someone who's tough.You sure are
stubborn.Here.Take this.It's both new kids number.If your worried.Call them.Toji takes it and goes to the
pay phone a floor down.He dials the number but stops at the last one and hangs up.Now it being night
time and both pilots and misato are back at the apartment,they celebrate or misato does anyway by
drinking her beer.Misato(drunk):You...guys..did good to..today.Justin:Hmm.You said earlier that we
disobeyed orders.Shinji:That's true.But now your saying we did good.Your wierd misato.Misato:I'm...i'm
not wierd.I...i ju...just,oh never mind.Shinji:Whatever.I'm going too bed now.Good night miss drunk.Shinji
leaves and goes to his room.Misato:So...so,did you really know about the angels AT field being
weak.Justin:Yes.I told you i was an angel didnt i.Since i am one,i can tell if an angels AT field is strong
or not.Even if it's not my own.Misato:Oh..oh.She takes another drink from her beer.Well...well,What shall
we do now.Justin:Easy.Go to bed.Good night.He goes over to the futon and lies down and falls
asleep.Misato is pretty drunk now and tries to go to her room but ends up going over to the futon and
falls asleep on the floor.Justin notices her on the floor and decides to pick her up and bring her to her
room.He carefully sets her down and leaves her room.He goes back to the futon and falls asleep again.It
is now morning and misato wakes up to see if the children are up for school.She has a hangover from
last night but still gets up.She firstly goes to the bathroom and brushes her teeth.She then leaves the
bathroom and goes to shinji's room and opens it to make sure he's up so she goes in to find the bed
made and everything cleaned up.She notices a note on the table and goes over to read it.It says he ran
away and he left his security card because he isnt coming back.Misato:So,he's run away.That isnt
surprising.She then leaves his room and goes out to the living room to make sure justin is up.She goes
over to the futon to find he's not there but a note is there as well as his security card.It tells her he ran
away as well.Misato:Damn.I didnt think he run away too.He doesnt seem like the type to.Shinji running
away isnt surprising.But justin is.frack.Why he'd go too.Meanwhile on a train,shinji is sitting listening to
his SDTA player and justin is sitting next to him sleeping.The train passes many spots and more people
are also on.Some are talking,some arent.But both boys dont notice.The train continues and more people
have now gotten off.The train reaches the final stop and only justin and shinji are left.Train driver:This is
the last stop for the tokyo loop line.The train will now close and any people on board still need to leave
and dont forget anything they had with,Thank you for riding.Shinji's SDTA player stops and he wakes



justin up.Shinji:Maybe we should go back.Justin:Maybe.Both boys get up and leave the train.Back at the
apartment.The door bell rings and misato hurries to answer it to see if they came back.She opens the
door but see's two boys who arent who she expected.Kensuke:Excuse me ma'am.We are justin's and
shinji's classmates.Aida and Suzahara.Misato:Aida and Suzahara.Toji:Yes ma'am.I'm
Suzahara.Misato:Oh,arent you the boys who got in unit 1's cock pit.Kensuke:Yes.Toji:Yes
ma'am.Kensuke looks at toji.Toji:We're sorry we caused so much trouble.Kensuke:The reason.Toji:The
reason we came was to make sure they were allright.Kensuke looks at him again.Kensuke:We came by
to.Toji:We came by to give them their papers that were piling up.Kensuke looks at him again
annoyed.Kensuke:Here.These are the papers that were piling up.He hands the papers to misato.She
takes them.Misato:Umm,thanks.Kensuke:Please say hi to them for us.Misato:Uh,yeah i will.Bye.The
door closes.Both boys looked stunned but snap out of it and leave.Inside,misato kicks the door in
anger.Misato:You idiots.Now walking in a town not familiar,both boys go to a movie theater which they
stopped at and go inside.They dont watch the movie,instead they just watch two people make out 5 rows
ahead.Both boys eyes widen as they watch.Few hours later both boys left and slept in the lobby of the
theater for the night.The next day both boys wander through the city until they catch a bus out to the
country.There they wander along the country and up to the edge of a cliff where they can see the whole
country along with the city.At NERV.Ritsuko is studying the 1st child while she talks to
misato.Ritsuko:How could you let this happen.Misato:I dont know.It just did.Ritsuko:Jeeze misato.I let
justin go live with you for a reason,not to let him run off.I knew i shouldnt of left him in your care.Shinji
took off too right.Misato:Well,yes.Ritsuko:Boy are you something.Some guardian and caretaker you
are.You let two fourteen year olds just take off.What are we gonna do if an angel attacks and both boys
arent found yet.Rei cant pilot yet and unit 0 isnt ready.Misato:I know.I dont know what we'll do.It's
probably best if they dont come back anyway.Ritsuko:Why would you say that.Misato:Well,i know shinji
hates piloting and i know some things about justin so.I just think it's best.Ritsuko:What do you know
about justin.Misato:Things that i promised not to tell.Ritsuko;I see.But you do know we need
pilots.Misato:I know.Ritsuko:(sighs)Have they made contact at all yet.Misato turns
away.Ritsuko:Nothing.Great job you did.I'll have NERV agents go find them and have them brought back
here.She picks up the phone next to her and dials.Now wandering along the countryside again,a car
passes and stops.Two men in black come out and looks at the boys.NERV Agent 1:You guys shinji and
justin.Both boys nod.NERV Agent 2:You guys have to come back according to the NERV rule book.Let's
go.Both boys do as they are told and get in the car with the two men.Kensuke saw this from his hiding
spot while playing a war game.Both boys are now brought back to NERV and have to answer to misato
again.Misato:You guys feel better about running away.Shinji:No.Justin:A little.Misato:Both eva's are on
standby.Will you pilot them.Shinji:I dont know.Justin:Maybe.Misato:If you wont pilot shinji,we will have
Rei do it.As for unit 4,you have to justin.You're the only pilot for it. Justin:Yeah right.Shinji:It's stupid to
make someone like Rei pilot unit 1.Dont worry.I'll do it.Misato:But you dont like too.Shinji:Of course
not.It's not something i want to do,but it's the only thing i can do.Misato:That's not true.You can stop
doing it if it causes you pain.Shinji:Yeah but you and miss Ritsuko and Ayanami depend on me.I mean
us.Misato:Dont give me that crap.If you dont like it,stop doing it.Otherwise deal with it.Both of
you.Justin:I'm dealing with it.But as i told you,it's only a matter of time.I dont need to pilot something that
i will soon be fighting against.Misato:Quit your complaining.When the time comes,the time comes.Until
then.I suggest you grow up and just do it.Otherwise,leave.We dont need two pilots who attitudes arent
posisitive and are mostly negative.Now get up.Let's go home.Next time you do this,you are no longer
part of NERV and are to go back where you came from.Understand.Both boys nod.All three of them go
home.To be continued.



22 - Ramiel's assault part 1

The chapter begins in the past where unit 0's first test begins.Gendo:Proceed with the
test.Ritsuko:Right.Start up the starting system.Maya:Roger.Starting system staring up.System
started.Ritsuko:Connect the nerv system.Maya:Now connecting.Nerv system connected.Ritsuko:Have
power flowed to unit 0's left and right arms.Maya:Right.We see unit 0's arms light up with the word
prototype 0 on them.Maya:Power connected.Now starting activation.Reaching
0.5,0.10,0.15,0.20,0.25.Almost reached the border line.When it does,activation will be
complete.Ritsuko:Good.Maya:Now reaching border line.All of a sudden,everything starts flowing
back.Maya:What?Everything's flowing backwards.Nerv connections are
disconnecting.Ritsuko:What.Shut circuits 1-6.Maya:Right.She types on the keyboard.Maya:No
response.It's rejecting it.Ritsuko:What?We see unit 0 trying to break out of it's restraints.A few tries and
it breaks free.Going out of control.Ritsuko:It's gone berserk.Unit 0 starts punching at the glass in front
causing them to crack.The glass breaks and gendo isnt harmed.Ritsuko:Stay back.It's gone out of
control.Gendo:Damn it.Shut the system down.Do it.Maya:We cant.It wont accept the signal.Gendo:We
have no choice.We have to abandon the experiment.Pour the bakelite in.Maybe that'll stop it.Maya:But
sir.What about the pilot.Unit 0 then ejects the entry plug.Gendo:The entry plug's been ejected.You can
do it now.Maya:Right.She types on the keyboard and holes on the walls with unit 0 open up and pour
redish pink stuff on the floor.The entry plug is seen flying in the room ramming into a wall while still flying
and falls down to the floor.Unit 0 is now punching the left wall until the room is filled with
bakelite.Gendo:REI!.After the bakelite stops flowing,unit 0 stops.Gendo goes in and opens the hot entry
plug burning his hands while opening it.He finally opened it and see's Rei ok.Now we are in the
present.And in a building surrounding the 4th angel.Shinji and misato are there but justin is
not.Shinji:So,this is what the enemy looks like up close.Misato comes near him and puts her back
towards him while she looks up to see ritsuko studying the angel.Misato:So,have you found anything
yet?Ritsuko is writing down info and turns around.Ritsuko:No,not yet.But this will be a great
help.Soon,they all are in a small room with a computer.Ritsuko types some things and a number
appears.Misato:So,have you figured out anything like the angels power or something.Ritsuko sips from
her coffee.Ritsuko:Well,something like that.We manage to find out some things but not much.Here,look
for yourself.She shows her a number that say 601.Misato looks at the screen.Misato:Ok.So,what does
that mean.Ritsuko:It means it cant be identified.But we can be sure about the angel being almost human
as some of there DNA is human.Misato:Ok.She steps back and shinji looks on the screen but notices his
father walk by and goes and pokes his head out into the hallway where he see's his father and Fuyutsuki
studying what's left of the angel's core.Gendo:So,this is what's left of the core hmm.NERV
technician:Uh,yes sir.This is all that was left.Gendo:It was almost in perfect condition.Shinji was about to
go back in but see's burned marks on the back of his palms.Misato and Ritsuko stop talking and looks at
shinji who's staring at his father.He then goes back in to see both women staring at him.Misato:Is
something the matter.Shinji:Umm,well.Nevermind.Misato:Shinji.Are you aware that when you look at
something and we ask what you were looking at and you say nothing we might as well keep bugging
you.Evasion actions draw attention to yourself.So,you might as well say.Shinji:Well,it would seem my
father has burned his hands and i was wondering how it happened.Ritsuko looked surprised when he
said that.Misato:I dont know.She turns to Ritsuko.Do you know.Ritsuko:Yes.It was before you joined
us.We had an activation test with unit 0.It went out of control.It was bad.The pilot was trapped
inside.Shinji:The pilot.Was it Rei.Ritsuko:Yes.And it was commander ikari who saved



her.Shinji:Bullshoot.My father actually saved someone instead of letting them die.I doubt he
would.Ritsuko:He really did.And i know you have your doubts because of what he did to you but he
actually saved her.Misato:Speaking of pilots.Where's justin.He isnt here.Ritsuko:Dont tell me you lost
him again.Misato:I...umm,no i didnt lose him.I know where he is.Shinji:He said he wanted to go back to
the apartment.He didnt want to come here.Misato:Wonder why.Now the next day.Shinji and his friends
are sitting outside looking at the girls who are by the pool and the girls squeking with joy because they
are paying attention to them.Toji and kensuke notice shinji staring at Rei and start making fun of
him.Toji:Hey big shot.Who you staring at with so much interest.Kensuke:He's ogling Rei.Shinji:I am
not.Toji:Sure you are.Your looking at her legs.Kensuke:Her @$$.Kensuke and Toji:Her breasts.Shinji:It's
not like that at all.Toji:Then why are you.Shinji:I'm just wondering why she's so alone all the
time.Toji:Come to think of it.She's been like that since 7th grade.I dont think she has any
friends.Kensuke:She must have a horrible personality or something.Now they are seen running around
the track.Kensuke:Hey.You and Rei are both eva pilots arent you.You should know her better then any
of us.Toji:Hey that's right.Shinji stops.Shinji:We dont talk much.Now in NERV eva cage inside his eva he
can see Rei working on her eva when his father comes by and they both start talking to each other.He
can see them enjoying it.He wishes he had that kind of relationship with him.Back at the apartment,it's
now supper time and they have invited Ritsuko over.Unfortunately,misato cooked.Ritsuko:You are still
eating this instant junk.Dont you have shinji.Misato:Hey.Your a guest.You have no right to
complain.Shinji has finished pouring soup on his,ritsuko's and justin's plate which misato
made.Shinji:Misato.Dont you want anything.Misato:Oh,sorry.She picks up a container of ramen and
opens the top.Pour that stuff on top of this stuff.Shinji:What?Are you serious.Misato:Go on.It's yummy to
the max.Shinji:Ok then.He starts pouring it on and stops and puts it down.Misato:Dig in everyone.She
starts eating the ramen.The trick is to form a soupy sludge to make it good.Shinji and Ritsuko both take
a bite out of there meal and well dont like it.Ritsuko:Misato cooked.Right.Misato:You can tell.She says
while still eating.Ritsuko:Of course.(Thinks to herself)Who else can make soup taste this bad.Outloud
again.Next time you invite me over,make sure shinji cooked as she says that a penguin pokes his head
out and stares at the meal in front of him.He wonders if it's ok to eat.He bends down and tastes some of
the soup and fall over.Hearing this,both shinji and justin look to see.Shinji:Umm,misato.What was that
noise.Misato stops eating and looks at him.Misato:Oh,almost forgot.His name is PEN PEN.He's the
other roomate who lives here.He's a new warmwater penguin.Shinji:Oh,allright.Misato then looks at
justin who hasnt touch his food.Misato:What's wrong.Arent hungry.Justin:No not that.It's just well,i dont
really trust this food is all.And you made the soup so i'm thinking if it will kill me or not.Misato:Oh
ha,ha.Very funny.Ritsuko interupts.Ritsuko:You guys know.You shouldnt let her ruin your life you
know.You outta move out.Shinji:But i'm used to it now.Ritsuko:Well,justin.You can move back with me if
you want.Justin:No thanks.I'm used to things now.Misato takes another sip from her beer.Misato:They're
right ritsuko.They can adapt to any situation right.She shakes her beer can and hears it
empty.Misato:Shinji.Can i have another.Shinji:Sure.He get's up and goes to the fridge to get another
beer for her.Misato:In any case.If they dont move,there's gonna be alot of trouble in red tape.They both
got there new security cards you know.Ritsuko:Oh,i almost forgot again.She puts her beer down and
digs in her purse for something at which time Shinji comes back from the fridge with misato's beer and
hands it over.She pulls out a security card and gives it to shinji.Shinji:What's this?Ritsuko:It's Rei's new
security card.I forgot to give it to her.Could you drop it at her place on your way to HQ.Shinji:Um,sure.He
stands there looking at it.Ritsuko and Misato both notice and decides to tease him.Misato:What's the
matter.Your staring at Rei's picture arent you.Shinji:No i wasnt.Misato:Oh yes you were shinji.Shinji:I
was not.Misato:I think i embarrased him.She let's out a low laugh.Now you got an excuse to go over to
her place dont you.Shinji:Stop teasing me ok.If your gonna tease anyone,it should be justin because
he's been ogling you both.They both look at justin who just spitted out all his food and stares in



shock.Justin:I was not.Shinji:Yeah you were.Justin:I was not.Misato:Were you checking me
out.Justin:No.I was um,looking somewhere else.Shinji:No you werent.You were staring at their breasts.I
saw you.Justin's face gets red.Misato:Oh,is that what you were doing.Maybe i should let you have a
better look then.She winks at him.Justin:I was not.Besides,you were the one staring at Rei's picture
shinji.Shinji:So,it's better then what you were doing.Justin:What i was doing is well,mine
business.Ritsuko:So,you admitt you were staring at our breasts then.Justin:No.I was,um never
mind.Ritsuko gets up from her seat and goes over to justin.She sits on top of him facing him.He blushes
when he's pressed against her breasts.Ritsuko:So,is this veiw better laughing.Justin is just
blushing.While this happens,a diamond shape angel heads for tokyo 3.Will this angel be tough to beat
when it arrives.To be continued



23 - Ramiel's assault part 2

Now the next day,shinji goes over to Rei's to deliver her security card.He get's there and knocks on the
door but no one answer's so he decides to go in.Shinji:Hello.It's me ikari.I'm coming in ok.He hears no
answer so he continues to go in but takes off his shoes to be polite.He goes into a room with nothing but
a bed,a window,a dresser and a tray for her medicine.He then see's glasses on top of the dresser and
goes over to look at them.He picks them up.And he puts them on.Shinji:These arent Rei's just as he said
that,rei steps out of the shower and shinji looks behind him and see's her in nothing but a towel.Rei
see's him with the glasses on and starts walking towards him.Shinji:Um,Rei,i was um just.Rei grabs the
glasses and shinji falls backwards backing into the dresser behind him and trips rei toppling on top of
her.Rei doesnt have her towel on and just stares at rei's naked body.Rei doesnt say anything for a few
seconds but breaks the silence.Rei:(calmy)Will you get off.Shinji hears what she says and realizes what
she meant.His hand is squeezing her left breast and shinji nervously let's go and gets up allowing rei to
get up and get dressed.While she is changing,shinji decides to tell her about her card which he has to
give her.Shinji:Rei.I um,have...have um something to.He gulps.Something to give you.Your...your
card.It's been...been renewed.Ritsuko wanted me to give it to you.He turns around and prepares to give
her card to her but notices she got dressed and already left.He leaves to try and catch up with her.He
finally catches up to her when her old card wont allow her access into the main part of
NERV.Shinji:Here.He swipes the card through the slot and the door opens.Your card's been
renewed.She turns and snatches he card out of his hand and proceeds.They both are now on a
escalator.Shinji:Rei.Your having a reactivation test with unit 0 today arent you.She doesnt
respond.Shinji:Arent you scared.Rei:Why would i be.Shinji:Well,i heard what happened and was just
wondering.I know i would be if what's happened to you happened to me that long ago.She doesnt
answer again.Shinji:Oh and i would like to apologize.Rei:Why.Shinji:For earlier.She remains
quiet.Shinji:Well,i know i dont trust my father with my life.Rei:Why dont you trust him.Shinji:How can
i.After what he put me through,i cant trust him again.Rei turns around and goes up to shinji and slaps
him and goes back down.Shinji rubs his slapped cheek wondering why she did that.Now Rei is getting
suited up in her plug suit for the reactivation test of unit 0.Soon,she is in the entry plug of unit
0.Gendo:Proceed with the activation.Ritsuko:Yes sir.Everything works fine and with that,unit 0 has been
successfuly activated.Fuyutsuki:I see.Very well.He gets off the phone.Ikari.An unkown object is heading
for tokyo 3.It may be the 5th angel.Gendo:I see.Very well.Over the commlink in unit 0's entry
plug:Rei.You can get out now.Unit 0 has been activated.The unit then shuts down.Gendo:Unit 0 cant
battle this one still.Neither can Rei.He turns to Ritsuko.Dr.Akagi.How fast can unit's 1 and 4 be
launched.Ritsuko:In about 380 seconds sir.Gendo:Make it so.Ritsuko:Yes sir.Both Eva's are moved to
the launch pad and are now waiting to be launched.In the command room.Shigeru:The object just past
another county.It'll be here in less then 5 seconds.Ritsuko:Right.Where the hell is misato.Misato comes
bursting into the command room.Ritsuko:Your late captain.Misato:Sorry.Launch EVA'S.Both EVA'S are
launched just as the angel arrives downtown tokyo 3.The angel is like a big blue diamond.Both EVA's
arrive on the surface.Shigeru:We're detecting a high energy reading from inside the target.Misato:What
you say.The angel charges up it's particle beam cannon and fires.Melting a few buildings it goes through
and hitting unit 1 in the chest.Shinji cries out in pain as the beam made contact.Everyone can hear it
from the command room.Misato:NO.SHINJI.Bring him back.Hurry.The eva is then brought back down
into the eva cage and is secured.While that happens the angel moves to the central area of tokyo 3 and
starts drilling down with it's shield.Unit 4 then moves from where it was launched and moves in front of



the angel.Misato:I'm going to the cage.Please cover for me.She goes down to the cage.Ritsuko:Your
finally responsible for once.Shigeru:We're detecting another high energy input from the
target.Ritsuko:What.The angel charges another particle beam.Ritsuko:Justin move.Unit 4 jumps out of
the way just as the beam is fired and blows up another building.Unit 4 lands again in front of the
angel.Justin:I'll show you.He has unit 4 charge at the angel.The angel charges another particle beam but
not before unit 4 is close enough.Justin:I'll show you.He then has a secret panel appear in his entry
plug.Maya:Ma'am.Justin appears to be activating the self-destruct mechanism in unit
4.Ritsuko:What.Justin what the hell are you doing.Justin:What do you think.I'm self-destructing my eva
to kill this angel.Ritsuko:You cant.The commlink was cut off.In the entry plug,justin presses the button to
self-destruct and the eva explodes in front of everyone.Ritsuko:NO.Maya.Please tell me the entry plug
was ejected.Maya:(sad)Unfortunatly,it wasnt.He wouldnt allow us to eject
it.Ritsuko:NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!JUSTIN.Will justin's sacrafice be
enough to win.To be continued.



24 - Ramiel's assault part 3

We see from before the eva self-destructing right by the angel.As ritsuko screams,shinji is brought to the
NERV hospital with misato by his side until they reach the operation room in which misato stays
outside.She decides to go back to the command room.Misato:How''s unit 4.Maya:Life signs...show
negative.Misato:WHAT DO YOU MEAN.WHAT HAPPENED TO UNIT 4 AND THE PILOT.Ritsuko:I''ll tell
you.Misato looks at ritsuko as she turns to face her.Justin...self-destructed his eva in hopes of killing the
angel.The entry plug wasnt ejected and so,we believe...she tries to hold back her tears as she says
this.He''s..dead.Misato:What?HOW''D YOU LET HIM DO THAT.WHY DIDNT YOU STOP
HIM.Ritsuko:We...tried.But he wasnt gonna give up so he sacraficed himself hoping to kill the
angel.Misato(starts crying and thinks to herself):Why did he do this.It was bad enough when shinji got
hurt,but he sacraficing himself to kill an angel.I dont know if i should think he was being brave or
stupid.Either way.He''s gone now.She starts crying.Misato through tears.:How''s the angel.Makoto:We''ll
find out in a moment.The monitor shows the area clearing.But what showed shocked
everyone.Makoto:No.The angel.It''s still.Misato:It''s still there.The monitor shows the angel
unharmed.Now that it''s opponent is gone,the angel gets back to drilling in the ground.Shigeru:The angel
is drilling into the ground.It''s gonna drill right to terminal dogma.Misato:How much time before it
arrives.Makoto:12 seconds just past midnight.Misato:So,we got less then 6 hours.Now in a conference
room.Misato:Deploy the model balloons of unit''s 1 and 4.Makoto:Yes ma''am.We see two very large
though the same size as unit''s 1 and 4,model scale balloons being brought by a boat.Both balloons fire
the gun they have but the angel fires back before they could and both balloons along with the boats,get
destroyed.Misato:Hmm.Next one.We see a train come out of a tunnel with a German type 12
self-propelled mortar on one of the cars and stops.The gun fires at the angel but bounces off.The angel
fires and the train blows up.Misato:Wow.It''s pretty tough.Makoto:Yeah.It''s AT field is so strong that any
attack that strike it will bounce off.You can also see the visible form of light when the gun fired.So,any
bombs,missles or artillery would cause more damage on us then the angel.Misato:So,it''s pretty much a
flying fortress with high atk and def capabillities.It''s almost perfect.But how will we beat it.Unit 1''s pilot is
in the hospital and unit 4 is gone.Makoto:Uh,excuse me captain.But that''s not true.We still got unit 0.It
may be our only hope.Misato:True.But unit 0 wouldnt survive battle.Makoto:That''s right.I forgot.Well,we
might as well raise a white flag then.Misato:Yes.But before that,i got an idea.In the commander''s
office.Fuyutsuki:You want to what!Misato:We need to use a sniper to pierce the angel''s AT field so we
can kill it.Fuyutsuki:But how.Our''s isnt powerful enough to do that.Where will you get one powerful
enough.And more importantly,how is it gonna be used.Unit 0 cant do it.And unit 1''s pilot is in the
hospital still.Misato:Dont worry.I have it under control.Gendo:Hmm.Very well.You may proceed with your
plan captain.I see no other way.Misato:Thank you sir.Now going down an escalator.Ritsuko:So,misato.If
our positron riffle cant do this,where will you get one.Misato:From the JSSDF.Ritsuko:What.You mean
your gonna borrow their new prototype one.Misato:That''s right.There''s no other way to do it.At the
JSSDF lab.Misato:I am here on behalf of NERV to propse the use of your new positron gun.Lab
leuitenent:But.Misato:Dont worry.We will return it to it''s original state as close as we can.Thank you for
your cooperation.Take it Rei.Unit 0 takes the buildings roof off and takes the gun and puts the roof back
down.Makoto:But ma''am.Where do you plan on getting all that electricity for it.Misato:How do you
think.All over japan.In the operation room of NERV hospital,shinji awakes and is taken out and put into a
room.He sits up and see''s Rei ayanami come in with his lunch.Rei:Pilot ikari.You
awoke.Shinji:Yeah.Rei:I have been sent to brief you on the mission tonight since pilot powers was



unsuccesful with defeating the angel.And so,his life is lost but the angels is not.She takes out a little red
book from her uniform and opens it and starts reading.Rei:At 0600 hours tonight,pilot ikari and pilot
ayanami are to use a particle riffle or pilot ikari is too.While pilot ikari uses this riffle,pilot ayanami is to
defend him against the angels particle beam.She then closes the book.Rei:Also pilot ikari,i brought you a
new plug suit as well.She tosses the suit on the bed.Shinji:Do i have to pilot again.Rei:Yes you
do.Shinji:But i dont want too.I just cant go through it again.Rei:But if you do not,pilot powers sacrafice
will be of nothing.It would be in vain.Do you wish for that.Shinji:No.But the only reason your cool about
this is because you havent went through what i and justin did.I just cant.Not after what happened to
him.Rei:Very well.You can stay here then.Shinji looks at her.Rei:Dr.akagi will reconfigure unit 1 for me
and i''ll take the lead.You dont need to come.She then turns and leaves.Shinji looks at her when she
did.In the command room.Makoto:The angel has broken through the 7th armored plate.We have only 3
more hours before it attacks us directly.Misato:Right.Ritsuko.How''s the defense
coming.Ritsuko:Well,the best we could do was make a shield out of parts from a space ship.It doesnt
exactly have bright colors or anything but it still is good.It can withstand the angels attack for about 17
seconds or so before melting away.Misato:Good.Now.Let''s get to mount futagoyama now.And this
operation is called Operation Yashima from here on.On the schools building,a bunch of boys including
toji and kensuke are sitting.Toji:Are you sure they''ll show.Kensuke:Of course.I hacked into my dad''s
files.I''m pretty sure it''s tonight.Toji:It better be.Because of that power outage that''s happening tonight,i
cant watch tv.Then everyone looks right to see a mountain moving a side.Then the evangelions come
up.First with unit 1 then unit 0.Kensuke:It''s the evangelions!.Both unit''s start walking and everyone is
cheering for them telling them to kick angel butt.Now at mount futagoyama.NERV tech 1:Electric power
supply from Shikoku and Kyushu Aria complete.NERV tech 2:Now starting the tests of each cooling
system.Ritsuko:Watch it.This machine is delicate.Shinji:Are you sure this will work.It isnt meant for field
battles was it.Ritsuko:This our only option.This is an emergency so it doesnt matter if was meant for field
battles or not.Shinji:Is it safe?Ritsuko:Theoretically yes.We dont know if it can stand the blast with so
much power.Misato:Shinji.Shinji:Yes.Misato:You will be the gunner.And Rei.You will defend unit 1 with
unit 0.Understand.Rei:Yes.Ritsuko:The reason for this is shinji has a higher synch ratio with unit 1 and
we need someone who can synch with an eva really good.Since the magnetic field,gravity field and the
earth''s rotation will effect the gun,it will not fie straight in a line so remember to fix that before firing
otherwise you wont hit the core like you need to.Shinji:But i''ve never did anything like this
before.Ritsuko:Dont worry.Just read the manual and press the trigger.After,the computers will handle the
rest.Also,before firing a second shot,you have to wait till the first fuse cools down before replacing it.And
since that''s the case,you must defeat the angel the first time.Shinji:But what if i miss or it fires
back.Ritsuko:Shinji.Dont think like that.You must hit the target the first time.Shinji:So i''ve got no
choice.Misato:Allright.It''s amost time.Both of you go get suited up and ready.Rei and Shinji:Right.Now
they both changed into their plug suits and are ready.Shinji:We are gonna die tonight.I just know
it.Rei:You wont.I''ll be protecting you.Now by their eva''s.Shinji:Why do you do this.Rei:Because it''s my
bond.Shinji:Bond?You mean with my father.Rei:With everyone.Shinji:But.Rei:It''s time shinji.You wont
die.I promise.They both get into their entry plugs and get inserted.The eva''s are now started up and are
ready.Unit 1 is holding the gun while unit 0 is behind him.In a portable command room.NER tech 1:It''s
now midnight.Makoto:The target has broken through the 20th armored plate.Misato:Right.Shinji.We are
trusting you with all of the power from japan.Make us proud.Shinji:Right.Misato:Start first
connection.NERV tech 2:Now starting up.From the first through 80th tank,starting power
supply.Shigeru:Voltage is up.Powering up the water exchange unit.Makoto:All cooling systems at full
power.NERV tech 3:Temperature stable.No problems.Positron charge is nominal.Misato:Second
connection.Maya:Now starting all accelerators.Converger now staring up.Shigeru:All power supplies to
the submission station on Mt.Futagoyamam.No problems.Misato:Release all final safety locks.NERV



tech 1:Pulling sear up.Maya:Adjustment for the gravity field and revoltuion of the earth is minus
0.0009.0.2 to the critical voltage.Makoto:7th,10th connection.All energy to the positron riffle.NERV tech
2:8,7,6...Shigeru:There''s a high reaction detected in the target.Ritsuko:What.NERV tech
2:3,2,1...Misato:Fire.Unit 1 fires the riffle at the same time the angel fires and they swerve around each
other and miss.Misato:Did we do it.Makoto:We''ll see.On the monitor.Makoto:Negative.It
missed.Misato:Damn it.Ready the second shot.Shigeru:The target has penetrated the geo
front.Meanwhile,in the geo front evangelion unit 4 see''s the shield from the angel and attempts to stop
it.It grabs it with it''s hands but only slows down a little.Shigeru:There''s an unkown object in the geo
front.Misato:What.Makoto:It''s stopping the angels drill.Misato:What.Whatever.While it stops the angels
drill,we''ll fire another shot.Ready second shot.Makoto:Negative.The fuse was replaced and will take 10
seconds to cool down.Shigeru:A high energy reading from inside the target is appearing
again.Misato:What.No not now.Is it ready yet.Makoto:6 more seconds.The angel prepares to fire the
particle beam.It fires it at unit 1 but unit 0 gets in the way and defends him.Shinji:Ayanami!Misato:Is it
ready yet.Makoto:Yes.Misato:Shinji.Fire now.Unit 1 fires the gun and goes through unit 0 and pierces
the angels AT field and hitting it''s core making it stop drilling and fall.In the geo front the drill stops and
unit 4 let''s go.Unit 4 then goes up to the top.Unit 1 goes over to unit 0 and gets the entry plug out while
melting it''s hands a bit.Shinji get''s out and opens the heated entry plug.He''s see''s Rei allright and hugs
her while crying.Rei:I''m sorry.I dont know what to feel at this time.Shinji(through tears):Try smiling.She
does so.Meanwhile,unit 4 has made it to the area where the portable command room is and stops in
front.The monitor in it shows the inside of unit 4 and as well as the pilot.From the entry plug.Justin:What
i miss.Everyone is shocked to see justin alive as well as misato and ritsuko crying.The entry plug ejects
and the pilot comes out.Misato rushes over to hug justin.Misato(crying):Your...your alive.I thought you
were dead.Thank god your alive.I didnt think i see you again.Justin:Yeah i suppose.I guess i have to
explain what happened huh.Misato:Yes.But not right now.I''m just glad you are alive.To be continued.



25 - Unit 4's upgrade part 1

Now at the apartment,justin decides to explain what happened during the battl with the 5th angel.Justin
and misato are both sitting on the futon while shinji is in his room.Justin:Ok.What happened was.I used a
cloning technique.Misato(confused):A cloning technique?Justin:Yah.It''s something i learned when i was
at the first NERV branch.They told me i was to use it if i absolutely needed too.It''s something that splits
your eva up in two allowing to do more then one thing.Like what i did.I created a second unit 4 and had it
self-destruct while i went into the geo front and waited for the angel''s drill to arrive.It was a long wait
too.But it was neccessary.I''m sorry you thought i was dead.I guess i''ve should of told you
huh.Misato:Yeah.It would of been nice.Can unit 4 only use it or can the other ones use it too.Justin:So
far i know unit 4 can only use it.And that''s probably only because it was built in the first branch unlike
the ones here.Misato:Well,it seems helpful.Justin:Of course it is.But there is a drawback however.The
clone can take alot of damage even life threatening ones but the real me will take twice as much pain.If
the angels were to find out that they are fighting a fake istead of the real one,they''ll destroy everything
and forget what they were doing till they destroy the real one.So,you see.It''s actually pretty dangerous
to use.Misato:Well,guess you shouldnt use it then huh.Especialy after what you pulled.Justin:I
suppose.Oh that reminds me.I have to go back to the first branch in america tomorrow so unit 4 can get
upgraded.Misato:Unit 4 is gonna get upgraded.Justin:Yep.It''s gonna get better shoulder blades,a
different color.Misato:Do you have too.Cant it be done here?Justin:No.1,it wasnt built here so they
wouldnt know how and 2.Gendo and those idiots allready tried upgrading it but made it worst so i dont
trust them.Misato:Oh.What time do you have to leave.Justin:By 10:00.But since tomorrow is saturday,I
thought maybe you guys would like to come with.Misato:Really.Justin:Yeah.They said i could bring my
guardian and a friend and since shinji is a friend i thought he might want to come.So,do you want to.Or
do you have something else to do.Misato:Well,i have to work and shinji has to come in for testing so
unfortunantly no.How long will you be gone.Justin:Till sunday.I also have to do tests too.Misato:Maybe
you should get some sleep.Justin:I guess so.But you kinda need to move so i can.Misato:Right.She gets
up and justin lies down.She then goes to her room and everyone sleeps.The next day justin gets up at
9:30 becuase misato woke him up late.He packs his stuff and heads out the door.He get''s in misato''s
car and they speed off towards the airport.Justin:Sheesh misato.We wouldnt have to rush if you got me
up earlier.Misato:Relax.We''ll get there before it leaves.Did unit 4 get there yet?Justin:It should of been
there allready but yeah it should.She continues her driving swerving around every car and running
through red lights scaring the heck out of justin.Minutes later they arrive at the airport with the car
coming to a screech.Justin gets out and gets his stuff out of the trunk.He starts heading for the airport
but say''s something to misato first.Justin:You know.You keep driving like that and you''ll kill me before
the angels do he says sarcastically.Misato only looks while her eye twitches but she says bye and
leaves.Justin heads for the plane which he''s taking and gets on board.It takes off and heads for
america.On board a women comes by and asks if justin is the pilot of unit 4 and he says yes.She tells
him it''s been sercured in the cargo space so he not worry about it.She then sits next to him.He looks at
her and see''s she''s wearing a blue tank top with dark blue shorts and her hair is slightly light
purple.Justin:So,what is your name anyway.And how do you know who i am.Katiko:My name is katiko
yashima.And i know who you are because your the other famous eva pilot.Justin:I guess that makes
sense.Katiko:So,who''s the other pilot.Justin:His name is shinji ikari.He''s the pilot of unit
1.Katiko:Oh,that''s nice.So,your going to the first NERV branch with unit 4 for something
right.Justin:How...how did you know.Katiko:I work for the first branch.I was sent over here to make sure



you were coming.I guess i didnt have to find you huh.Justin:Yeah.But arent you japanese.Why are you
in america.Katiko:Well,i applied to work at this NERV but the position i wanted was taken so i decided to
apply at the first branch instead.Justin:Interesting.Katiko:Just like you are.Justin:What?Katiko:You heard
me.Your pretty cute for an american boy.Justin:How did you know i''m american.Katiko:I was told at the
first branch.So,do you have a girlfriend or are seeing someone.Justin:Uh,no.But then again,why are you
asking.Katiko:Just curious.The plane continues to Massachusets.At NERV in the testing room.Shinji is
being monitored in his entry plug.Ritsuko looks at the computers and see''s something she doesnt
like.Ritsuko:It would seem shinji''s test scores has gone down by 2 points.Misato:Really.That''s not
surprising.After,everything yesterday,i''m not surprised at all.Ritsuko:So,does he know justin is alive
yet.Misato:No.But i''ll tell him.Ritsuko:Hmm.Where''s justin anyway.Misato:He''s went to the first branch
to get unit 4 upgraded.Ritsuko:Upgraded?How did he know.We didnt get any calls like that.Unit 4 isnt
getting upgraded.Misato:What do you mean.Ritsuko:I mean they arent gonna upgrade it.They never said
anything about it.They''ll suppose to call before doing that because they both belong here
now.Misato:He said they were.He must of got a call.Ritsuko:Not from the first branch.We get those
calls.He must of got a different call.He might be in danger.Misato:You cant be serious.Ritsuko:I am.And
besides,the first branch dissappeared.They sent unit 3 to china.Misato:What?Ritsuko starts
laughing.Misato:What the hell is funny.Ritsuko:I was kidding about all that.We did get a call and got
notified about it.I called him in and told him.Misato:(Angry)Why you.I''ll get you for that.Anyway,shinji is
doing good otherwise aint he.Ritsuko:Yes.His harmonics are nomral,His pulse and heart rates are
normal too.So,the 2 point thing is only temperary.I''m sure it''ll go up again.Misato:Of course it will.Back
on the plane.Katiko:Do you live by yourself or with someone.Justin:Hmm.Oh i live with
someone.Katiko:Really.Who.Justin:Cant say sorry.Katiko:Come on.I wont tell.Justin:Sorry but i
cant.Katiko:Ok.If you wont tell,i get you to another way.She faces justin and kisses him softly on the lips
with her arms around him.Justin tries to break free but cant.It''s been 3 hours and the plane finally
makes it to america at which katiko stopped kissing justin.Katiko:So,still wont tell.Justin:Of course
not.And please dont do it again.Captain over the intercome:Pilot powers.We are about to arrive at
NERV.Please get into unit 4 and get ready to be dropped.Justin:Well,gotta go.He gets up and heads into
the cargo room where unit 4 is.He has the entry plug eject and climbs in.It then enters again.He starts
everything up and unit 4 is activated.The plane is now over the first branch and the commlink appears in
the plug.Dr.Myers:Pilot powers.Are you ready for drop off.Justin:Yes.Dr.Myers:Good.Releasing the
safety locks.Safety locks released.Dr.Myers:Allright.Unit 4.Drop.The hatch below opens and unit 4 drops
to the ground.It lands on it''s feet.Justin can see the NERV facility.It''s different then in japan.The
landscape is green with grass and trees are in every dirrection.Dr.Myers:Pilot powers.Head straight and
we will open the doors for you.Justin:Roger.He has unit 4 run towards the facility and the giant doors in
front opens and he goes inside.The doors closes behind him.He keeps going.He see''s bridges that lock
the evangelions up but it''s different.There''s no cooling water to cool down the evangelions like in
japan.But he keeps going.He get''s locked up in the bridge and the entry plug ejects.He gets out and is
greeted by three people.Dr.myers whom talked to him.He looks like a man with a beard and has a white
lab coat on while wearing a black shirt and blue pants.He also wears glasses.Dr.Myers:Pilot
powers.How good you came.You do know unit 4 is getting upgraded dont you.Justin:Yes.It''s been a
while since i was here too.Dr.Myers:Of course.You remember mr.Jack.Mr.Jack is a guy who''s wearing a
blue shirt,a white lab coat and black pants.He''s 27.Mr.Myers is 39.Mr.Jack:Hey there justin.How''s it
going over in japan.Justin:Fine.Mr.Jack:Good.I''ve heard the angels are back.Is it true.Justin:Yes.I''ve
fought two of them allready.Mr.Jack:Really.Good for you.Mr.Myers:You can catch up another
time.Justin.You remember Miss Yashima.Justin:What.Hey.Your the women from the plane.Katiko:Yes i
am.Justin:I didnt know you were a scientist.Katiko:Yep.Mr.Myers:Good.You remember everyone.Now
then.We are gonna replace unit 4''s shoulder blades and paint it a different clolor.What color do you



want.Justin:Black and red.Mr.Myers:Really.Ok.So,how was it when you pilot unit 4 against the third
angel.Justin:How do you know about the third angel.Mr.Myers:I just know.Justin:I didnt pilot unit 4.I
piloted unit 1.Mr.Myers:UNIT 1.You were supposed to pilot unit 4 not 1.Justin:I know.But commander
ikari wouldnt let me because he was experimenting on it.So,i piloted unit 1.Mr.Myers:That fracker
experimented on unit 4.He wasnt supposed to do anything to it.Justin:Well,he did.Mr.Myers:(Sighs)I talk
to him later.Anyway,miss yashima.Could you take justin and show him unit 3 while we work on unit
4.Katiko:Sure.Come on justin.She grabs justin''s arm and pulls him out of the room.She drags him down
a hallway till they get to a room.They enter it and she shows him unit 3.Katiko:Here''s what unit 3 looks
like so far.Justin:WOW.Unit 3 is blue with white lines.Only half the body is completed.Katiko:Unit 3 isnt
completed yet but it will be.Justin:I suppose.Katiko:Hey.It''s pretty dark in here even if only one light is
on.Katiko(seductivly):What do you say we have fun for a bit.Justin turns red.Justin:Umm,I dont think
so.Katiko grabs him and goes on the floor.She gets on top of him and takes her shirt off.She has a light
pink bra off that''s see through.Katiko:Like the view.Justin is really red now.Justin:Um sure.But we
shouldnt but his words are cut off as katiko kisses him good and hard.He manages to break it and gets
her off.Justin:You cant do this.I''m here on business.No more.He leaves.Katiko just sits there.Katiko:He
wants me.I''m just gonna have to show him what he can have.Meanwhile,mr.myers and mr.jack are
working on unit 4.The old shoulder blades get replaced with ones that are the same on unit 1.The NERV
techs are painting it black and red while the other ones puts progressive knifes in
each.Mr.Jack:Hmm.It''ll be better then ever dont you agree.Mr.Myers:Yes.It will be.But,why it went
berserk in japan that one day while the pilot was in there is beyond me.Maybe justin knows.Justin enters
the cage.Mr.Myers:Ahh.Justin.Perfect timing.Justin goes over.Do you know why unit 4 went berserk that
one day.Justin:I...i dont know.I was unconsicous when it did.Mr.Myers:Allright.So,how do you like unit 4
so far.Justin:Cool.Very cool.Mr.Myers:Good.When we are finished,we need to test it to see if it functions
perfectly.Justin:Ok.Then alarms go off.Justin:What''s happening.Mr.Myers:It must be an attack.Justin:An
angel attack.Mr.Myers:Not likely.You have the angels to deal with while we have the
army.Justin:The..the army.Why.Mr.Myers:They are attempting to shut us down.They dont think we
should be doing this.Then commander jones walks in.Commander jones:Attention.We have a
sitiuation.The army is attempting to shut us down.We need to dispatch unit 4.Mr.Myers:We cant.We are
still upgrading it.Commander jones:You can continue after.Where''s the pilot.Mr.Myers:Over there.He
points to the left.Commander jones see''s him and walks over.Commander jones:Mr.Powers.How are
you son.Justin:Fine commander sir.Commander jones:Good.Get ready to launch unit 4.Justin:Yes
sir.Justin heads over to unit 4 and gets in the entry plug.Everyone stops what they were doing and
leave.The entry plug gets inserted.Unit 4 activates.The bridge moves and unit 4 is free.Justin has unit 4
leave the hangar and goes outside.Outside,he see''s army tanks surrounding the facility.He looks up and
see''s choppers surrounding him.Justin:Hmm.So,you want some.Come get it.He only has 4:58:00 left on
his internal battery.He charges at them and the choppers fire at him but dont even scratch him.He grabs
one and swings it around destroying the other ones.The tanks move closer and fire bombs at him which
dont damage him.He steps on one causing it to explode.He then grabs the other one by the turret and
tosses it.In the command room,everyone is in there stations.Commander jones:What''s unit 4''s status of
power.Mr.Jack:4:29:78 sir.Commander jones:Good.How about the armie''s defense.Mr.Myers:All
choppers destroyed.Two tanks are also gone.Just 6 left.Commander jones:Good.They all watch the
monitor in front as unit 4 rips apart another tank.Unit 4 goes after two other tanks and steps on them
both.With just 3 left,this will end quick or so justin thinks.2 of the tanks fire missles at him but he just
waves his arms at them and they blow up the tanks.Unit 4 jumps up and lands on the tank making it
blow up.With all army weapons gone,unit 4 heads back but not before a giant robot appearing.It''s
almost like an evangelion but a robot.Commander jones:Damn.Justin watch out.This robot is
tough.Justin:Dont worry.It''ll go down quick.Unit 4 charges at the robot but the robot lifts it up as is does



and tosses it across it.The robot then charges and fire''s a missle out of it''s head.Unit 4 gets up and
see''s it.Justin has unit 4 grab it and tosses it back destroying the robot.Justin:Told you it would.Unit 4
then heads back and goes back into the hangar.It get''s locked up and then the entry plug ejects and
justin comes out.Commander jones walks up to him.Commander jones:Good job son.You took them all
out with just 3:45:22 left on your internal battery.That''s quite impressive.Justin:Thank you
sir.Commander jones:Say,would you be interested in saying here for now on
too.Justin:Um,well.Commander jones:It be better then japan right.You be in your country again where
everyone is the same as you.Justin:Ya,but.Commander jones:But what.Did you meet someone
overthere that you dont want to leave.Justin:It''s not that sir.You know about the angels
correct.Commander jones:I know of Adam the first but the others no.Justin:Well,they returned.I need to
be over there to help defeat them.Commander jones:True.They wouldnt come here anyway,but you still
be useful.The army has been trying to shut us down but with you and unit 4,you can beat
them.Justin:Even if that''s true.Eva wasnt built for things like these.They were built for fighting the
angels.Commander jones:True.But there wont be any eva''s left to fight the angels if the army shuts us
down before we can finish unit 3 and send it to japan.We need you.Justin:I''ll have to ask my guardian
about this.Commander jones:Your guardian.You arent suppose to have a guardian.Justin:I know.But i
do now.You have a phone.Commander jones:Sure.It''s right by the door before you
leave.Justin:Thanks.Continue the upgrade too.Commander jones:Of course.He turns around to
everyone else.Well,you heard him.Get to work.Everyone nods and start working.Justin grabs the phone
by the door and leaves the room.He dials misato''s cell phone.In japan,in misato''s apartment,misato''s
cell starts ringing and she grabs it off the table in front of the futon.Misato:Hello.Katsuragi here.On the
other side.Justin:Hello.Hi misato.Misato:Oh,it''s you justin.How''s it going.Justin:Good.There almost done
with unit 4.Misato:Good.Your coming back tomorrow right.Justin:Um,well.I need to talk to you about
that.Misato:You are coming back right.Justin:Well,i was...asked to stay here.They asked me to stay here
because they had an army attack and i did well in unit 4.They think since the army would shut them
down and i did good,they want me here.Misato:Are you out of your fracking mind boy.You cant stay
there.You belong at this NERV,not the one your at.We need you here to beat the angels with
shinji.Justin:I know but,i think i might.It''s good i''m back home.Misato:It may be good but your not
staying there.Justin:But.Misato(angry)YOUR NOT STAYING THERE AND THAT''S
FINAL.UNDERSTAND.Justin:Misato.Misato(still angry):IF YOU STAY THERE,I''LL COME OUT THERE
AND GET YOU MYSELF.I''M YOUR GUARDIAN AND OFFICER.YOU ARE STAYING
HERE.UNDERSTAND.Justin:Yes.Misato:Good.I better see you when you come back tomorrow or
else.She hangs up and justin only hears the dial tone.Justin:That went well.But still.I think i''ll stay here
anyway.I''m american not japanese.He goes inside and hangs up the phone.Justin:Commander.The
commander turns around and goes towards justin.Commander jones:So,did your guardian say
yes.Justin:Well,no.But i''ve decided i''ll stay here.Commander jones:Great.That''s great son.Justin:Unit 4
is looking pretty good.Commander jones:Of course.It''s almost done.All that''s left is adding the
progressive knifes in and it''ll be good to go.Justin:Good.Was justin''s decision wise.Especially if misato
finds out.To be continued.



26 - Unit 4's upgrade part 2

Now then.A few hours have passed and unit 4 is finally upgraded.Justin was outside looking at all the
green grass and trees when Mr.Myers comes out.Mr.Myers:Justin.Come on back in.Unit 4 is done.Justin
get's up from his spot and follows him in.Justin see's unit 4.It's black with red.It's shoulder blades look
like unit 1's.Justin:So,unit 4 is done huh.Mr.Myers:That is correct.It's good to go.It's internal battery got
fixed too.Instead of 5 minutes on maximum power,it's now 10.Also,it's 2 minutes on minamal power
istead of 1.Justin:That's good.So,any idea where i'll be staying since i'm staying here
now.Mr.Myers:No.You would have to ask the commander that.Why dont you.Justin:Uh,sure.Where's his
office.Mr.Myers:It's where the hallway is by the right door up there.In the hallway,go all the way down
and you'll see a big door.That's the commander's office.Justin:Thanks.He leaves.He enter's the door on
the upper level and goes down the hallway like mr.myers said.Soon enough,he reaches the big
doors.He enter's them.Justin:Um,commander.The commander was looking out his window but turns
around to see justin.Commander jones:Ahh,justin.I was about to call you.Have a seat son.Justin goes
and sits down in the chair in front of the commander.Commander jones:You came here to find out where
you will be staying right.Justin:Correct sir.Commander jones:You will be staying with miss
yashima.Justin:WHAT.Commander jones:You heard me.Justin:Why do i have to stay with
her.Commander jones:Because,she seems to really like you.And,she seems reliable.Justin:(thinks to
himself)Yah right.I know what she 's gonna do to me if we're alone.I 'd kill myself first.He comes out of
his thoughts.I still dont think that's a good reason sir.Commander jones:You doubting my choice
son.Justin:Well,YES.Commander jones:Now look here son.You may have been over at japan for a
while,but that still dont mean you can decide who you could live with.Justin:Like hell i can.Your not even
my commander anymnore.I dont have to listen to you.Commander jones:You do now.You will live with
miss yashima.Got it.Justin:Yes sir.He gets up and leaves his office.When he left,he see's katiko outside
his office with her ear against the door.Justin looks at her.Justin:What were you doing.Katiko stands
up.Katiko:Uh,nothing.Justin:Sure you werent.Katiko:It doesnt matter now anyway.I heard me and you
get to live together.Justin:Unfortunantly.Katiko looks at him.Katiko:What do you mean by that.Your the
one who decided to live here you know.You could of gone back but you decided not too.Justin:I
know.(thinks to himself)Misato is really gonna be pissed off when she finds this out.He comes out of his
thoughts.Katiko is just staring at him worried.Katiko:Is something wrong.Justin:No.Katiko:Ok.Well,let me
show you your place ok.Katiko takes justin's hand in her's and brings him to her place.In japan's
NERV.Ritsuko is on the phone in her office.Ritsuko:Is that right.Commander jones in on the other
end.Commander jones:Yes ma'am.He's decided to stay here.Ritsuko:Well,it wasnt your place to decide
let alone ask him you know.Commander jones:It was when he came.Ritsuko:He's not even your
concern.He was to go there with unit 4 so it can get upgraded not get asked to stay.Commander
jones:Of course.But seeing how he handled those tanks and choppers and more importantly that robot
with unit 4,we just had to.Besides,you dont need him there anyway.He's more important here.In his own
country.Ritsuko:He did tell you that the angels are back right.Commander jones:Yes.Ritsuko:We need
him to beat them.Commander jones:Not anymore.He's gonna stay with us.Ritsuko:We'll see.She hangs
the phone up angrily.Damn you.You arent supposed to stay there.When misato finds out,you are in so
much trouble.Just as she said that misato came walking in.Ritsuko looks and see's now the perfect time
to tell her.Ritsuko:Misato.Misato looks at her friend.Misato:Yeah.Ritsuko:I got something to tell
you.Misato:About what.Ritsuko:About justin.Misato:What about him.Ritsuko:Well,i just got off the phone
with the commander from the first branch and it would seem he's chosen to stay there.Misato:(mad)HE



DID WHAT!Ritsuko:You heard me.Misato:DAMN HIM.I'M GOING OVER THERE AND GETTING HIM
RIGHT NOW.Ritsuko:You might want to bring a aircraft that can carry unit 4 too.Misato:Dont worry.I'm
intending on bringing it back too.She storms out of her office.Ritsuko:That went well.He's gonna get it
from her.Then from me.Back in the first branch,katiko has brought justin to a house just a few meters
from HQ.It's white on the bottom with a pink roof.Katiko:This is where i live justin.Justin:It's a nice
place.Katiko:Thanks.Let me show you the inside.She grabs a key from her pocket and unlocks the
door.She heads inside and justin follows.He see's the living room clean.The floor is shiny and nothing's
misplaced.Katiko:This is where you'll be living.Ok.Justin:Sure.Katiko:You'll sleep on the couch for now.Is
that allright.Justin:Sure.Katiko:Ok.Now that i've shown you where you live,you have to go back for a test
with unit 4.Justin:Why?Nothings wrong.Katiko:Of course not.You just need to test unit 4 and see how it
is now with being upgraded.Justin:Oh ok.He leaves the house and goes back to the NERV
building.Meanwhile,misato is speeding to the airport mad like hell.She avoids the cars and even swears
at some becuase of how pissed off she is.She makes it to the airport and parks her car almost tipping it
over.She heads inside and talks to one of the airline people.Misato:Hey.I need one of those
carriers.Airline assistant:And what for?Misato:I'm going somewhere.And i need one to carry something
important.Airline assistant:I'm sorry but those are only for the army and NERV.Misato:I'm with
NERV.Now hurry up.Airline assisant:Oh allright.A carrier will be brought out in 2
minutes.Misato:No.NOW.Airline assistant:Yes ma'am.He picks up the phone.After a few minutes,he puts
the phone down.Airline assistant:A carrier is being brought out now.It'll be ready in 15
seconds.Misato:Thank you.She leaves and heads around the airport and see's the carrier being brought
out of the hangar.It stops moving.Misato goes over and gets on board.She takes a seat and the craft
takes off.At the first branch.Justin went in the NERV building and is now getting ready to test unit
4.Justin:So,what kind of test am i doing exactly.Mr.myers:To test how unit 4 operates now being
upgraded.Justin:Is that so.I dont need my plug suit do i.If i do,i dont have it with.Mr.Myers:Dont
worry.You dont need it.Justin:Allright.He walks over to unit 4 and gets in the entry plug.Mr.Myers:Insert
entry plug.Mr.Jack:Entry plug being inserted.The entry plug gets inserted.Mr:Myers:Start the activation
system.Mr.Jack:Right.He types on the computer.Mr.Jack:Activation system started.All Nerve pulses are
fine.Heart rate is stable.Harmonics are also fine.His synch ratio is at 67%.Mr.Myers:That's excellent.All
right.Let's get started.Inside the entry plug.Justin just stares at the screens in front that allowed him to
see what the eva see's.Then a commlink appears and mr.myers face appears on it.Mr.Myers:Allright
justin.Listen up.You just have to move the eva like you normally do.But you dont have to do that.We are
gonna have a stimulated battle for you.It's gonna be against the third angel you fought over in japan.This
is to test out unit 4's new system.Understand.Justin:Yes.Mr.Myers:Good.The commlink dissapears.Start
the program.NERV techs:Yes sir.Mr.Myers:Mr.Jack.Begin.Mr.Jack:Yes sir.He types on his computer and
the hangar becomes a battle field.A plain battle field.The third angel then appears across from unit
4.Mr.Myers:Justin.We are gonna test out unit 4's internal batteries and fighting got it.Justin:Yes
sir.Mr.Myers:BEGIN!Justin has unit 4 charge at the fake angel but sachiel fires a cross beam and knocks
it down.Unit 4 tries to get up but sachiel comes over and picks it up with it's hand.It then charges the
spear in it's hand and shoots it but unit 4 breaks it's arm before it did.Unit 4 then raises it's leg and kicks
the angel back cracking it's core a bit.Mr.Myers:Justin.Open up both shoulder blades for two progressive
knifes.Then pull them out.Justin:Uh,sure.He has unit 4 open it's two shoulder blades and grabs both
progressive knifes into it's hands.Now what?Mr.Myers:Put them together.Justin:Ok.He puts both knifes
together and they form a sword.Mr.Myers:That is a progressive sword.Twice as strong as a progressive
knife.Use it on the angel.Justin:Sure.Unit 4 charges at the angel with the sword and swings it at it's core
slicing it in two causing it to explode.Mr.Myers:Now.Do you see a switch next to the left arm switch that
controls the left arm. Justin:Yeah.Mr.Myers:Press it.He does so and wings appear out of his eva's
back.Justin:Wow.It has wings!Mr.Myers:Yes.We had that added in.It could help.Try them



out.Justin:Sure.He has unit 4 flap it's wings and flies around but falls to the ground.Mr.Myers:Dont
worry.You'll get the hang of it.End the program.Mr.Jack:Yes sir.The battle ground changes back to the
hangar.Unit 4's wings dissappear and the progressive sword is back in two and back in both shoulder
blades.Unit 4 gets secured and the entry plug ejects.Justin comes out.Justin:So,how i do.Mr.Jack:Very
good.Even if it was a stimulation,your synch ratio went up by 3 %.Justin:Awsome.Mr.Myers:Speaking of
which.Did you ever use that cloning technique over in japan.Justin:Hmm.Oh,yeah,yeah.I did.It was
against the 5th angel.I made a copy of unit 4 and had it self-destruct close up while the real me was in
the geo front.Of course,it didnt work and everyone thought i was dead.After the angel was beaten,i came
back up from the geo front and surprised everyone.I didnt get punished or anything.I just had to explain
what happened is all.Mr.Myers:Interesting.But that technique is dangerous.You know that right.Justin:Of
course.The real pilot takes twice as much pain since the clone isnt real.On board the carrier,misato
looks out the window and see's the first branch.The carrier then lands and she gets out.She walks to the
hangar which is open and see's justin with two guys.She's mad and walks up to them after climbing up
the stairs.Justin however doesnt notice as he's two busy talking.Misato:(Pissed)JUSTIN
POWERS.Justin hears that voice and looks behind the two doctors and see's a very pissed off
misato.Justin:(softly)Oh shoot.I'm gonna get it now.Misato walks up to him and is in his
face.Misato:What the hell do you think you were doing.Justin:Oh,misato.I,um,you see.Misato:I dont want
to listen.You are coming back NOW.Justin:What?No way am i going back.Misato:Yes you are.Now
come on.She grabs his arm and starts pulling him.Mr.Myers and Mr.Jack see misato dragging him with
her.Mr.Myers:Hey.Who the hell do you think you are?Misato turns around.Misato:I'm his guardian.And
i'm taking him back.Mr.Myers:You cant.He belongs here now.Misato:Like the frack he does.Mr.Jack:He
does.If you take him,i'll call the cops.Misato:You cant.I'm his guardian you stupid idiot.Mr.Myers:Not
anymore your not.He lives with someone else now.Misato:Bullshoot.She turns to justin.Is this
true?Justin:Yes.Misato:I see.Well,come on.Get in unit 4 and let's go.Justin:I'm not going.Misato:Yes you
are.Justin:No i'm not.Misato:You are.Justin:No.Misato:Oh come on.You know you miss me.Justin:That
may be.But i've chosen.Misato(seductivly)You think so.She gets closer to him.He thinks she's gonna
kiss him but instead she grabs him and runs over to unit 4 opening the entry plug.They both get in.She
puts him in the pilots seat.Misato:Start it up.Justin:No.Misato:Damn you.Do it.Justin:I said no.I'm staying
here.Misato:Is that a fact.Justin:Yes it is.Misato:All right.I guess you dont want to sleep with me then
huh.Justin blushes.Justin:Uh,i um dont want to.Misato:Sure about that.She winks at him.Justin blushes
again.Justin:Ok.You win.Unit 4 starting up.Unit 4 started up.Now begining interface.Interface up.Nerve
connections connected.Language set for english.Mr.Jack:Unit 4 is activating.Mr.Myers:Stop
it.Mr.Jack:Yes sir.He types on the computer.Mr.Jack:Cant.It's rejecting us.Mr.Myers:Damn it.In the entry
plug.Justin:Ok.Everything is ready.Power remaining is 9:59:00.Unit 4 moving out.Unit 4 breaks out of the
locks breaking the bridge.It then moves towards the exit.Mr.Myers:Shut the doors.Shut the power off
too.Mr.Jack:Roger.He types on the computer.The doors to the hangar cloeses.Mr.Jack:The doors are
shut.But we cant shut off unit 4's power.Mr.Myers:Damn it.Oh well.At least they cant leave.Unit 4 breaks
through the doors and goes outside.Mr.Myers:shoot.The commander's gonna have my @$$ for this.Unit
4 is now outside.Misato:What the hell?Where's the transporter.Unit 4 looks around but see's
nothing.Justin:What transporter?Misato:I came here on a transporter to bring unit 4 back.Then a
commlink appears in the entry plug.Commander jones apeears on it.Commander jones:Boy are you
fools.Thought you could leave after saying you were staying.I was right wasnt i.There was someone you
found.Justin knows what he means and looks at misato then looks back.Justin:So what.I'm going
back.Commander jones:Sorry son.But without the carrier,you cant.Justin:I have another way.He presses
the switch next to the left arm control.Wings come's out of unit 4.Misato is surpirsed.Justin:I have
these.Commander jones:True.But with what power you have left and how far you'll have to go,you wont
make it son.The commlink dissappears.Justin:We'll see.Unit 4 flaps it's wings and get's off the ground



and heads back for japan.While flying,misato falls asleep.Justin looks at her from time to time and tells
himself he's glad he's going back.With 9:34:44 left,he'll make it.To be continued.



27 - Misato in trouble

Now on their way back to japan in the newly upgraded unit 4,things seems to go good.Unit 4 is flying
over the country of the U.S while misato still sleeps.Justin just looks ahead seeing how nothing could
happen.Justin:(Sighs)Looks like i have to leave again.Maybe i'll come back permantly after i'm done
piloting.So long america as he get's one more look of the united states before the view changing to the
pacific ocean.As unit 4 passes over,something fires at it from below.Of course not enough to damage it
but to notice at least.Justin stops unit 4 and looks down to see a bunch of NAVY ships firing cannon
balls at them.Unit 4 swerves back and forth avoiding the cannon fires.He then flies down and lands on
one.He closes it's wings.The commlink then appears.NAVY Captain:Are you the pilot of this
thing.Justin:Yeah.NAVY Captain:We have orders from the first branch to shoot you down if we saw
you.Justin:What.Who would.But he remembers who exactly.Commander jones.That basterd.He just
couldnt let me leave.Allright.Listen up.I'm giving you one chance to stop or else.NAVY Captain:Screw
you kid.FIRE.All the cannons on the ship plus 4 more that surround unit 4 fires.Justin:Allright.You asked
for it.Unit 4 waves it's arms around in a circle and an AT field appears destroying all cannons.Unit 4 then
jumps up and lands really hard making a hole in it's spot.The ship now sinks.Unit 4 has it's wings out
again and flies up.Seeing the ship sink from the entry plug,justin was hoping it didnt end like that but it
had too.He was also thankful misato didnt wake up too or who knows what would of happened.Glancing
at how much time is left on the internal battery,justin has unit 4 continuing flying to japan.Unit 4 starts
flying but a missle is shot from one of the ships and hitts unit 4 pretty hard making justin scream in a little
pain and making it fall towards the ocean.Misato also wakes up from all this.Misato rubbing her
eyes:What the hell is going on.She notices unit 4 is falling.Misato:Hey justin.Watch out.Justin.She see's
justin is unconscious.Misato:He's out cold.What the hell happened anyway.Unit 4 makes a splash and
lands in the water.Misato can see little NAVY boats coming to surround them.Misato:What.NAVY
boats.What are the NAVY doing.The boats has now surrounded the unit.From one of the boats,she
see's the captain.She has the entry plug eject hoping she can explain.The plug ejects and misato comes
out.Misato:Who the hell do you think your doing.NAVY captain:More importantly.Who are you.Where's
the pilot.Misato looks in the entry plug and see's justin still out.Misato:None of your damn
buisness.NAVY Captain:It is our buisness if we've been ordered to kill him.The first branch wants him
dead.Now.Where is he.Misato:None of your buisness.NAVY Captain:Allright.Fine.Have it your way.If you
wont say,we'll capture you and have you tell us what we want to know.Seize her.Two people from the
other boat behind misato captures her and takes her on the boat.The boats all go back to the larger
boat.Meanwhile,justin wakes up in the entry plug rubbing his head.Justin:Ouch.What hit me.He looks
around to see the ocean.Justin:Hmm.Must of fell.I'll get us back up.He looks behind to make sure misato
is allright but doesnt see her.Justin:Those NAVY jerks must have her.He then crawls out of the entry
plug and looks around to see if there is any sign of them.He notices a large boat in the
distant.Justin:They must have her there.Those basterds.They are gonna get it now.He goes back in the
entry plug and inserts it again.He starts up unit 4.Unit 4 now swims over to the boat and jumps on top of
it.He ejects the entry plug and shuts down unit 4.He jumps out and lands on the deck.He goes over to
the door behind him and enter's it.He carefully sneaks up to the railing and peers over.He see's misato
tied up to a wall and a bunch of navy guys questioning her including the captain.NAVY Captain:Now for
the last time.Where is the pilot.Misato:None of your damn buisness.Captain:Really now.Fine.Men.Get
you guns ready and fire at will.All the NAVY workers get there guns out.Captain:Now tell me what i want
to know or else.Misato:Go to hell.Captain:Fine.Ready,aim,Justin jumps from the railing and rams the



captain.All the navy workers turn their attention to him and starts firing.Justin jumps out of each shot and
kicks each in the face really hard making them drop their guns.He goes over to misato and unties
her.Misato:Thank you for saving me.Justin:No problem.Now let's get out of here.She nods.They both
procceed to leave but the captain get's up.Captain:And where do you think your going.Justin:We're
leaving.Captain:No your not.I have you now.Say goodbye.He pulls out a gun and fires but misses and
justin jumps up and kicks him hard in the face knocking him down.He then grabs misato's hand and
quickly leaves.They get back in the entry plug and unit 4 activates.Unit 4's wings appears and takes
off.But before leaving,unit 4's shoulder blades turns around and opens.Missles fire from them and blow
up the ship causing it to sink.The blades close and turns back around.Unit 4 then flies off.In the entry
plug.Misato:Thank you for rescuing me.Justin:No big deal.Still mad about what i did.Misato:No.Not
anymore.Justin:Good.I'm just glad your safe.Misato:Really.Justin:Yes.Misato:Good.Just wait till we get
back.She winks at him and he blushes.Unit 4 continues flying.Now finally arriving back at tokyo 3,unit 4
lands and gets took back to NERV through the escape route.Unit 4 is put back in it's cage and it's wings
dissappear.The entry plug ejects and both misato and justin comes out.The time that was left on unit 4's
internal battery was 1:12:03.The eva get's secured and is greeted by Ritsuko.Ritsuko:Justin.You came
back huh.Justin:Yes.Ritsuko:So,did you get it from misato.Justin:Unfortunantly.Ritsuko:Good.Now i dont
have to yell at you.Misato:After what he did for me a while ago,i'm just gonna drop it.Ritsuko looks at
misato.Ritsuko:Are you serious.After what he did,i told the commander and he wasnt pleased.He wants
to see you in his office justin.Justin:Allright.He leaves.Ritsuko:So,what did he exactly do that changed
your mind.Misato:He saved me from these NAVY people.Ritsuko:Really.But how did you get
captured.Misato starts telling her.After a few minutes,she understands.Ritsuko:That's why.They wanted
to kill him just because he wanted to come back.Misato:Yes.Ritsuko:Unbelievable.Well,it's a good thing
he came back then huh.Misato:I'll say.In the commander's office.Justin:Commander sir.I came as
requested.Gendo:Very good.I heard that you wished to remain at the first branch.Is that so.Justin:Yes
sir.It is.Gendo:You do know that both you and unit 4 belong here and not there anymore.Justin:Yes i
do.Gendo:Good.I also have an understanding that you told one of the staff members there that we
tampered with unit 4.Justin:Of course i did.You really didnt have any rights to mess with it to begin
with.Gendo:I see.You may leave.Justin:Yes sir.He turns to leave but the commander says something
else before he does.Gendo:Pilot powers.Justin turns around.Justin:Yes sir.Gendo:If you do anything like
this again,you will be replaced as a pilot for unit 4.Am i clear.Justin:Yes sir.Gendo:Then leave.Justin
turns around and leaves.Gendo:Hmm.What are those people at the first branch thinking.This isnt what
i've planned.Outside the office,justin walks the hallway of NERV thinking.Justin(thinks to
himself):Damn.Ikari must suspect something now.After what i did,he must suspect by now.Of course,he
wont be around long enough to say anything if he does now.He,he,he.He continues down the hall.He
goes to the elevator and goes down to the floor the exit is on.He gets out and procceeds to the exit
where misato is waiting for him.Misato:Been waiting for ya.How it go in the commander's
office.Justin:Fine.Just fine.He says as they both walk out.Once outside,misato realizes that her car is at
the airport.Misato:shoot.My car is at the airport.Justin:Why?Misato:How else would i get there.Justin:By
cab.Misato:Funny.Very funny.Justin:Seriously.Anyway,why didnt you say something before we came
back.I've could of went and dropped you off at the airport with unit 4.Misato:I dont know.Justin mutters
yeah right and misato heard him.She grabs him and puts him in a head lock.Misato:What was
that.Justin:Nothing.She releases him.Misato:There was a reason i didnt say anything.The internal
battery power was gonna run out and well i thought.Justin:It had a minute left.I think we've would of
made it.Whatever.I'll go and get it.Give me the keys.Misato:Nope.Sorry.I know what you did to ritsuko's
car.Justin:So.It's not like you do any better.Especially when DRIVING.Misato looks at him and grabs him
with her arms.Misato:Take that back or i'm not letting go.Justin:Why.It's true.Misato squeezes
tighter.Misato:Still wont take it back.Justin:Nope.She squeezes even tighter.Misato:How about



now.Justin gasps for air:All..right.I...take...it...back.She releases him.Justin quickly grabs into her purse
and takes the keys and runs off.Misato:HEY.GET BACK HERE AND GIVE ME MY KEYS.Justin yells
back.No.I'll be back soon.Misato let's out a sigh.She decides to go to a bar that just opened up across
the street while she waits so she goes inside.A few hours later and now being night time a loud noise
could be heard as a blue car comes speeding and almost toppling over.Justin exits the
car.Justin:Misato.He looks around but dont see her.Justin:HEY MISATO.He still doesnt see her.He turns
around and see's a bar across the street and he thinks to himself.Justin:I'm gonna guess and say she's
at the bar.He walks across the street and goes in the bar.Inside,he's see's a bunch of drunk people
either drinking or starting fights.He starts looking around for misato and doesnt see her till he hears her
voice.He follows the voice till he finds the door to the back room open and two guys having misato
undressed while she's drunk.Guy 1:You be a good girl and let us please you.Guy 2:Yah.Yah.Please
you.Misato(drunk):Sure.I like being pleased.The first guy comes closer to her and takes his pants and
underwear off.He turns misato around and is about to enter her when justin bursts into the room
realizing that he might of done something very stupid.Guy 1 notices him.Guy 1:Who the hell are you
kid.And more importantly,why are you here.You arent allowed in here kid so go home.Justin:Not without
her.He points to misato.Guy 1:huh.Her.Your kidding right.She's with us now kid so go home and eat or
something.I'm busy right now.Justin then lunges at the guy and punches him in the face.Knocking him
on the ground.The other guy comes at him and tries to punch but misses and justin trips him and kicks
him hard sending him across the room.Both guys get up and pull there guns out.They fire but miss and
before they could shoot again,he kicks them in the face and grabs them and tosses them out.Justin yells
at them:DONT YOU DARE GO AFTER HER AGAIN.He stops and turns to misato.He goes over to
her.Misato(Still drunk):Hey.What happened to those guys.Why you scare them off.Justin:Are you
stupid.They were gonna rape you.I saved you.Misato:So.They were gonna please me.Justin:CANT YOU
THINK OF ANYTHING BUT SEX.GET YOUR CLOTHES ON AND LET'S GO.Misato starts
crying.Misato:I'm...sorry.I didnt realize what they were doing.They said they were gonna please me
so.Justin:So what.You just dont go with strangers.Sheesh.Look at you.Your drunk.You almost got raped
if i didnt show up.Misato starts crying.Misato:I'm sorry.I really am.Justin:Whatever.Come on.He helps
misato up and she grabs her clothes and they both leave.They get back to her car and justin helps dress
misato.She gets in the passenger side while justin gets in the drivers side.Misato looks over at justin and
can tell he's mad.Misato:Justin.I'm...I'm really sorry.Justin:You better be.She stops talking and looks like
she's gonna cry but justin bends over and kisses her softly on the lips.Justin:There,Now let's go before
shinji worries.He pauses.SHINJI.Misato.You did tell shinji didnt you.Misato(Still drunk):I think
sooo.Justin:Perfect.He then lets out a sigh and starts the car back up.He backs the car up and leaves for
her apartment.Minutes later they arrive at the apartment.Justin helps misato up the stairs and into the
apartment.He then helps her to bed and takes her clothes off and puts her night clothes on.He gently
lays her on the bed and leaves while closing the door on his way out.Justin:At least she fell asleep.He
then goes to the futon and lies down going to sleep.He hears the door to misato's room open and hears
foot steps come out.Misato approches the futon and looks down.Misato(a little drunk still)Softly:Thank
you for saving me again.She gently kisses him on the forehead and goes back to her room.To be
continued.



28 - Jet Alone

It is now the next morning and justin can smell coffee and toast.He wakes up and looks around to the
kitchen and see's shinji eating toast and having coffee.He get's up and goes over to the
table.Justin:Morning shinji.Shinji:Morning justin.Justin sit's in a chair on the right of shinji.Shinji:You want
breakfeast.I can make some if you want.Justin:No thanks.Shinji:Ok.Hey.Where were you and misato
yesterday.Justin:I was at the first branch of NERV and misato came to pick me up.It's a long story and i
dont want to bore you with the details.Shinji:Oh,allright.He takes a bite out of his toast.They hear the
door from misato's room open and see a sleepy yet hangover misato come out scratching her belly and
yawning.Shinji:Uh,good morning.Misato(yawns)Good morning you two.She goes and takes a seat
across from shinji while opening her beer from the fridge.After drinking some down,she let's out her
famous beer yell.Shinji just looks at her.Shinji:What's wrong with coffee.Misato:You have a problem with
tradition.Dont you know that a traditional japanese breakfeast is made with steamed rice,miso-soup and
a little sake.Shinji:Your tradition maybe.Misato:Excuse me.Shinji:And incidentally,who's turn was it to
cook today anyway.Misato looks away.Shinji:Now i now why your lonely misato.Your gonna be a old
maid.Misato looks back at him with her eye twitching.Misato:Are you saying i'm lazy.Shinji:And sloppy
too.Misato:Oh leave me along.I'm sure justin doesnt think that.She turns to justin who was just sitting
there staring.Misato:Right.Justin:Actually,i agree.Misato:What.Justin:After yesterday with you being
drunk and all,i cant really doubt what shinji is saying isnt gonna be true.Misato:Oh fine.Shinji:I'm done.At
the commander's office in NERV.Gendo(On the phone):I would appear to owe you yet again.Myterious
voice:You wont pay me back anyway,will you.As for the materials they requested under the authority of
the information publicity control,i provided them with false information.The adminstration's preparation of
the legal act will be blocked any day now.What about that anyway.Should i do something about it in case
something happens.Gendo:There will be no need for it.The material from you does not suggest any
problems.Myterious voice:All right.I'll continue the plan then.Shinji has now gotten up from the table and
is now washing the dishes.Shinji:So,you arent really coming to our school today are you.Misato takes
the piece of toast in her mouth out and speaks.Misato:Of course i am.It's your guy's parent teacher
meeting.Shinji:But you seem so busy with work and everything.Misato:It's no problem really.You guy's
are part of my job anyway.Shinji and Justin:Part of YOUR job huh.Misato:Oh, well.Justin:So,we are just
your job and nothing more huh.Misato turns away.Justin gets up and goes to get dressed.Moments
later.he comes back dressed.Justin:Allright.I'm ready to go.Shinji:I'm almost ready too.We just need to
wait for Kensuke and Toji.Shinji turns to misato.Shinji:Um,misato.When Kensuke and Toji come,dont go
out looking like that.Misato:Looking like what.He means the way she's dressed.She's in her night clothes
which are loose and her bra is showing with a bit of clevage and her pants are partly down.Justin comes
into the kitchen.Justin:He means dont look like your gonna strip your clothes off.Misato:Oh,you mean
like this.She starts taking her clothes off slowly.Jusitn is blushing.Justin:Yes.Like that.Misato:Sure.I'll
save it for when you get home.She winks at him.They then hear a knock on the door.Shinji:It must be
them.He goes to the door and opens it.Both Toji and Kensuke are there.Toji and Kensuke:Morning
Ikari.Shinji:Morning.Kensuke:Where's Powers.Shinji:He's coming.Justin comes out of the kitchen and to
the door.Justin:Morning guy's.Toji:Sure.Morning.Shinji and Justin:We're leaving.Misato from the
kitchen:Have a nice day.Kensuke:Man.Misato is so cool.Toji:And hot.Shinji:Let's just go.All four leave.In
the kitchen.Misato is in a towel as she just got done with a quick shower.Misato looks down through her
towel and smiles as it shows some of her features.Misato(to herself):I'll bet justin would really blush if he
saw the show from below me.Shinji probably would faint too.Heh.But it's good to see shinji expressing



himself freely and seeing justin happy especialy what happened on saturday is good.But he probably
doesnt forgive me for getting drunk like i did and almost getting raped.He's probably still upset that i
never told shinji.Oh well.She comes back out of her thoughts and grabs a beer from the fridge.She
opens it and drinks some down.She then grabs the phone on the side of the fridge.She dials a number
and hears a voice.Misato on the phone:Hello.Yes.They both just left.Keep your eyes on both of
them.She hangs the phone up and goes to the futon and turns on the TV.She hears the fridge open and
PEN PEN Comes waddling out to misato.PEN PEN:Sqwak.Misato looks down and see's the
penguin.Misato:Oh pen pen.Didnt anyone feed you.He let's out another sqwak.Misato:Guess not.I'll feed
you.She gets up and goes into the kitchen.At the school a few hours later.Shinji and Justin are both
looking out the window and hear a screech and see's a blue car rushing into the parking lot.All the boys
from all classes rush to the window.The car door opens and misato comes out.She's in a yellow dress
with a white shirt on and takes her sunglasses off.She starts walking with her purse in her
hand.Students:Who's tthat.Students:Dont know but whoever she lives with,is lucky.Toji and Kensuke are
by the window looking out and staring at misato.Toji:Boy.Misato sure is beautiful.Shinji and Justin:We
dont think so.Kensuke:She is so awsome.I'm glad i have my camera with me.He's also filming
her.Justin:Dont know why you think she's THAT awsome.Shinji:Yeah.Honestly.She isnt that good
looking.Toji:You dont get it.Neither one of you.Kensuke:Yeah.Toji:She's not awsome at just looking good
looking but also for being NERV's Tactic manager.Kensuke:It's a good thing you two are baby's at
this.Toji:Yeah.Your no competition to us.You two can keep the earth safe while we keep misato
safe.Right Kensuke.Kensuke:Right.They both slap both boy's back.Girl students:What a bunch of
idiots.Cant believe we have class with guys who go overboard at any women they see.Toji:I wish misato
was my girlfriend.Justin:I dont think you should.Toji:And why is that.Justin:(thinks to himself)She's a
drunk slob who's lazy and only thinks about sex.That's why.Kensuke:Well,no matter.He pushes his
glasses up.Kensuke:You guys arent having a good chance anyway.Shinji mutters whatever.Now at
NERV in unit's 1 and 4.Both unit's have reached the critical temperature and now move on to the second
stage.Both boys wonder what Eva really is and why they are so important while in the entry plugs.Now
both boys are on the elevator with Ritsuko,Misato and two of NERV's staff.Ritsuko:How are unit 0's
chest components.Makoto:Completely destroyed.We have to make new one's again.But with our
budgets,we might not be able too.Ritsuko:Of course.I hope our job get's easier when unit 2
comes.Justin:Unit 2?Ritsuko stares at him.Ritsuko:Yes.Unit 2 along with it's pilot.Justin:Why the hell do
we need another unit and pilot.You have shinji and unit 1.Ayanami and unit 0.And finally.Me and unit
4.We really dont need another one.Ritsuko:I know it sounds dumb.But cant be too careful
now.Makoto:Yeeaahh.Interesting conversation.Anyway,it could go another way with unit 2
coming.Disposing of those angels we killed is killing our budget.Misato:Of course.Humanity do have
their hopes on us.Ritsuko:That may be true,but they need money as much as we do.Misato:Of
course.The commander is off on another of his meetings again.Ritsuko:Yes.He should be on route right
about now.Maya:At least it's quiet with out him.On the jet.A man walks in the room where gendo is and
walks by him.Man:May i sit here.Gendo:Go ahead.The man sits down.Man:The draft amendment to the
budget for the collecting samples has gone through.Also,the commitee seems to be more careful with
there budget.Gendo is looking out the window.Gendo:Of course they are.But they wont be so careful
with there budget when it's not the only thing at stake.They will pay a lot of money just to stay alive
especially when their lives are at risk.Also,the angels have returned as well.Man:Of course.The
commitee thought there werent anymore angels,but now they might want to reconsider some
things.Gendo:Since the angels have come,we have but little choice to beat them.Man:I understand
that.No one wants another second impact.And speaking of angels,everyone except the U.S has agreed
for the budget to construct unit 6.It's only a matter of time before the U.S agrees too.They seem allergic
to employment.Gendo:And what of your country.Man:We will participate in the construction of unit



8.However,a pilot has not been found yet.Back at NERV on the transits.Shinji:So,your saying what we
learned about second impact isnt right.Ritsuko:That's what i'm exactly saying.In the history books,it say's
second impact was caused by a meteorite that melted antartica.However,the truth was just covered up
for the real cause.What truely caused second impact was the first humanoid creature know as the first
angel.When mankind found this creature,they tried to contain what they found but failed and Adam as he
is now called,shrank to an embyronic state and caused second impact.That is the truth behind second
impact.Shinji:Then...the things we do now are for.Ritsuko:Right.The things we do are to stop a probable
third impact.That's why NERV and the evangelions exist.To stop that from happening.Justin:What if we
fail.Ritsuko turns around.Ritsuko:If we fail,third impact happens.And life will cease no more.She then
turns to misato.Ritsuko:By the way,the event will occur tomorrow.You too
justin.Misato:Right.Justin:WHAT!I'm not going.Ritsuko:You have too.Justin:Like hell i will.I have no
reason.Ritsuko:Yes you do.They are showing off there robot called JET ALONE.We wish to show them
unit 4.Especially since it got upgraded.Justin:Well,you can forget it.I'm not going.Take unit 1 and shinji
instead.Ritsuko:He doesnt want to go.Justin:So,your letting him not go but i have to go.Screw that.I'm
not going and that's final.Ritsuko:Really now.She steps closer to justin.She puts her chest up against his
face making him blush.Justin:Allright.Allright.I'll go.She steps back but kisses him softly on the lips
before stepping back.The next day,shinji is up eating his usual toast and having his coffee.He also fed
PEN PEN who is happily eating.They hear a door open and both misato and justin comes out all
dressed up.Justin:I feel stupid in this.Are you sure i have to wear this.He's in a black suit with a red
tie.Misato:Yes.Now quit complaining.We're going to old tokyo on buisness shinji.We'll be back later
tonight so order something out.Bye.The door opens to outside and they both leave.They go meet ritsuko
at the airport and get on the transporter with unit 4.It takes off.A few hours later,they arrive at old
tokyo.Misato:This used to be the capital known as tokyo.What a shame what
happened.Ritsuko:Yes.This is the place.Justin looks out the window.Justin:So,this used to be tokyo
huh.Looks like a dump to me.Misato hits him on the head.Justin:OW!Why you hit me.Misato:Because
what you said about tokyo.Justin:Jeez.Sorry.I didnt even want to come.Misato:Your here
now.Anyway,the JSSDF isnt getting involved with this are they.Ritsuko:Them?No.They're not allowed to
interfere.Misato:I see.Guess that's why they do what they wish.Justin:I'm going to activate unit 4 now.He
gets out of his seat between Ritsuko and Misato.But he gets stoped by misato's foot.Misato:Sorry.You
cant activate it yet.Justin:Fine.The carrier lands and they head inside to the table reserved for them with
the sign that say's NERV party.Chair:Ladies and gentlemen.Thank you for attending this unveiling by
Nippon Heavy Industry Solidarity.You will wittness the demonstration from the control room.Any
questions before we move on.Ritsuko:Yes.Chair:Ah.The famous Dr.Akagi.We are honored to have you
here today.Ritsuko:Thank you.I have a question.Chair:Sure.Ritsuko:According to the explanation,the
unit is equiped with a nuclear reactor.Chair:Yes.That allows the unit to run on power for at leasts 150
days.Ritsuko:But looking at safety features,you risk too much using something like that in a land-based
weapon.Chair:It's more useful than a weapon which lasts less than 5 minutes without it power
cord.Ritsuko:But there would be a problem with remote-control in an emergency situation.Chair:Our
system is more humane-it doesnt cause mental illness in pilots simply from stress.Misato:Stop.You are
acting like little kids.Justin softly:You should know.Ritsuko:Your human interface also has
problems.Chair:It's safer than your system.You let a berserk weapon like the Evangelion go wild in a city
without control.It's like women.They are unpredictable like the evangelion.Ritsuko:Our technology can
control it.Chair:Are you saying that you can tame these beast's you made.Ritsuko:Of course.Chair:You
cant be serious.Ritsuko:I most certainly am.Chair:It's because you trust unreliable minds,Nerv allowed
that loss of control to happen.And from what i heard,it happened at least twice.As a result,the United
nations was forced to supplement your already huge budget.Do you know that there are more than 20
thousand starving people in some countries including america.At this justin's hears perk up.Chair:The



cause of that incident is still under investigation-you're lucky you're protected by a super-legal
act.Ritsuko:The Eva's can only beat the angels.Chair:Not for much longer.We will find a way to break the
AT field another way i assure you.NERV's spot in the sun will dissapear.Now in a locker room,Misato is
kicking the locker.Misato:Damn it.Damn it.DAMN IT.They are just getting revenge from those who failed
to get NERV's acquisitions.This is really pissing me off too.Ritsuko:Oh calm down.He's acting like a child
wanting attention.He's not worthy of paying attention too.Misato:Yeah.But how he find out about the AT
field.Ritsuko:It's not secret anymore.It's gonna leak out.Misato:Intelligence must be dragging it's
@$$.Ritsuko:Speaking of which.Where did justin go.Misato looks around and doesnt see him.Misato:I
dont know.Meanwhile,Justin goes up to the chairman from earlier.Justin:Are you the chair person that
was speaking.Chair:Why yes.Say,arent you the 4th child and pilot for that beast.Justin:Yes.Chair:Sorry
to hear you have to pilot something that cant be controlled.Justin:It can be.Unit 4 has been brought here
to proove it.Chair:Really.Allright.We'll see afterwards.He leaves.Moments later everyone is at the Specal
window to view as so are misato and ritsuko.Chair:We're about to start the demonstration of the
JA.There's nothing to worry about.No danger what so ever.Please watch through the window in
front.Staff:Ready to begin.Chair:Start the test.A big building in front pulls apart and reveals the robot
known as JET ALONE.Justin:So,that's the robot.Hmm.Let's just see if they can control it.Misato see's
justin looking out the window.Misato:Yes.Let's see if there robot can be controlled.Staff:Release all
engine units.Pressure is regular.Circulation in the cooling system,no problem.Control rods,full
release.We see the control rods come out of the robot's head.Staff:Engine going through critical
point.Power,no problem.Chair:Start the walk cycle.Staff:Walk cycle begining.Moving ahead slowly.Raise
right foot ahead.The robot raises it's right foot ahead.Staff:Roger.Walk.Move ahead slowly.Raise right
foot ahead.Balance is nominal.Engine is nominal.Time for the next stage.Raise left foot ahead.The robot
moves foward with it's left foot.Justin:Hmm.It seems to be walking.That should make them proud.Then a
noise is heard.Chair:What's wrong.Staff:Strange!The reactor pressure is building.The temperature of the
first level cooling liquid is also rising.Chair:Open the release valve!Pump in the neutron-deceleration
liquid!Staff:Negative!The pumps arent responding.Chair:Oh,no!Shut off the power.Emergency
stop.Staff:Transmission of the halt signal confirmed.It's rejected.It's out of control.Chair:What the
hell.The robot comes closer and everyone in the observation room screams and runs.The robot steps on
the building and continues going.Rubble has fallen from the roof.Justin:Cough...cough.I knew their robot
couldnt be controlled.And now it's running a muck. Misato:The robot is misbehaved as the idiot who built
it.Staff:Compression value is irregular.Control rods are non-operational.There is a danger of
meltdown.Chair:No.This cant happen.JA has a fault tolerant system programed for these situations.This
cant happen.Misato walks up to the chair person.Misato:Now.There's a possibility of a meltdown near a
populated area.Chair:We cant do anything but wait for it to stop.Misato:And that's very likely
how.Staff:0.00002%.It would be a miracle.Misato:There has to be something better then waiting for a
miracle.She pauses for a moment.Misato:We'll use unit 4 to stop it.Chair:You mean that robot that you
cant control.Misato:We may not be able to control it but the pilot can.Justin walks up next to
misato.Justin:I can control unit 4.You on the other hand cant control your robot.So,i'm gonna stop it.I'm
going to get suited up.He leaves.Misato:You'll see that unit 4 is better behaved then your robot.Moments
later,justin is in his plug suit.He heads for unit 4.He has the entry plug eject and gets inside.He has unit 4
start up and heads off.Unit 4 now runs after the robot with 9:30:00 left on his internal battery.He finally
catches up to JA after a few minutes.The robot is walking pretty fast making it hard for unit 4 to grab
it.After a few tries,he finally grabs it with it's left hand.He pulls back but the robot keeps
going.Staff:Power reactor,0.2 to the critical point.Control rods are still not operational.Meltdown will be
caused in 10,9,8,7,.Misato:COME ON JUSTIN.Unit 4 is still grabed on to the robot.Justin:Your pretty
tough.But i'm gonna end it now.Unit 4 picks up the robot and has it's wings out.It then flies
upward.Staff:6,5,4,3,2,1 AND 0.Meltdown now commensing.As unit 4 flies upward steam comes out of



the robot.Then a big explosion is seen.Misato:NOOO.JUSTIN!!The explosion doesnt destroy anything
because it was in the air.After the explosion stops,unit 4 is seen ok which makes misato happy.Unit 4
then goes back down and puts it's wings away.Unit 4 heads back.Staff:Jet alone is now
gone.Chair:Damn.Well,at least we're safe.Now back in tokyo 3,in misato's apartment.Misato celebrates
the victory by how else,getting drunk.Misato(drunk):Good...good job
today.Justin:Sure.Misato:Really.You saved a lot of people.But you scared me by pulling another stunt off
again.Justin:Sorry.Didnt think there was away but that.Misato:I...i guess.Co..could you help me to bed
now.Justin:Allready.Misato:Yes.Justin:Oh,allright.He goes and helps misato to her room.He opens her
door but misato falls asleep and falls on justin making him fall in an embarrasing spot.He is now lying
under the drunk misato beneath her breasts which makes him blush.Justin:Jeez.This is gonna be a long
night.Shinji peeks in and just shakes his head before going to his room.In the commander's
office.Ritsuko:Unit 4 doesnt seem to be contaminated with radiation.Gendo:Good.We need unit 4 as well
as unit 1.This worked out perfectly.Well,almost.Ritsuko:Yes.Except for justin's stunt which he pulled
again,this went well.To be continued.



29 - Meet Asuka Langely Soryu

Now the next morning,justin is asleep under the passed out misato from last night.Misato has turned
over during the night and now has her back towards justin's face.The door to her room opens and shinji
peeks in,he thought it was a good idea to go and wake them up at first but decides not too because of
how misato is when she's woken up,especialy after being drunk.So,he decides to leave and goes eat
breakfeast.A few minutes later and justin wakes up,he realizes he's still under misato but cant move
because of how heavy she is.Justin(thinks to himself):How the hell am i gonna get out.I cant wake her
up or who knows what she'll do.But he hears a noise and misato turns over and is now facing him
causing him to blush.He decides that he has to wake her up because he now has to use the bathroom
and he can also see into her bra.Justin quietly:I hope she doesnt hit me.He then get's ready to yell.Justin
takes a big breath and.MISATO.WAKE UP.THERE'S NO MORE BEER.His yell fills the apartment and
as well as instantly waking misato up which doesnt seem to be a good idea anymore.Misato slowly
opens her eyes and see's justin under her.Misato:Uh,what time is it.And what are you doing under me
justin.She wonder's that but comes up with an answer which she thinks will be funny.Misato:You
know.You dont have to answer.I understand.She winks at him causing him to blush.Misato:You wanted
me so you got me drunk and brought me in here and did me.Justin's face get's red but not from
embarrasment but from anger.Justin:WHAT.Misato:You heard me.I knew you had something for me but
i didnt expect you to actually screw me.Justin:I DID NOT.YOU GOT DRUNK AND ASKED ME TO
CARRY YOU TO YOUR ROOM.YOU FELL ASLEEP AND MADE ME FALL WITH YOU WHEN YOU
FELL.I ENDED UP UNDER YOU AND THAT'S WHERE I SLEPT.Misato burst out into laughter.Misato:I
know.I was just kidding.I knew that i got drunk.Justin looks even more mad now.Justin:So,you were just
teasing me then.Misato:Yep.She messes with his hair.Justin:Well,isnt that dandy.Now will you get off.I
need to use the bathroom.He tries moving misato off but cant.Misato looks into his eyes and holds down
his hands.Misato:I dont think so.Justin:What?Why.Misato:Because.I still need to thank you for saving me
twice the other day.Justin:Oh,that.Well,you dont need too.Misato:But i do.Besides,i know about what you
and ritsuko did at her house.Justin blushes.Justin:How...how did you...you know about that.Misato:I
have my ways.Justin:Yeah.I bet you do.Anyway,isnt today the day we get unit 2 and the
pilot.Misato(seductively):I think that can wait.She moves her face closer to his making him
uncomfortable.Justin:Will you quit.I need to seriously use the bathroom.Misato:Well,you can always use
me.Justin really blushes.Justin:Jeez.I was right.All you think about is sex.I should of let you get raped in
the bar.That would of taught you.Misato backs her face up.Misato:Maybe your right.She looks like she's
gonna cry.Misato:You've should of left me there.I'm nothing but a drunken slut who thinks about sex.If it
werent for you,i've would of been raped.I'm glad you saved me,but you still should of left me.Tears
comes down her cheeks.Justin raises his hand and gently rubs it down her cheek while wiping the tears
off.Justin softly:Yeah.I've should of.But i didnt. Did i.Besides,that's pretty much history now anyway.You
may be a drunken slut who thinks about sex.but your still a good person regardless of that.I'm sure shinji
would agree too.You do a good job as a commanding officer,you shouldnt let this get you.You shouldnt
let what i or anyone else say get to you either.Justin somehow sits up and puts his arms around her
hugging her which calms her down.Misato:Your right.Thank you.Justin:It's no problem.I just hope shinji
didnt see me in here.That will lead to questions not needed to be asked.Misato gets off of him and
stands up.Justin get's up and also stands.Misato puts her arm around him and pulls him close.She then
gives him a kiss on the cheek.Justin blushes.Justin:Uh,thanks.Misato:No problem.Now.Dont you have to
use the bathroom.Justin completely forgot.Justin:Damn.Your right.Excuse me.She let's go and he



quickly rushes out and goes to the bathroom.Misato leaves her room and goes to the fridge and grabs a
beer before sitting down at the table.She opens it up and drinks some down.Shinji is blushing red
because part of her black bra she's wearing is exposing her breasts a bit.Misato notices this so decides
to tease him about it.Misato:So,shinji.What are you staring at so much.Shinji:Um,nothing.Misato:Dont
lie.Shinji:I'm not lying.Misato:You have to be.I've seen you staring at my breasts.So,tell me the
truth.Shinji turns really red.Shinji:Well,it's um kinda hard not to notice.Considering the way your
dress.Misato:What's wrong with how i'm dressed.Shinji:Nothing.Justin comes out of the bathroom and
goes into the kitchen and the two people notice and forget their conversation.Justin just looks at them
like he knows what was going on.But he ignores it and sits down in a chair across from
shinji.Justin:So,misato.When will unit 2 arrive.Misato:It should arrive by the end of the day.But we need
to go and makes sure it get's transported here safely.Especially considering the chance of an angel
attacking.Justin:Ok.Shinji:Who's the pilot anyway.Misato:Hmm.Oh,i have a folder on who it is in my
room.I'll go get it.She gets up from the table and goes into her room.Moments later,she comes back with
a folder in her hand.She puts the folder down on the table and goes back to her seat and drinks the rest
of her beer down.Both boys go and open the folder.In the front are a picture of a girl with red hair in a
yellow dress.And on the side is her name,age,and everything else about her.Her name is Asuka langley
sohryu.She is 14 years old.She is the designated pilot of evangelion unit 2.She's 3 quarter's german and
1 quarter japanese.Justin:So,the pilot is a girl.He says as he looks up.Misato:Yep.Shinji:Did it have to be
a girl.Misato:You guys arent complaining are you.Both boys:No.Misato:She was chosen by the marduk
insitute.Justin:Are all the pilots chosen by this insitute.Misato:Well,Rei,shinji and asuka were.But i dont
know if you were.Justin:Yeah.I dont think i was.I think i was chosen by the first branch.But i'm not
certain.Misato:Well,it doesnt matter anyway.We need to get going.Justin.You need to get dressed.So do
i.Justin leaves the kitchen so does misato and they both get dressed.Soon enough,they both come out
all dressed up.Misato in her black dress and red jacket.Justin in his school uniform which is a white shirt
and green pants.Justin:I hate wearing this stupid school uniform.It's so retarded.Misato:Well,that's how
japan schools work.SHINJI.We need to leave now.Shinji:Yes ma'am.They all head out the door and to
her car, on the way justin starts protesting that misato shouldnt drive.Justin:You really shouldnt
drive.Misato looks back at him.Misato:There's nothing wrong with my driving.Besides,we're taking a
special Nerv helicoppter to the ship.Justin:Oh,allright.As long as you dont drive.Misato looks back at him
again with a smile or a least half a smile anyway before she turns back.After a few moments of
silence,they make it outside where the said helicoppter is waiting.They all climb in with justin sitting in
the front while telling misato she's not driving.After everyone is in,the helicoppter takes off.At NERV HQ
in his office,a certain commander is on the phone.Gendo:Yes,I've already made arrangements with the
committe about that problem.The cargo left port yesterday,and is now making it's way here.Back on the
helicoppter.Misato is in the back seat with shinji kicking the front seat justin is in with her foot.Justin turns
around.Justin:What are you doing?Misato:Annoying you for what you said.Justin:Oh,big deal.I was
kidding anyway.Misato:Were you really.Justin:Yes.Misato:Ok.I'll stop then.Justin:So,do we need unit 1 or
4 as backup or something.Misato:No.Unit 2 is on board,so there is no need for one of them.Justin:I'll
bet.Misato:Look.Unit 4 is great and all,and your a good pilot.But we dont need unit 4 everytime.Justin:Is
that a fact.Unit 4 could be helpful you know.It can,after all,fight in the water with the C type equipment it
has on.And the wings it has.Misato:I suppose.But Ritsuko and all the techs want to study it.Speaking of
the wings,Ritsuko said that they are gonna uninstall them.Justin:WHAT!WHY.Misato:Because they
belive they arent neccesary.Justin:Like hell they arent.In case you havent notice,the wings have helped
since unit 4 got upgraded.They should stay on.Misato:Well,they arent gonna.Despite how helpful they've
been.Justin:They've havent even been tested in battle against an angel yet.How the hell do they know if
they are gonna be helpful.Misato:Trust me.It'll be best.But the equipment it has and the rockets and the
internal battery are gonna stay on.So that's good.Justin(sad):But i liked the wings.It made it



different.Misato:I understand.You and unit 4 are attached arent you.Justin:Of course.You and your unit
has to be close to be good partners.You got to help each other out.Misato:That's a very good point.But
cant do anything about it now.Justin:That's what you think.He then turns around before misato
answer's.Misato says something out of the blue a few moments later.Misato:How about we invite your
friends on this trip.Justin:Whatever.Shinji:Sure.Misato:Great.It's settled.Pilot.Pilot:Yes
ma'am.Misato:Could you make a few short stops before going to the ship.Pilot:Sure thing
ma'am.Justin:If your gonna make some stops,then can i just stay behind.Misato:No.Your a pilot.You
need to introduce yourself to the new pilot.Same with you shinji.Justin:Fine.The helicoppter
continues.The first stop was kensukes, then Toji's.Misato had to now move to the front seat and sit on
justin to make room.Soon,the helicopter is now over the ocean and kensuke is looking at all the boats
through his video camera.Kensuke:I still cant believe i'm on a MIG 55D transport helicopter!I never
thought i get to fly on one.It's pretty good having two pilots as friends huh.He looks at shinji.Shinji:Eh.It
wasnt my idea but i'm glad you came anyway.Kensuke:Thanks.Misato:I thought it was getting stuffy
being in the mountains day after day,so i wanted you two to come on this date with me.Toji's face lits up
after hearing that.Toji:Really.You mean this is a date misato.I bought this hat i have just for you.I'll never
take it off.He refers to the hat he has on.Under misato's body a sound is heard but barely.Justin:You
wish.(to himself)I wish this cow would get off me.Or at least let me breath.God this is
uncomfortable.Kensuke:So,where are we exactly going anyway.Misato:We're gonna take a cruise on
that cute little boat down there.And she winks.Kensuke looks out of the window with his
camera.Kensuke:Wow!5 carriers and 4 battleships.What a cool fleet.Toji looks out the window
now.Toji:That's your cute little boat.Misato:It looks cute from here anyway.But i'm suprised it still floats
since it's old.Kensuke:It isnt so bad.The " over the rainbow " Is a vintage since second impact.It's still
good.On the ship below.Captain:Damn.Did they actually bring that dumb cable for that toy of there's.It
useless.Give me a break.The helicopter then comes to land while a girl in a yellow dress looks from the
side deck.The helicopter lands and the doors open.Kensuke is the first to come out since he's so excited
then Toji then Shinji then Misato who finally got off of justin and finally justin.Kensuke runs off looking at
everything on the ship while toji's hat get's blown off and he starts chasing it.Shinji stretches while
walking with misato behind him and justin who's sore.Justin:(quietly)Hasnt she heard of a
bath.Sheesh.Her butt smells like a baboons.Misato quickly turns her head around after hearing that then
turns back around.Toji:Hey.Wait.Someone stop my hat.Damn it.Stop.He's still chasing his hat until it
stops on a girls shoe.His face is happy but turns to anger when that girls foot steps on it.Misato and
everyone else stops in front of the girl.Asuka:Hello,misato.How are you?Misato:I'm fine.You've grown
some since i saw you, havent you.Asuka:Yes.And that's not all.My figure has filled out nicely
too.Misato:Let me introduce you.This is the pilot of Evangelion unit 2.Also the second child.Asuka
langely soryu.Then the wind blows and her dress is up showing her well view.Toji is the first one who
looks and is also the first to get slapped.Then kensuke,shinji and justin who somehow got slapped since
he wasnt really that closed.After,they all got a slap mark on there cheeks.Toji:What ya hit me
for.Asuka:It's payment for the view.Quite a bargain huh.Toji:Well,that's all right.Here's your change.He
then unbuckles his pants and pulls them down along with his underwear.Asuka:What the hell were you
doing.She then slaps him again and he now has another slap mark on his other cheek.She walks past
him and stops a few feet from shinji.Asuka:So,who's the famous third and fourth childs i've heard so
much about.She turns to kensuke.Asuka:He isnt one of them is he.Misato:No.It him right in front of
me.And the 4th is right behind.She stops as she turns around to find justin not there anymore.Misato
starts getting angry but cools down and turns back around.Misato:Well,here's the third child
anyway.Shinji ikari.The third child and pilot of Evangelion unit 1.Asuka she looks at him for a few
moments.Asuka:Not much to look at.They then all head inside to where the captain is.The captain looks
at misato's identity card for Nerv and speaks.Captain:So,what i thought as you being the leader of this



boy scout trip was wrong.Misato:Thank you for helping captain.Captain:No,no.It's my pleasure.I always
wanted to babysit more kids.Misato:We appreciate your assistance with the marine transport of unit
2.Here are the specifications for the emergency power socket.She hands the papers over.The captain
looks at them briefly and sets them down.Captain:Bah.I never allow a request to activate that robot while
at sea.Misato:Just think of it as being ready for an emergency.Captain:It's against such emergencies
that the pacific fleet is supposed to guard!When the hell did we become a delivery service.First officer:I
believe it was just after a certain organization was built.Captain:Guarding this child's toy is a grand
assignment for the entire pacific fleet!Misato:Considering Eva's importance,it still seems lacking.Will you
please sign these forms.Captain:Not yet.Misato's eye starts twitching.Captain:At the request of the 3rd
branch at Germany,both eva and pilot are under the command of this fleet.I wont allow you to just do as
you please!Misato:Then when will you relinquish command?First officer:After unloading the cargo at
Shin-Yokosuka.Captain:Untill then,the ocean is our juristriction.You shall follow our orders.Misato:I
understand.In an emergency,however,Nerv's authority overides yours.Toji:She's so cool.Shinji:She
sounds like ritsuko.Then a man comes into the bridge.Kaji:Your as gallant as always.Asuka right away
turns around.Asuka:KAJI!Captain:Mr.Kaji.I insist that you dont invite yourself onto the
bridge!Kaji:Sorry.But i found a kid who was gonna jump off the ship into the water so i brought him
with.Captain:What kid?Kaji steps aside and there justin stands.Kaji:This kid.Captain:Hmm.I never saw
him.He turns around to misato who is angry.Captain:Is this kid yours, captain
katsuragi.Misato:YES.Justin who's still standing,starts backing up.But unfortunantly,Misato see's him
trying too and walks up to him with her usual i'm gonna kill you look on her face.She then turns
around.Misato:Please excuse us.Everyone leaves.Captain:Those kids are our future to live.Bah.It's
nonsense.First officer:Times changed.I heard the Assembly has put their hopes on that
robot.Captain:On that toy.Bah.If they have the money to pay for that,they should be paying us more.Now
in a very tight elevator where everyone is cramped up in and some people in embarrasing situations like
shinji pressed up against misato's breast and justin again,squashed behind misato's butt.Misato:What
are you doing here!Kaji:Is that anyway to say thanks for finding and saving that boy.Misato just turns her
head.Kaji:Well,in any case.I'm accompanying her.I'm on buisness from Germany.Misato:I'll bet.I'm pretty
damn careless.Asuka and Misato:Hey watch it.Kaji and Toji:We cant help it.Soon the elevator arrives at
there destination and everyone get's out.Now,they are in a dining room.Kaji is sitting across from misato
and everyone else is in whatever chairs they wanted.Kaji:Are you seeing anyone.Misato:That's none of
your buisness.Kaji:That hurt.He then turns to shinji.Kaji:I understand your living with
katsuragi.Shinji:Yah,but not just me.Justin too.Kaji:Oh,you mean that boy.So,tell me.Is she wild in bed
still.At that everyone falls out of there chairs except misato who's now pissed.Misato:WHAT ARE YOU
IMPLYING!Kaji:You dont know do you.Shinji:Um no.But justin should.He then looks at justin who's
playing with his cup.Kaji:So,mr powers.Justin looks up.Justin:Yah.Kaji:Do you sleep with misato.Justin
turns red and falls out of his chair.He then slowly gets up while misato falls out her
chair.Justin:Um,nnnoooo.Kaji:Hmm.I see.(To himself)He does.He just cant hid it well.I wont push him or
ikari.He comes out of his thoughts.Kaji:I just remembered something.I have to make a delivery.I'll see
you guys later.He then gets up and heads out while everyone else resumes there
position.Meanwhile,below the sea.Something awakes.The 6th angel is coming.And it's looking for
something.Next time.Unit 2 activate.To be continued.



30 - Unit 2 activate part 1

Now after that little embarrasment from kaji,everyone heads up to the deck while misato talks to
justin.Misato:Where did you exactly go.Justin:I,er,didnt want to meet the pilot,so i took off.He finishes
with a smile hoping she bought it.The way she's staring at him,means she didnt.Misato:Oh,is that
why.Funny.I thought kaji said he found you before you jumped off the boat.Justin gulps.Justin:I,er,well.I
can explain.Misato:Dont bother.Toji:Yeah.Interesting conversation your having.Anyway,that captain
buggs me.Misato:He's just proud.And full of himself too.Shinji:So,that kaji.He's really something
eh.Misato:Yeah right.He's still nothing but a jackass.Now out on the deck.Kaji and Asuka are
talking.Kaji:Shinji ikari is something huh.Asuka:No way.He's pretty dull.Kaji:I suppose.But what about mr
powers.Asuka:He's the same.Kaji:Not really.He's the 4th child.He won his first eva battle without any
training.Shinji did pretty well after words too.Asuka:So,that power's kid is the 4th child huh.He doesnt
seem like much.But it still impresses me.Kaji:I guess.Anyway,i must be leaving.See you later.Kaji then
leaves Asuka to her thoughts.After,she leaves as well.Everyone reaches the deck only to see Asuka
standing there.She just stares at them.Asuka:Hey.Third and fourth child.You're coming with
me.Justin:Like hell i will.Asuka:Oh,being a wimp now huh.That battle was a lie wasnt it.Justin just
stares.Asuka:Whatever.Third child.Your coming with me then.She grabs shinji and pulls him
somewhere.Everyone else goes to the control room.Asuka has now brought shinji to where unit 2 is.He
looks under the sheet and see's unit 2 red.Shinji:It's red.Interesting color.Asuka:That's not all that's
different about unit 2.She pulls shinji under the sheet and let's go and goes on top of unit 2.Asuka:Unit
2's color isnt all that's different.Unit 0 is the prototype while unit 1 is the testype.Shinji:Unit 4 is also a
testype too.Asuka:Unit 4?Shinji:Yah.It came over with justin before the third angel
attacked.Asuka:Yeah,yeah.Whatever.Anyway,They're all test models in development.The fact that unit 1
could synch with you so easily is proof of that.But that power's kid and unit 4 i cant explain.Unit 2 is still
not the same.My unit 2 is the first real evangelion built for combat.It's the final model.Then the boat
shakes.Shinji:What was that.Asuka:It's an under water shockwave.It sounded close too.Both kids rush
out to see.Asuka points out with her finger at something that's moving.Asuka:What's that?The object rips
through ships like they were nothing.Shinji:It cant be.An angel.Asuka:You mean the real
angel.Shinji:This is bad.I've got to find misato.Asuka:This is my chance.Come
on.Shinji:What.Asuka:Shut up and come with me.She grabs his arm and pulls him towards unit
2.Announcement:All ships,check distances between other ships,and avoid motion.In the control
room.First officer:Report!Navy guy 1:(???),sinking.Titus Andronicus,still cant confirm the target
sir.Captain:Damn.What is going on.Misato appears in the control room.Misato:Hello.Would you like to
order data and countermeasures against this enemy from our battle menu.Captain:In battle.Authorized
personnel only!Misato:From what i can tell,it's an angel attack.But the question is.Why is it here.Is it after
unit 2?Captain:All ships fire.The remaining battle ships fire missles from there guns and speed off
towards the angel but misses due to the angels incredible speed and it's AT field.Toji is behind misato
now.Toji:Only an eva can beat it.Captain and first officer:What?We now go see a panel on the deck
opening and a blue Forge 38 appears with the pilot and kaji.In the plane.Kaji:Missles are useless.They
cant penetrate it's AT field.Pilot:You say something.Kaji:Hmm.No.Let's go.The plane then takes off and
heads back for tokyo 3.Meanwhile,the angel goes through another battle ship destroying it.Now having
unit 2 open it's entry plug.Asuka changes into her entry plug which is red while telling shinji not to
peep.After,she hands him a spare.Shinji:What do we need these for asuka?Asuka:Are you dense.We're
gonna beat that angel with unit 2 of course.Now hurry up and put it on.Shinji does what he's told and



he's now in the spare plug suit which gives him a figure of a women.Asuka:Now third child.Get in,sit
down and dont bug me.Shinji:Does misato know.Asuka:No.But she'll know when i beat it.Both kids get in
the entry plug and it get's inserted.Asuka says a bunch of stuff in german to start unit 2 up but something
happens when something in german apears evreywhere.Shinji:An error.Asuka:It's thought noise.I told
you not to bug me.Shinji:Eh.Asuka:Your thinking in japanese right.If you must think,do it in
german.Shinji:Ok.Um,Strudel,brawtwurst.Asuka:Dummkopft.Nevermind.Switch language for
japanese.Everything returns to normal now.Asuka:Evangelion unit 2.Move out.Unit 2 starts moving
under the sheet meanwhile back in the command room.Voice:Evangelion unit 2 is
starting.Captain:What?Stop the activation NOW.Misato:Go asuka.Captain:No.Unit 2 and it's pilot are
under our watch.It wont get sent out.Especialy if it still has the B-type equipment on.Misato:It still has the
B-type equipment on?Captain:Yes.That's why we cant activate it.Back to unit 2.Unit 2 has now ripped
through the sheet and is standing up.In the plug.Shinji:If we fall in.We're done for.Asuka:Dont worry.We
wont.The angel has just finished another three ships off when it sensed unit 2 has activated.It quickly
went for it and forgot what it was looking for.Shinji:Over to your right.The angel is coming.Unit 2's head
looks to the right.Asuka:So,that's it huh.Shinji:We dont have any guns.Asuka:The progressive knife will
be just fine.Unit 2's shoulder blade opens and produces the knife.Unit 2 grabs it and it instantly
transformed into the knife.The angel meanwhile,continues charging at the ship where unit 2 is.Shinji:It's
huge.Asuka:You know what they say.The bigger it is,the more pain it recieves.Back in the command
room.First officer:Unit 2's internal battery is at 0:58:88.Misato:shoot!Asuka.In unit 2's entry plug a voice
is heard which both kids know.Misato:Asuka.Hurry up.Your internal battery is almost up.Asuka:Dont
worry.I'll kill it.The angel now jumps from the water towards unit 2 and unit 2 stabs the knife into the
beast which it actually somehow pierced it's core causing it to instantly to explode.Asuka:Told you third
child.I'm the best.Unit 2's activation has now reached it's maximum and ceased activation.In the control
room everyone cheers for the defeat of the angel.Misato:Told you.Captain:Whatever.We will continue as
planned still.Even if we have less battle ships then planned.Meanwhile outside,on top of the ship,justin
looks down at unit 2 and thinks.Justin:This is how it's not supposed to be.The angel didnt put up a
fight.Unless,no.It cant be that.The angel they beaten,could it be.The wrong one?To be continued.



31 - Unit 02 activate part 2

At a secret location,the members of seele have gathered for a meeting.
SEELE 02:Do you think the navy and captain katsuragi have any idea that the angel they beaten isnt the
one predicted by the dead sea scrolls.SEELE 04:Of course not.They dont even know.SEELE
03:Correct.We shall send the actual 6th angel to them.Evangelion unit 02 must be out of power.Which
shall make things much eaiser for our goal to be accomplished. SEELE Chairman:Our goal wont be
accomplished.The first angel Adam,has already been delivered to Nerv by mister kaji.So,there is no
point of sending the actual 6th angel.SEELE 02:But.What if the 4th child or known as that angel
boy,realizes the angel they beaten isnt the one predicted.This could cause problems for us.Maybe we
should still send it.SEELE 03:SEELE 02 has a point.We should still send the 6th angel to do battle with
the angel boy.Thus will reveal him as who he really is,and he will have no choice but to accomplish the
same goal as the previous angels which is to come into contact with Adam.SEELE 05:But Adam is with
ikari now.The only other angel he could come into contact with is Lilith.SEELE Chairman:Yes.But we
shall wait till all angels are beaten including him till we start third impact.It is predicted in the dead sea
scrolls.SEELE 02:If it's predicted in the scrolls,then shouldnt the actual 6th angel get beaten so we can
accomplish our goal.SEELE Chairman:True.The only two angels we have are the 6th and
17th.Fine.Launch the 6th angel as soon as possible.Our goal shall be accomplished no matter what.And
with that,SEELE dissapears.Back on the ship.Everyone except the captain and navy crew have come
out to congratulate Asuka of course,for destroying the fake 6th angel which no one knows is
fake.Misato:Good job Asuka.Asuka:Of course.I'm the best.Misato:And good job to you too
shinji.Shinji:Um,sure.Asuka turns her head around to look at shinji annoyed because he got thanked for
doing nothing.Toji:Yeah great job.Toji also points his finger at shinji.Toji:Nice figure too.He starts
laughing while shinji blushes.Kensuke:Yeah that was cool.Even if the devil here was the one who beat
it.Asuka quickly stomps up to kensuke and looks him in the eyes before slapping him across the
face.Asuka:Dont you ever call the great asuka that again.She then stomps back.Announcer:Attention.An
unkown object is rapidly heading for us.I repeat.An unkown object is rapidly aproching.Asuka:What?It
cant be an angel.I just beaten it.Justin then appears out of no where.Justin:Apperantly not.Everyone just
stares and wonders how he got there without being seen or heard.Misato is the first to speak
up.Misato:Justin?Where the hell did you go.Justin:Hmm.Me.Nowhere.Misato:Bull.Tell
me.Justin:Allright.But i need to talk to ya in private though.Misato nods and the both of them head off
somewhere private to talk.Justin:Okay.Here's the thing.The angel Asuka beat wasnt the actual
one.Misato now looks confused.Misato:Wasnt...the actual one.Justin:Yes.The one beaten was fake.It
was probably sent by SEELE.SEELE probably has the actual one.Misato:That could make sense.I mean
it didnt put up a fight.But that would mean,the unkown object is.Justin:Correct.That object is the real 6th
angel.But seeing how unit 02 ran out of power,there might not be a way to beat it.I mean regular
weapons wont penetrate it's AT field.I knew we should of brought unit 04 with.But no.You didnt want
too.He stares at misato angry.Misato only stares back with the same face but much harder.Misato:We
didnt know.You are the one who knows when they attack.Justin:Ya.But i didnt expect this to happen.He
sighs.There's no choice now.I'll battle it seeing it's the only way.Misato:What!you dont mean.Justin cuts
her off before she finished.Justin:Yes.I must reveal myself as an angel.There is no other way thanks to
you.Misato:What the hell does that mean.Justin:Nothing.Announcer:Attention.All hands prepare for
battle on what remains of our fleet.I repeat.Prepare for battle.The voice obviously belonged to the
captain.Or from what misato just pointed out anyway.In the bridge the captain and his first officer are



looking for the object that coming.The captain is looking through his binoculars.Captain:Oh shoot.I see
the object.It looks like that fish monster that attacked a little while ago.I thoguht unit 02 finished it
off.Bah.I knew i shouldnt of allowed that.I'll finish it off myself.First officer:Excuse me.Did you just say it's
that fish monster again sir.Captain:Yes.Unit 02 couldnt beat it.Look like they cant depend on a childs toy
to save people.He then puts down the binoculars.Captain:All hands prepare for battle.Fire every missle
we have.We must destroy the target this time.Back on the deck where misato and justin are,missles fire
from the boat towards the angel.Justin notices and turns to misato.Justin:Misato!Get to the bridge and
stop the captain.It's a waste of time to fire weapons that are useless.You must but before he finished his
sentence,the angel surprise attacks the ship and nearly knock everyone off except for justin who got
knocked off into the water.Misato:JUSTIN!Watch out.Justin looks up and then quickly turns around to
see the angel coming at him.Justin:Oh shoot.I guess it's now or never.Justin rises from the water and
transforms into his angel side.His angel side looks almost exactly like sachiel but with wings.And can
talk.As soon as he transformed,the angel leaps out of the water and grabs him with it's mouth before
diving back in.From the boat misato watched in terror.Not only from justin changing but from the angel
eating him.Before she could yell,the missles that were fired,land in the water in an explosion.It's obvious
they came little too late.After misato saw that,she remembered what justin told her to do.And so,she
goes off to the captains bridge to tell him to stop.On her way,she tells the kids to go inside in which
asuka protests.(Imagine that huh.)She then goes on about how she'll beat it with unit 02 this time and
blah,blah,blah.Misato reminds her that unit 02 has no power left in which the red head agrees and
so,everyone heads inside.Meanwhile,underwater in the angels mouth.Justin is struggling to open the
angels mouth which seems impossible.So,he gives up and turns his attention to it's core which is behind
him.Justin(to himself):Hmm.If i cant get out.I'll destroy it from the inside.And it's core is just what i
need.So,justin charges up his spear attack similar to what sachiel used but instead of it being on his
arm,he just shoots it like an arrow.He shoots his spear attack and suffice to say,barely damaged it.But
that doesnt mean the angel didnt notice.As soon as that attack hit it,even if it didnt damage it much,the
angel was less then pleased.So,it opened it's mouth and spitted justin out.Once justin was spitted out,he
tried to get back to the surface but couldnt because he couldnt swim in his state.The angel took
advantage of this moment and went on the offensive.It charged at justin who barely turned around to see
the angel attack.Before he knew what was going on,he landed back on the ship and out of the water.The
angel however,didnt seem interested in attacking it's own kind so instead of attacking,it simply swam up
to the boat and spoke to justin who can understand it because he's an angel.Gaghiel:Why do you help
these lilims.You are an angel like me.You should be doing what you are here for.Justin:That may be.But
i'm not fully an angel yet.Unlike you,or any other angel for that matter.I must be revealed as soon as the
17th angel is gone.That is when i will strike.But for now.I shall remain as a eva pilot for unit
04.Gaghiel:But you are using a weapon that was made from adam.That is like attacking your own
kind.Justin:That would be the case if it was true.But it's not.Unit 04 wasnt built like unit's 00 and 02
were.It wasnt built from lilith either like unit 01 was.Unit 04 was built without the use of neither
angels.Gaghiel:But still.You are an angel.And you must do what you were put on this planet for.And that
is your destiny.Just like it's mine and every other angel.Justin:It's like i told you.I will only attack after the
17th angel is gone.And dont think i dont know.You and the 17th angel belong to Seele dont you.That's
why they sent you.They knew we get suspicious about that foney angel.So,they decided to send
you.The actual 6th angel.So,tell me.Justin folds his angel arms across his chest.Are you gonna do what
Seele told you to do or are YOU gonna do what is your destiny.OR better yet.Do exactly what was
predicted in the dead sea scrolls.Gaghiel:Of course i will do what is my destiny.No lilim can control me or
decide what i do.I do what i want.And what i want.Is to perform my destiny.Justin just shakes his
head.Gaghiel:What.You should be helping me.Justin:Humph.It would seem your destiny isn't gonna
happen.Gaghiel:And what do you mean by that.Justin:I mean.Adam isnt here.Adam has already been



delivered to Nerv HQ.Gaghiel:I realize that.I'm not after adam.Justin:Well then.Just what are you
after.Gaghiel:I'm after unit 02.Justin:Unit..02.Gaghiel:Of course.If an angel comes into contact with
Adam,all of humanity will perish while we angels become one with adam and join together forming a
better angel then you lilims could imagine.Justin:But that still dont explain why your going after unit
02.Gaghiel:It doesnt have to.I'm just to obliterate unit 02.All angels will be joined while these lilims die.As
soon as Adam is in contact with one of our brothers,we shall be superior.Justin:Yeah.Too bad that's not
gonna happen.Gaghiel:Oh it will ralile.It will.Now.Are you gonna help me or be with these
lilims.Justin:.....Gaghiel:Well?Justin just shoots a spear from his hand into gaghiel.Soon gaghiel comes
back up above the water.Gaghiel:I see.You dont want to join.Fine.All angels including you,will be
joined.Regardless if you helped or not.With that,gaghiel dissapears below the ocean.Justin just stares
down.In the captains bridge,misato is arguing with the captain.Misato:CAPTAIN.You must stop.It's no
use using conventional weapons against it.Captain:So what.I gave you a chance to kill it last time.And
you didnt.We lost nearly all our fleets because of it.Now we shall do it my way.Misato:But captain.Please
give us one more chance.Just one more.The captain just looks away before looking
back.Captain:Allright.But you have exactly 90 minutes to destroy it.If it's not destroyed when time is
up,we do it my way regardless of what you think.Understand.Misato:Thank you sir.She then turns to the
kids.Misato:Allright listen up.Here's the battle plans.Now back on the deck.Justin:Hmm.It would seem we
need to fight.That's fine.It's my duty.He then turns his head over to unit 02 who lies powerless.A grin
comes on his face.He floats over to unit 02 and dissapears inside.A few minutes later and unit 02
activates.On the bridge.First officer:What?Unit 02 has activated.Everyone quickly turns there
heads.Misato runs over.Misato:What.But the power.Wasnt it depleted.First officer:Yes.But more
importantly.How did it activate with no pilot.Misato:WHAT!You mean no one is inside.Asuka over hears
this and rushes over.Asuka:WHAT!WHO THE HELL WOULD THINK OF USING UNIT 02 WITHOUT MY
PERMISSION.The first officer continues looking through his binoculars.First officer:We dont know whats
going on.But since it activated,maybe it can beat that monster.Asuka turns her head.Asuka:WHAT!You
mean your just gonna let this happen.First officer:I'm sorry miss soryu.But there's nothing we can
do.Asuka:FINE!But whoever is in it.Better not get beaten.Back on the deck.Unit 02 slowly rises to it's
feet.Gaghiel comes out of the water and looks.Gaghiel:Hmm.So this is your ability.It seems useful.But
you still dont stand a chance against me.Gaghiel then attacks the ship causing it to shift making unit 02
losing it's balance a bit.After,unit 02 just stares before lunging at the angel.Gaghiel dives underwater
before unit 02 got it.Since unit 02 has the B-type equipment on,justin cant really do anything.Or can
he.Justin:Damn.I forgot unit 02 has the B-type equipment on.But that shall prove not a
problem.Soon,unit 02's eyes glow and can start moving in the water again.Which is good since gaghiel
is heading towards him.Unit 02 turns it's head to see the angel coming right at him and stops the angel
with it's hand,causing an AT field to form blocking the angel.The angel quickly tries to get through but
doesnt succeed.It then tries to swim around but cant because of the AT field.Gaghiel:Hmm.You are
doing pretty well considering your one of gods messenger's fighting another.But you.Gaghiel is cut off as
the AT field dissapears and unit 02 charges at it grabing it's mouth with both hands.It pries it's mouth
open and shoots needles out of it's left shoulder blade at the core which causes it to crack even
more.The angel tries to close it's mouth but cant.It can only float as it watches unit 02 launch needles
after needles to it's core.Gaghiel:Unit 02.If it shoots any more needles,i'm done.I have to do
something.But as the angel thought that,the core cracks completly and the angel explodes.Unit 02 now
quickly swims back up and lands on the ships deck.Unit 02 power's down and justin comes back out and
quickly changes back.In the bridge everyone is celebrating the angels defeat.Except the captain and first
officer.Misato:Looks like we beat it.Captain.Captain:Yes.It would seem you have.Fine.We will continue
our delivery as schelduled.Misato happily leaves the bridge and goes to the deck where justin is.Leaving
the other kids confused except kensuke who's still enjoying this.And asuka who's still pissed.Moments



later misato finds justin sitting on the edge of the ships deck and joins him.Misato:You did a good
thing.Justin:What.You mean beating the angel or possesing unit 02.Misato laughs a bit at that but turns
serious.Misato:I mean by beating the angel.Justin:Oh,well i had to do what needed to be
done.Misato:Even if it meant you exposed yourself.Justin looks away before
answering.Justin:Yes.Misato:I also saw that you and the angel were speaking.Justin turns around
surprised at that.Justin:You...you mean you understood.Misato laughs again.Misato:No i didnt
understand.I just said i SAW you talking.I didnt say i understood.Justin:Oh good.Because we talked
about things you dont need to know.Well,things you need to find out yourself anyway.Misato:Of course.I
dont expect you to tell me everything you know.Some things you just need to find out things for
yourself.But you still did a good thing.Justin:Yah i suppose.But i've got explaining to do later.The ship
continues to tokyo 3.Meanwhile,another meeting held by seele is held again.SEELE 05:It would seem
the boy found out more then we intended.SEELE 02:Of course.But we found some things out as
well.SEELE Chairman:Yes.It would seem ikari has adam.But we shall amuse him for now.Now at Nerv
HQ in the commander's office.Kaji:Well,that was a rather fun trip.He says as he puts the briefcase he
had on the desk and opens it.Kaji:I wonder.Is this all caused because of what's inside.Gendo just
smirks.Kaji:Well,it's frozen anyway.But it's still alive.So,this must be needed for
instrumetality.Gendo:That is correct.This is the first being.This is Adam.To be continued.



32 - Angels split personality

Now the ship that was carrying unit 02 and it's pilot finally arrive in tokyo 3.The ship anchors in the
harbor and begins lowering unit 02 off while every one gets off.Kensuke is looking at unit 02 with his
camera while toji gives asuka a look when she passes by.It would seem asuka has forgoten about what
happened as she is occupied with looking around.Shinji is next to come off and toji starts laughing at him
because he still has the red plug suit on which gives him a girly figure and kensuke soon turns around to
film him while making fun of him.Justin is next to come off but instead of using the ramp like every one
else,he simply jumps from the boat on to the harbor who also meets misato who somehow got off with
out being noticed.She notices justin and smiles so he goes over.Justin:Who are you waiting for.If you
are even waiting for someone.Misato:I'm waiting for ritsuko to arrive.Justin is taken back by her
words.Justin:Your...your not gonna tell her what happened are you?Misato places her hand on his
shoulder.Misato:Not about you transforming and everything.If she found out,you get kicked off the pilots
rooster and would be experimented on.Or worst.Justin:So,your not gonna say anything then.Misato
smiles.Misato:Of course not.It's out secret and i wont betray your trust.Justin:Sure you wont he says
sarcasticly.Misato gently punches him in the shoulder which makes him smile.Soon,a green jeep arrives
with Ritsuko in it.Both misato and justin get in with justin getting the back seat.The jeep then starts
moving with ritsuko driving.Ritsuko turns to her friend.Ritsuko:So,how was it.Did you need to use unit 02
at all.Misato:It was fine.And yes,we did have to use unit 02 twice.Ritsuko just looks at
misato.Ritsuko:What do you mean TWICE.What exactly happened.Misato:Simple.A fake angel attacked
and we thought is was the real one so we had unit 02 engage it but turned out it was indeed fake as it
didnt really put up a fight.It was when the real one showed up unit 02 ran out of power.Ritsuko:Wait.If
unit 02 ran out of power,how did it get used a second time.Misato remains silent as she doesnt want to
expose justin's secret.Ritsuko:Well?Misato:I cant tell you anymore then that.Im
sorry.Ritsuko:What.Why?Misato:Because of certain things.Ritsuko:Hmm.Fine.The real 6th angel got
beat though right captain.Misato:Of course.Why would it not of been.Ritsuko:Just wondering.The jeep
continues but stops as a certain red head pilot jumps in front of it.Asuka:Where's kaji?Misato:Probably at
headquarters by now.What a chicken.Asuka:Oh.Well,he promised me he take me on a tour of tokyo
3.Now what am i gonna do.She starts pouting.Misato:I dont know.But you might as well come with us so
we can enroll you in school.So get in.Asuka:WHAT!Misato:You heard me.Asuka:Hmph.Fine.She gets in
the back with justin who isnt too happy.Asuka:Listen here fourth.Dont touch me,dont speak to me and
dont come near me got it.Justin mumbles psycotic dog under his breath.And unfortunantly,asuka heard
him.Asuka:What was that fourth.Justin:Nothing.Asuka just stares but turns her head around after being
bored.The jeep then picks up shinji and his friends next.Toji and kensuke share the back seat with justin
and asuka.Or the devil as they like to call her.While shinji has to sit in misato's lap on count of being no
more room.The jeep continues while unit 02 gets picked up by a carrier and is brought to Nerv.Hours
later,Justin,shinji and misato are brought back to there place while toji and kensuke get dropped off by
the school.Asuka however,has to go to Nerv.Now having arrived at Nerv,Ritsuko leads her into
Commander ikari's office.Now both stopped outside the commander's office.Ritsuko turns to
asuka.Ritsuko:Allright.Here's what gonna happen.Commander ikari is gonna brief you on your duties
here along with you being an Eva pilot.After,we will go see a section 2 agent to find out where your
gonna live.Is that understood.Asuka:Yes ma'am.Ritsuko:Good.Now.Commander ikari is waiting for
you.Asuka nods and opens the door and goes inside.She is greeted by two men.One at a desk and
another standing by said desk.Commander ikari:Are you the second child.Asuka:Yes sir.I'm asuka



langley soryu.Commander ikari:Good.The man to my left is sub-commander Fuyutski.When i am
gone,he will take over as commander and you will have to obey him.Is that clear.Asuka:Yes
sir.Commander ikari:Good.Now about your duties.Your duties will include being here when an angel
attacks,coming in for harmonic tests,synch ratio tests and other tests.Your duty will also include
sacraficing your own life to kill an angel if needed.Understand.Asuka:Yes sir.Commander
ikari:Good.Now.I would like to speak with you on another matter pilot.This matter contains about what
happened over seas.Now,would you care to explain.Asuka:Yes.Appearently a fake angel came and
attacked us making us belive it was the real one.So,we activated unit 02 and destroyed it.It wasnt till
after unit 02 ran out of power,did the real one show up.Commander ikari:And how was it
beaten.Asuka:That part i dont know sir.I dont know how it was beaten.Commander ikari:I see.Very
well.You are dissmissed.Asuka:Yes sir.Asuka turns around and leaves the room.Fuyutski:Do you belive
Seele was behind all of this.Gendo:Of course not.They are, after all,just old men.They couldnt of done
this.Fuyutski:But how was a fake angel sent there then.Gendo:You have a point.They might of been the
ones.But it matters not,it didnt effect the scenario.Soon,everything they do wont matter.And a smile
crepts on his face again.Outside the office,Ritsuko leads asuka through Nerv showing her everything
including the changing room.After,they see a section 2 agent to find out where asuka is gonna
live.Section 2 agent:I'm sorry.But there is no more rooms available.Ritsuko:What!What do you mean
there are no more rooms.Section 2 agent:I'm sorry ma'am.But more people have decided to move down
here and so we had to give them rooms.Ritsuko:What.Hmph.Fine.I guess it makes sense.(sighs)Turns
her head towards asuka.Come on asuka.You'll have to live with misato.Asuka:What!But arent those two
moron eva pilots living with her.Why do i have too.Ritsuko:Because we cant find you a place.And
besides,having eva pilots living together will help.Asuka:Schiest.Fine.Ritsuko:Good.But you must first go
to school.I already took care of it so you start tomorrow.Asuka:Allright.So,where does misato live
anyway.Ritsuko:I'll have to call her to let her know first.She gets her cell phone out and dials misato's
phone.At her apartment,misato's phone goes off and ritsuko is surprised at who answerd
it.Shinji:Hello.On her cell phone.Ritsuko:Oh,hello shinji.Where's misato?Shinji:She's passed
out.Ritsuko:What.But it's not even 5 yet.Shinji:Yeah i know.When we got back,she immediatley got beer
from the fridge and started drinking.When she ran out,she got her special booze out and drank it all in
one sitting.Then she passed out from it.Ritsuko:Oh,i see.Well,i'll talk to her tomorrow then.Bye.She
hangs up the phone while shinji does the same.Ritsuko puts her phone back in her lab coat pocket and
sighs.Ritsuko:Well,looks like you wont be going to misato's tonight.Asuka:Hmph.Good.So,where am i
gonna stay then.Ritsuko:You'll have to stay in our spare room in my office.Asuka:WHAT!You have a
spare room and didnt tell me before.Ritsuko:Well,you see asuka.That room is only used in emergencies
and well seeing this is one,you'll have to sleep there tonight.Asuka:Verdammit.Allright.Show me where it
is.Ritsuko goes and shows asuka the room.After sometime,they arrive at ritsuko's office and opens the
secret door behind her desk.Inside,there's a bathroom with shower and a bed with blankets and a
pillow.Ritsuko:Here you go.You'll stay here for the night.Asuka:It's not bad.But what about my clothes.I
need clean clothes damn it.Ritsuko:I'll bring your stuff in the morning along with a map to the school.But
for now,you'll have to stay in here.Asuka:WHAT!.Ritsuko:You heard me.You cant wonder around.I'm
sorry.But that's how it is.Goodnight.And with that,Ritsuko leaves shutting the door behind her.Asuka on
the other hand kicks the door hard.The next day at the school,toji,kensuke,shinji and justin are all
talking.Toji:Glad we dont have to see the devil again.Kensuke:Yeah.But to bad for those two.Kensuke is
point his fing at shinji and justin.Toji:Yeah.They have to work with her.Then they hear the door open to
their room and toji looks to see who it is and is shocked.Toji:LLLLOOOKKK!Immediatley the three boys
look and are shocked as well.Asuka now enters the room and begins writting her name on the chalk
board with chalk and turns around after she's done facing the class.Asuka:Hi.I'm Asuka Langely
Soryu.Nice to meet you.Toji,Kensuke,Shinji and Justin are all still shocked.Now after school,Toji and



kensuke wave bye to shinji and justin while they begin walking home.Justin:I cant believe that dog is in
our class.Shinji:I guess.But she's not that bad.Justin looks at shinji confused.But before he can
speak,Asuka catches up.Asuka:There you two idiots are.Both boys turn around.Shinji:Hi asuka.Justin:Hi
dogy.Asuka slaps justin.Justin:OW!Why the hell did you do that for.Asuka:Because i wanted
too.Anyway,i Saw the way you guys looked when i came in.Pretty surpirsed
huh.Shinji:Um,yeah.Justin:Sure.Asuka:Your just a baby.Justin:Yeah.Just like your a dog.Asuka:What
was that.Justin:You heard me.But before asuka could do anything,shinji comes between them.Shinji:You
guys need to stop.Asuka just walks back to her spot while justin sticks his tongue
out.Asuka:Anyway,she's here isnt she.Shinji:Who.Asuka:Are you stupid.The first child of
course.Shinji:Oh,Ayanami.He points over to a bench where Rei is reading a book.Asuka walks over to
her.Rei continues to read.Asuka steps foward again but Rei still reads.Asuka:Hello.Rei looks up from her
book and see's asuka.Asuka:Your Rei Ayanami.The pilot of the prototype.Rei just looks.Asuka:Im
Asuka.Asuka langely soryu.The pilot of eva 02.Let's be friends.Rei:Why.Asuka:Why.Because we
should.Rei:Only if i'm ordered too.Asuka:Freakazoid.At Nerv HQ,Ritsuko is busy typing on her computer
in her office when kaji sneaks up on her by wrapping his arms around her
waiste.Ritsuko:Oh,kaji.Kaji:You've lost weight.Ritsuko:Oh,really.Kaji:A women with a mole on her cheek
like a tear is destined for heartache and sorrow.Ritsuko:You so sure are you.Well,if your gonna put the
moves on me,you need to do it when no one is looking.Ritsuko points at the glass in front of them and
see's misato's face pressed against it.She then moves and leaves.Kaji releases his grip and moves in
front of her.Ritsuko:It's been a while kaji.Kaji:It's been awhile allright.Ritsuko:You know.Your not as
noble as you used to be.The doors open and misato walks in saying he's never been noble in his
life.Misato stops.Misato:Your done handing unit 02 over right.Why are you still here.Kaji:I've got orders
to stay for a while longer.That way we can all hangout together.Misato:Dont flatter yourself.Then the
alarms go off.Misato:What.Enemy attack.In the control room.Shigeru:We got a report about an
underwater being heading towards us.We're now sending data.The screen in front shows the
wavelength and pattern.Makato:The wavelength pattern is blue.It's confirmed as an
angel.Fuyutski:Right.Battle stations.Get katsuragi up here now.As soon as he said that,misato burst into
the room.Misato:Is it an angel.Fuyutski turns around.Fuyutski:Perfect timing captain.Get the pilots and
prepare for battle.Misato:Understood.She then leaves.A while later,unit's 01,02 and 04 are being carried
on transporters with the pilots while misato is on a ground carrier.Misato:The intercept system of tokyo 3
was heavily damaged during the last battle.Only 26% was restored.Operatable equipment at the actual
battle is 0.And so,we must get to the shore before the target gets on land and battle it as it rises
out.Unit's 01 and 02 will attack one after the other repeatly while unit 04 remains as back up.She has the
inside of all three eva's commlink's open and is speaking to the pilots.From Eva 04.Justin:Why do i have
to be back up.Misato:Because.Only two eva's are needed.Justin:If that's true,then why am i here in the
first place.Misato:Well,er.Oh never mind.We're nearing the drop zone.Get ready for combat.All three
pilots:Yes ma'am.From Eva 02.Asuka:This sucks.It's my first battle in japan and i cant do it by
myself.Why did i have to have you two morons come.From Eva 01.Shinji:That's the operation.You
know.From Eva 04.Justin:Yah.Quit complaining you wimp.From Eva 02.Asuka:Well,just stay out of my
way.She then closes the commlinks to the two eva's.In Eva 04, Justin starts swearing and mumbles
dog.Soon enough,the three transporters release the Eva's and they land on the ground safely right next
to the water's edge.Their Umbilical cabels get pluged in and are now ready.Soon,the angel emerges
from the water and stands up.In the ground transporter.Misato:Begin attack.Asuka:Shinji.Cover
me.Shinji:Cover you.Asuka:Yeah.Ladies first.Shinji:Damn it.Dont tell me what to do you dumb
rookie.Unit 01 starts firing with it's riffle while unit 02 charges at the angel with it's spear.Unit 02 jumps in
the air with the angel looking up as well.Asuka:Now die damn you.Unit 02 lands and cuts right down the
middle of the angel cutting it in two.Asuka:There.Told you there was no need for you.Shinji:Wow.Then



something unexpected happens.The angels face slides off and a new one takes it's place.Unit 02 turns
to see.Asuka:What?The angel loses it's skin and becomes two angels.The two angels go back to back
both facing unit's 01 and 02.Misato:That's bullshoot.Both angels then attack both unit's.Misato:Unit
04.Go and assist unit's 01 and 02 NOW.Justin:Right.Unit 04 then runs towards the angels.Sometime
after the battle,everyone is in the briefing room.Maya:At 10:58:15 a.m today.Unit 01 was attacked by the
first angel part known as alpha and sank 2 kilometers from Surugawen bay.Unit 02 was also attacked at
10:58:20 a.m by the second angel part know as beta.And got stuck in a deep hole made by said
angel.Now just two minutes after 10:58 a.m,unit 04 went offensive and attacked angel A known as alpha
and succeded in defeating it.It was then that angel B known as beta surprised attacked unit 04 and it got
stuck in a hole on the shore.Unit 04 got back up after and charged at the angel but got the same fate
from before.I believe the chairman can sum it up best.Ritsuko:This is pathetic except for unit 04 who
succeded in destroying the first halve of the angel.Asuka now stands up from her seat.Asuka:This is all
your fault.First you ruined by debut battle,then that loser fourth child managed to beat one of the angel
parts.But more importantly,beat me.Now shinji stands up.Shinji:Me.Your the one who charged in like an
idiot.You disregarded the operation.Plus,Justin managed to beat the angel.The first part
anyway.Asuka:Idiot.You look like a drowned rat.And the fourth looked like some kid burried him in the
sand.Maya:Nerv gave up the plan after unit 04 constantly got beaten at 11:03 A.M.Unit 04 did
however,manage to damage the second angel some.But a order was still given to the UN.Fuyutski:This
is embarrasing.Maya:After the N2 mine exploded,only 28% of the angel was damaged.Fuyutski:Well,at
least it took more damage.Asuka:So,is it dead.Fuyutski:No.Not quite.It's barely alive.With all the damage
it took from the N2 mine and the damage unit 04 manage to do to it,it's regenerating it's body now.It will
attack again in 6 days.Kaji:Well,at least we have time to regroup.And what could possibly be better then
that.Fuyutski:Listen.Do you know what your job is.Asuka:To pilot eva.Fuyutski:No.It's to beat the
angels.We dont exist for embarrasments like the ones today.You two should be more like pilot powers
who manage to fight.So,therefore,you two will live together for now on and learn to work together.Asuka
and shinji:Why should we.Fuyutski:Enough!He then leaves.Asuka and Shinji both go sit
down.Asuka:Why do grown ups get so pissed.Kaji:Credibility.It's an adult thing.Shinji:Where's
misato?Kaji turns his head to shinji.Kaji:Oh she's taking care of everything.It's the responsibility for the
person in charge of operations.Shinji:Oh.Hey.Have you seen justin then.Kaji:Well,i've heard he's with
misato.In misato's office.Misato is sitting in her desk with big stacks of papers.Ritsuko is standing in front
of her so is justin.Ritsuko:Would you look here.You've got papers for protesting,reports for damage and
a bill from the UN.Also,some complaints from the public.And while i'm at it,Asuka is gonna be living with
you for now on as well.Misato:What.Why.With the boys,we barely got any room.Ritsuko:I realize that
mrs drunk.But it's more efficent that pilots stay together.Misato:Fine.Hey.What do you mean mrs drunk
huh.Ritsuko:Oh,nothing.Misato:Hmmm.Anyway,i already know what all these papers say,dont fight here
right.Ritsuko:That's a good guess.The sub-commander wasnt exactly happy except with the fact that
justin manage to defeat the first angel halve.But otherwise,he's pretty pissed.Misato:I know.After i beat
this angel,we wont fight here anymore.I will beat this angel.Justin:I dont know about that.This angel can
split in two.And seems dangerous.I dont think it can be beat with one eva anyway.Misato:Maybe that's
right.Your eva only defeated the first halve.We may have to come up with a plan.Justin:Well,good luck
with that.And just so you know,your lucky the commander wasnt here.If he saw what happened,you'd
get fired without a second thought.With that,justin turns to leave before misato calling out to him
again.Misato:Where are you going.Justin:Where do you think.I'm going to unit 04 and finishing off those
angels.Misato:Jeez.Why didnt i think of that.That's perfect.Finish the angels off before they
regenerate.That's good thinking.But can you handle it by yourself.Justin:Of course.While they
regenerate,they cant attack right.Since that's the case,i'll finish them off with one blow.Ritsuko:But our
caculations indicate that the angels AT field is still up.You cant break through.Justin:Sure i



can.Everything breaks with something right.Ritsuko:But your eva took damage and needs to be
repaired.How will you fight with a damaged eva.Justin shakes his head.Justin:Wernt you listening to
what i said.It's regenerating.It's AT field is weak while it's healing.Plus,it cant do anything.So a damaged
eva can beat it.Regardless.Ritsuko:Sorry.But i wont let you.Your eva will be repaired.You can attack
when the 6 days are up.Justin:What.But if we dont do something,it could end up
stronger.Ritsuko:Sorry.But that's an Order.Justin:Hmph.Fine.He walks up to misato's desk.Justin:So,any
idea's.Misato:Not one.Ritsuko:I've got one.She pulls out a disk from her pocket and hands it to misato
who takes it.Misato looks down at the disk in her hand before looking up again.Misato:So,you decided to
help me dear friend.Ritsuko:Nope sorry.I'm not the one helping.It's mr.Kaji's
idea.Misato:Kaji?Hmmm.Justin:Well,as interesting as this is,i'm gonna leave.Ritsuko turns
around.Ritsuko:Your not going to the eva cage are you.Justin:Me.No.Ritsuko:Hope not.You've been
ordered not too by me.Justin:I know.He then leaves.He catches up with shinji just as he was gonna
leave.So,he calls out to him.Justin:Hey.Shinji.Shinji turns around after hearing that and smiles.Justin
quickly catches up with him and both boys walk out.Shinji:Um,good job with beating the
angel.Justin:Huh,oh sure.It was no big deal.Shinji:Yes.But still.It actually spliting in two like that,that's
incredible.I just hope no more can do that.Both boys share a laugh at that.Justin:Yes.That would be
bad.(to himself)Unfortunantly for you lilims,i posses that power.But i cant use it till the time is right.Now
out of his thoughts.At least Asuka wont be living with us.Shinji:Yah i suppose.But she's not so bad.Justin
just gives him a look.Soon,they arrive back at the apartment with a surprise waiting.As they head down
the corridor,they see some boxes outside and both boys look at each other before opening the door to
their apartment.And inside they find Asuka in a blue tank top in blue jean shorts drinking pop.Asuka
turns around and see's both boys standing there with their mouths open.Asuka walks over to
them.Asuka:Why are you two stil here.Shinji:Still here.Justin:What does that mean you but before he
finished,asuka slaps him and he hits the ground.He immediately gets back up.Justin:Why the hell you do
that for.Asuka:For what you were gonna say dummpkoft.Justin:You dont know what i was gonna say
witch.Anyway,why the hell are YOU here.Asuka:Simple.I'm here to replace you two morons.Shinji and
Justin:What?Asuka:That's right.Misato's gonna live with me instead of you two jerks which is more
logical.But i honestly want to live with Kaji.Both boys just give a look.Justin:Shinji.You might want to
check your room because i see your stuff in a box over there.He points with his finger.Shinji looks and
freaks out while running towards his room.He opens it and is shocked too see a bunch of boxes in
it.Asuka appears behind him.Asuka:What the hell are you doing to MY room.Shinji looks behind
him.Shinji:What do you mean YOUR room.Asuka:You heard me.Speaking of which,why are japanese
rooms so small anyway.I couldnt even fit half my stuff in.She begins sliding the door open and shut.She
then continues talking.What's with no locks on this damn door.Who ever heard of a door without a
lock.Unbelievable.Misato soon appears behind her.Misato:The japanese way is to consider others
before yourself.From down the hall she heard justin say ya right and your not considerate yourself.Asuka
turns around shocked.Misato:How's it going.You guys are gonna love living together.She heard justin
say frack no.Justin runs up to her from down the hall.Justin:Why the hell is she gonna live with us.I
thought you just say japanese people consider others before themselfs.If that's true,you most certantly
didnt consider us.Misato just pats his head with her hand.Misato:True.But this way is more
efficent.Justin wishpers efficent my @$$.Unfortunantly,misato heard him but isnt gonna do
anything.Misato:You three are gonna learn to get along.Asuka:What!Shinji:Why?Justin:I'm moving
out.Misato:Now then.We will begin your training now.Misato's cell phone then rings and she gets it out of
her jacket and answers it.Misato:Hello.On the other end.Ritsuko:Katsuragi.Get down here.The angel
finished regenerating allready.Misato:WHAT!But what about our plan.I thought it wasnt suppose to
attack for 6 days.Ritsuko:I thought so too.But it's finished.It's merged back together and heading towards
us.You've got to get here.Misato:Right.She hangs up and puts the phone away.She then turns to the



kids.Misato:Listen up.The angel has already finished healing.It was faster then we thought.We must get
you to Nerv fast.But before we do,i got something to say.You guys must work together to beat this
angel.In other words,synchronize with each other.Understand.Asuka:What the hell.No way am i
synchronizing with these idiots.I can beat it this time for sure.Justin:Sure you can.Just like last
time.She's right.Our only option is to synchronize.Or at least attack at the same
time.Asuka:Hmph.Fine.You do got a point fourth.But that's the only point you have.Got
it.Justin:Whatever.Misato:See.Your getting along already.Shinji:I hate to interrupt,but their's an
emergency if you forgot.Misato:Right.Let's go.All three children nod and head out.At Nerv command
center.Shigeru:The target broke through the defense at Gora.Makoto:The target is gonna go through the
mountain to reach us.We see the 7th angel going around the mountain with aircrafts circling around it in
case it attacks.Ritsuko:Is Captain katsuragi here yet?Just when she said that,the doors open and misato
comes rushing in.Misato:Im sorry we're late.The children are already in there eva's.Launch them now
with out there external batteries attached to make the battle easier.Maya:Right.Now launching Eva unit's
01,02 and 04.All three Eva's get launched and fly in the air where the angel has made it into the city.The
angel see's them and shoots a laser blast at them knocking them into the ground.The three unit's get
up.All three unit's charge at the angel but it shoots another laser blast knocking unit 02 back while unit's
01 and 02 charge in attacking the core making it split in half.The two angels fire laser blasts at them but
both Eva's dodge them gracefully while back flipping avoiding each attack.Both Eva's land near unit 02
when it get's up again.The two angels float up and flies towards their enemy and missed because a
sheild rised up from below and stop them.The shield is now protecting the three Eva's so they can form
a plan.From unit 02.Asuka:You idiots are screwing up.We need a plan.From unit 04.Justin:We.You got
hit.It's your fault.But we do need something.From unit 01.Shinji:When i count to three,two of you charge
in and attack each core while i jump up and draw my progressive knife.When i do,draw
yours.Understand.Justin:Yes.Asuka:Who the hell made you boss.Why should we listen to you
Baka.Justin:Shutup asuka.It's a good plan.And the only one we have.Let's do it.Shinji:Right.But then the
angels rip apart the shield and attack the Eva's.Shinji:Go.Unit's 02 and 04 rush and tackle the angels
while unit 01 jumps up in the air.Unit's 02 and 04 kick the angels core's with there foot knocking them
back while unit 01 draws it's progressive knife out.The two unit's do the same and all three slam there
knifes into the once again whole angel's core thus destroying it.In the command room everyone starts
celebrating.Misato:They did it.Then the monitors clear and they see unit's 02 and 04 fighting while unit
01 stands back.Misato:What the hell are they doing.Shinji stop them.From Eva 01.Shinji:I cant.It started
right after the angel got killed.Justin called asuka a dog and she wasnt happy.So,they started fighting.In
the command room.Fuyutski stands in gendo's place.Fuyutski:Those two children are being annoying.I
didnt expect this from the fourth child.Gendo wont like this.To be continued.



33 - The fourth child's story

It is now the next day after the battle with the 7th angel and the Eva's have been retrieved.Misato was
happy about the defeat of the angel but upset because two of her charges fought each other with
there Eva's which is considered a crime according to Nerv's rule book. And right after the angel was
killed too.The two pilots are being held in a cell with each being chained to the wall to stop them from
killing each other.The door opens and misato steps in.Looking seriously at both of them.Misato:What did
you two think you were doing yesterday.Both dont answer.Misato:Answer the question!Asuka:Well,it
wasnt MY fault.The idiot over there started it.Justin:Oh,so i called you a dog.Big deal.Asuka:It's a big
deal if you say it to someone as great as me.Justin:You mean as great as a pebble.Asuka is now getting
pissed.Asuka:Your such a freak.Justin:Takes one to know one.The two then start arguing untill misato
decides to speak again.Misato:Enough!The two pilots quiet down.Misato:You were to beat the
angel.Nothing else.But because of what you two did,The sub-commander isnt happy.You dont use the
Eva for your own personal use.That's not what they are for.And because of you two,i got deranked.I'm
now a liutenent.You two need to seriously think about what you've done.You've cost me my
rank.Justin:You would of lost it anyway.Misato turns towards justin and walks towards him.Misato:What
was that?Justin:You heard me.The way you drink,the way you show up late.I'm surprised they let you
keep your rank for this long.Misato get's really angry and slaps him across the face.Misato:Listen.And
listen good.I've got only one more chance to go back to my regular rank.If either of you mess this up for
me.Not only are you getting punished but your not gonna be allowed to pilot
anymore.Asuka:What!Misato:You heard me.Asuka:That's not fracking fare.You guys dont even have
anymore pilots do you.And i dont mean wondergirl or the scared twit.Misato:That may be.But we still
have them.Justin:Fine with me.I'm sick of living in japan anyway.I'll just go back to america where i
belong.It's better then dealing with you people.Misato:Allright.Fine.If that's what you want.Then go
ahead.But remember.Unit 04 stays.Justin:No it fracking doesnt.It comes back with me.We're going to the
first branch.Misato:No it doesnt.It's our property.Not the united states.Just like you.Justin then turns his
head.Justin:So,that's what we are.Just tools or property that you own.You just treat us like we're some
kind of doll that will obey your every command.That's pityful.Really.You dont treat people like they're
something you can throw away.That's not human.Misato:No.But that's how we're survive.We need to
use people just to survive.Justin:AND THAT MAKES IT OKAY.WHAT THE HELL IS WRONG WITH
YOU.YOU DONT TREAT PEOPLE LIKE THAT.EVEN IF YOU NEED TO SURVIVE.THAT'S NOT HOW
YOU SURVIVE YOU TWIT.Misato:AND YOU KNOW ABOUT SURVIVNG.Justin:Of course.I dont use
people like you idiots do.And i should know about being used too.I was used in the first branch when
they were testing the protoype unit 04.They had no concern about me.Only about unit 04 activating
properly.Not my life.They didnt care whiether i survived or not.The only reason they had me was so i
would be the pilot.Unit 04 would not of worked other wise.I still remember about how i almost died
because unit 04 went out of control much like it did here.

(Flashback)
At the Nerv first branch base.Unit 04 was undergoing a activation test.
Announcer:The pilot has arrived.Repeat.The pilot has arrived.The announcement went throughout the
whole place.In the control room,scientists were at there controls with the commander standing there.
Commander jones:Has the pilot been inserted in the Eva yet?Scientist 1:Not yet.He's getting in now.The



pilot gets in the tubular plug and sits down in the chair in front of some controls.Dr.Pete:The pilot is now
in the plug.Now inserting.The entry plug inserts into the neck of the eva and gets locked in
place.Dr.Pete:Entry plug in place.Commander jones:Good.Begin the activation test.He heard yes sir
from everyone.Miss.Rose:We are now connecting the power supply.Power supply connected.Starting
activation system.Dr.Pete:Voltage is increasing to the critical point.0.4,0.1,rising.Commander jones:Start
the second activation phase.Miss.Rose:Yes sir.Pilot is connected.Dr.Myers:Start system phase 2.On the
screen in front,it shows unit 04's neurons.Dr.Pete:Synapses inserted.Junction started.Miss.Rose:Pulses
transmitted.Dr.Pete:All circuits operational.Miss.Rose:The initial contact is fine.Dr.Pete:Power has been
transmitted up to the brachial muscle in both arms.No problems detected with the nerve
links.Miss.Rose:Everything checked out fine.Up to 2544 on list satisfaction.Commander jones:Arrange
for third connection.Miss.Rose:Up to 2550 satisfied.Until abosolute
borderline,0.9,0.8,0.7,0.6,0.3,0.1.What the!Dr.Pete:The pulses are begining to flow backwards.Problems
encountered on third stage.The pilot is being rejected on the nerve center elements.Commander
jones:Stop the contacts.Break the circuits up to the 5th.Miss.Rose:Right.She presses the switch to break
the circuits but dosent succeed.Miss.Rose:Negative.The signal is not being accepted.Unit 04 is going
out of control.In the test room,Unit 04 starts going nuts and tries to break free of it's
restraints.Commander Jones:Stop the experiment.Shut off the power.Dr.Myers:You heard
him.Miss.Rose:Right.She tries shutting off the power but fails.Miss.Rose:No good.Unit 04 wont shut off
it's power.Dr.Pete:30 seconds until complete standstill.In the test room,unit 04 breaks free of it's
restraints and starts pounding the wall until it breaks through.Commander jones:What's the status of the
pilot?Miss.Rose:We dont know.Unit 04 shut off the link into the plug.We're not sure if the pilot is
alive.Commander jones:I understand.We shall asume the pilot is dead.Everyone clear on that.All
people:Yes sir.Commander jones:Dr.Myers.The researcher next to him turns his head.Dr.Myers:Yes
sir.Commander jones:Take care of this.Dr.Myers:Yes sir.The commander then leaves.Dr.Myers turns his
attention back to what's happening.Dr.Myers:Release Bokilete.Miss.Rose:Yes sir.Green fluid fills the
room with unit 04 and starts taking effect.Unit 04 starts punching again until the bokilete stops it's
rampage.Everyone in the control room sighs.Dr.Myers:Allright.Let's wait until tomorrow to eject the entry
plug.It'll be safer.Miss.Rose:But what about the pilot.Dr.Myers:The commander said he's
dead.Besides,He's only one of many useless tools.We can replace him.He's of no use to us
anymore.Dr.Myers then leaves the room.Dr.Pete:He's right.Unit 04 acted up because of the pilot.We will
try with a new one.Dr.Pete get's up and leaves with everyone else.Miss.Rose however remains behind.

(End flashback)
Justin:So you see.I was just a useless tool to them.They just used me and other kids to see if we could
activate unit 04.Tha's all we were to them.Useless items.Just like i am here.Now you see dont you.My
life was not of importance.I was hoping it was different here.But i was wrong too.Justin looks to see if
misato was listening and he finds her with tears in her eyes.Justin:Misato.Are you ok?Misato looks at
him and wipes the tears from her face with her sleeve before smiling back.Misato:Yes.And your right.I
shouldnt treat you guys like that.Sorry.She moves in to hug justin.Justin:It's ok.But you can stop.I cant
breathe.She let's go.Misato:Sorry.Justin:Is asuka allright.Misato looks behind her and finds her asleep
before turning back.Misato:Yeah she's allright.Let's get you guys out huh.Justin smiles at that so does
misato while asuka sleeps.To be continued.



34 - A hot struggle

It is now the next day and both pilots were released from there prison early.Asuka is shopping downtown
with Kaji.Asuka:I'm so glad i'm going shopping with you kaji.Kaji just looks ahead and both continue
walking with asuka hanging around kaji's arm.Soon,they are in a swimsuit part of a store they went
in.Kaji:Hey!Isnt this the swimsuit section.Asuka comes out from behind a line of different
swimsuits.Asuka:uh,huh.What do you think of this one?She holds up a fairly skimpy swimsuit which is
red with white stripes.Kaji:Um,arent you a little young to wear something like that.Asuka:Come on
kaji.It's what all the girls wear.After that,they leave and go to an outside coffee shop and sit.Kaji:Oh,is
that right.Asuka is sitting across the table from kaji.Asuka:Yep.It's gonna be great.Kaji:So,where are you
exactly going.Asuka:O-ki-na-wa!We're going scubba diving.Kaji:Scubba diving huh.It's been years since
the last time i went diving.Asuka:Where did you go for your school trip.Kaji:We never had
one.Asuka:Why is that?Kaji:A little thing called second impact.Asuka:Oh.Kaji:Well,i think i should get you
home so you can pack.Asuka:Right.Both people get up and head for kaji's car and get in.Kaji starts the
car up and takes asuka back to the apartment.An hour later,they arrive at the apartment and kaji drops
asuka off who blows him a kiss before heading inside.Inside the apartment,asuka puts her stuff down
before getting a surprise.In the bathroom,a certain penguin is bathing peacefully in the tub until a certain
red head's voice disturbs it.In the kitchen.Asuka:What!Did you just say i cant go.Misato:That's right.She
takes a sip from a stronger beer brand can.Asuka:What idiot decided this.Misato puts the can
down.Misato:This one.PenPen walks out of the bathroom and quickly heads inside his fridge because he
knows a battle is gonna happen.Asuka:So,we're on standby right.Misato:Right.Asuka:That's
stupid.Misato:It's in case an angel attacks while your gone so that's why you cant go.Asuka:But still.A
good deffense is a good offense.Why do we have to wait till they attack.Why cant we go find them and
kill them.Misato:If we could,we would.Besides,that's under investigation by Ritsuko and Justin.We'll
know if we can do that soon.Asuka:Hmph.She turns to shinji whos drinking tea out of a cup.Asuka:Damn
it shinji.Quit hiding behind that cup and talk to this women.Be a man.Shinji puts his cup down.Shinji:I
actually knew we couldnt go so.Asuka:So,you gave up then.Shinji:Right.Asuka sighs.Asuka:There's
nothing worst then a male who's housebroken.Shinji:Dont talk about me like that.Misato:Enough!Both
kids stop and turn there attention to there guardian.Misato:I know you wish to go but this can give you an
oppertunity to catch up with your studies.As soon as she said that,the door to the apartment opens and
justin walks in almost walking into the kitchen until he heard misato talk about school work,so he decides
to watch from out of sight.Misato holds up three disks which are report cards that have asuka's,shinji's
and justin's grades.Misato:Oh,look here.It would seem i have your report cards.Both children
gulp.Misato:Did you two actually think i wouldnt know of your test scores.I'll have you know all of your
grades get sent to my terminal.So,i can know your grades without waiting for your report cards.And i
also know about your test scores.And i must say.I'm very dissapointed in both of you.Asuka:What do you
mean the BOTH of us.What about the 4th child.Misato:What about him?According to his report card,he's
been doing very well considering it's a japanese school.Asuka:Japanese school?Hmph.Didnt you
know.The 4th child drop out of school.Misato:What!That cant be true.If it was,i wouldnt have his report
card with.Asuka:Of course.But it's true alright.The report card you have,is fake.From what i've heard,he
dropped out some time ago.Before i even came.He just appeared in class so no one would suspect
anything.He's fooled everyone.Including YOU.Misato looks at justin's report card and notices something
odd about it.She puts her finger on it and touches it.She notices it's sticky and crushes it and turns out to
be gum in shape of a report card.Misato throws the gum and is now very pissed.Justin who's watching



from the hallway,decides to leave.Justin:shoot.That big mouth ape told her.I'm gonna get it if i stay here.I
better leave.Justin get's up and starts walking down the hall to the door but unfortunantly bumps into a
drawer with a vase of flowers on it on his way and the vase falls off making a big crashing noise.In the
kitchen,all three people hear the crash and get up to check it out.When they peek into the hallway,they
see justin who's trying to sneak to the door now that he's got everyone's attention.Asuka get's a smile on
her face because she know's justin is gonna get it so she goes back into the kitchen while pulling
shinji.Misato however,just stares before speaking.Misato:So,how was school?Justin turns around and
looks at misato who's very unhappy.Justin gulps Because he knows he's caught.Misato:Well?He doesnt
answer.Misato then decides to walk up to him so she does.She's now in front of him staring at him
mad.Misato:Are you gonna speak or just stand there all day.I DO want an explanation for why you
dropped out of school.Again,he just stands there.Misato however isnt gonna give
up.Misato:ALLRIGHT.YOUR GONNA QUIT BEING SO DAMN SILENT AND EXPLAIN TO ME WHAT
YOU WERE THINKING WHEN YOU DROPPED OUT.NOW!Justin decides to look up and still see's
misato's face red with anger.So,he decides to speak.Justin:You want to know so damn badly why i
dropped out.I'll tell you.It's for japanese people you ding dong.I'm not exactly japanese nor can i speak
it.I wont go to a school that's for japanese kids.Got it.Misato:Oh,no,no,no.Your gonna go either willing or
non willing.It's your choice.But remember this.She bends down to be eye level with justin.Misato:I'm your
guardian.And i decide what you do.Some things you can choose to do or not.But things like school and
piloting eva.Those are choices i will make.Understand.Justin:No.Misato:What did you say.Justin:I said
no.I will not do what you wish for me to do.Your not even fit to be a guardian.In fact,your a poor excuse
for one.Justin then turns around and heads for the door before misato grabs him tightly by the shoulders
and turns him around to face her.Misato:Your not gonna leave.Justin:And your gonna do what?Lock me
in a cell.Pff.Dream on.In case your drunk brain forgot,i'm half angel.Even as a half angel,i still have
power you could never have or dream about.I am superior to you lilims.All us angels are.So,you cant do
nothing.Unless,you wish to be killed.Misato get's up and looks away.Justin just smirks.Justin:I see your
choice is made.Now maybe you'll think about what you say to an angel next time.He then turns around
and leaves the apartment through the door.Misato just stands there speechless.The next day,all the
classmates of shinji and asuka has left on the plane to there school trip.At Nerv.Operator:Paste the data
of Mt.Asamayama from Baltasar to Melchiar.Maya is sitting at her station reading her book while Makoto
reads a comic and Shigeru practices playing a pretend guitar?Just above them Ritsuko and Misato are
talking.Ritsuko:A school trip during a time like this.Seems a little useless.Misato:Well,i think it's to let
them have fun while they can.You arent a kid forever you know.And in a time like this.She sighs.You
never know when you could die.Ritsuko looks down on her clipboard she has with.Ritsuko:That is
true.Misato:Anyway,where's the 4th child?I've havent seen him since yesterday.Ritsuko:Justin?He came
in early today.Misato looks shocked.Misato:Early?Why wasnt i told of this.Ritsuko:Because,i have an
assignment for him to do and i didnt want you to know.Misato:So,you had him come in without my
knowledge then?Ritsuko:Correct.Misato sighs again.Misato:So,what kind of assignment did you give
him.Ritsuko looks down on her clipboard before speaking again.Ritsuko:I had him go to mt.Asamayama
with unit 04.Misato:Why?You dont think an angel is there do you.Ritsuko:It's a possibility.The data we
recieved from the research center there shows that an unkown object is within the volcano.And could be
an unhatched angel.Misato:An unhatched angel?Well,how's unit 04 gonna go in.It's currently in the A
type equipment.Ritsuko takes off her glasses.Ritsuko:You told him i wanted to learn about unit 04
right.Misato:Right.Ritsuko:That's what i did.While i did have to remove the wings,i added a new program
into the system that'll allow unit 04 to change into a certain type equipment.Misato:What
type?Ritsuko:Many.It can change into the standard A type equipment,the B type equipment which gives
it a little more deffense but unable to combat underwater,the C type equipment which allows you to fight
underwater but unable to fight on land,the D type equipment which allows you to dive into extremely hot



temperatures like a volcano,the E type equipment which gives you a temperary attack and speed boost
and the F type equipment which gives it wings to fly.So,you see.Unit 04 is now ready for all combat
sitiuations.Misato:Wow!But could it work on the other Eva's?Ritsuko:Unfortunantly,no.Unit 04 seems to
be the only one that accepted the program.Trying it on the other evangelions would probably be a bad
idea.There's no telling what could happen.Misato:I see.Ritsuko:Oh and another thing.The evangelion's
color also changes when it uses a specific equipment.Misato:What do you mean?Ritsuko:I mean when
unit 04 uses the D type equipment,it'll turn red with orange much like unit 02.It'll change colors to match
the equipment except for the standard one that is.Misato:I see.That's good.At Mt.Asamayama
volcano,unit 04 has now arrived at the volcano's edge.Justin:So,this is where that unkown object is
huh.Look's hot.But then again,it is a volcano.Well,time to get going.Justin reaches for a secret button
behind the seat and presses it.A screen in front tells him the D type equipment is on and then
dissapears.Justin:Good.I'm all set.Unit 04 is now red with orange much like unit 02.Unit 04 crouches
down before diving into the volcano head first.In the lava,the temperature isnt effecting unit 04 at all
thanks to the D type equipment.Unit 04 continues to swim downward.In the entry plug.Justin:Wow.I cant
see anything.The heat outside must be effecting my sight.From the research center.Tech 1:Pilot
powers.Can you read me?From unit 04:Yes.Tech 1:Good.You are currently at 500 ft.The target is
estimated to be at 4500 ft which is near the bottom.Can you handle it.Unit 04:Yes ma'am.In the
volcano,unit 04 continues it's trip down untill it stops.Justin:What the hell?That's an but before he could
finish the unkown thing that caught the pilot's attention attacks knocking unit 04 towards the volcano
wall.A commlink opens in the entry plug from the research center.Tech 1:Pilot powers.What is
happening?Justin:I dont know.Something is attacking.I thought you said the unkown object is at 4500
ft.Because from where i am,it's only been 1500 ft.Tech 1:No.My data shows the target is at 4500 ft.You
must be but before she finished,the unit is attacked.Last thing she heard was the scream of the pilot.The
screen in front shows unit 04 deactivated.Tech 1:What?No.I have to contact Nerv about this.She grabs
the phone and calls Nerv.At Nerv,the phone rings and ritsuko answer's it.Ritsuko:Hello?Tech
1:Dr.Akagi?This is one of the techs from the research center.Ritsuko:Oh,hi.Did you find anything
out?Tech 1:Sort of but you need to get here quickly.Ritsuko:Why?What happened.Tech 1:To put it
simple,unit 04 was attacked by something and lost contact with the pilot.Ritsuko:What do you mean lost
contact with the pilot.Tech 1:It's like i said.Unit 04 was attacked by something unkown and we lost
communication.Ritsuko:I see.Very well.I will send Captain Katsuragi and one of our tech's there to
investigate.Tech 1:But ma'am.What about the pilot.Ritsuko:No need to worry.Unit 04 will keep him alive
as long as it's attached still.Tech 1:Allright.She hangs up so does the doctor.Ritsuko looks over to her
friend who's looking at her seriously.Misato:What happened.I heard you say something about the
pilot.What exactly happened?Ritsuko:I really dont know but from what i heard,something unkown
attacked unit 04 out of the blue.Misato:Was it the same unkown object you spoke of.Ritsuko:We dont
know.For all we know,there could be two unkown objects in there.Misato:Well,are we gonna send help
to retrieve him or what.Ritsuko:No.For now,i'm sending you and a tech to investigate what
happened.Once we know,we can form a plan for beating whatever it was and rescue the pilot.As of this
point,the pilots life is of none importance.The one priority is to find out what happened before taking any
action.Do you understand.Misato just looks down a bit angry about what she said but also knows it's
true.She then looks back up.Misato:Allright.I'm going to the research center now.You dont need to send
one of our techs with,i'm sure one at the research center can help.She then leaves.Ritsuko just sits there
wondering.In the Nerv pool.Shinji is at one of the table's working on a assignment on his laptop untill
asuka comes up with that one swimsuit she bought.Asuka:What are you working on now Mr
perfect.Shinji:Just studying.Asuka:You really are obedient arent you.Shinji:Well,i should.He then looks
up and nearly faints because of the swimsuit asuka has on.Asuka:Well,if i cant go diving at Okinawa,i'll
do it here.Shinji:O...okay.She then bends down to look and just smiles and begins typing



until.Asuka:Finished.Shinji:How did you manage to work a hard problem like that out and end up
failing.Asuka:It's because i dont know what the questions say.Shinji:You mean you cant read the
questions in japanese.Asuka:No.I didnt learn all my kanji yet.But i never had to study this in
college.Shinji:You went to college allready?Asuka:Yep.I graduated last year.So,what does this question
say.Shinji:It's a question about thermo-expansion.Asuka:Are you serious.Hmph.It's easy.Look.If i warm
up my breasts with my hands,will they grow or shrink.Shinji turns around blushing.Shinji:I dont know.I
dont think about those kinds of things.Asuka:You are boring.She turns around and heads for the end of
the pool and shinji turns back around.He then notices Rei drying off.Asuka:Hey shinji.Look.Look.Shinji
turns around and see's asuka in scubba gear on the edge of the pool.Asuka:Backroll entry.She dives in
and shinji just sighs.At the Mt.Asamayama research center.Tech 1:The limit has been passed enough.It
wont go any farther.Misato:500 more.Tech 1:But.Misato:I said 500 more.Tech 1:Yes ma'am.The probe
continues it's decent into the volcano.Tech 2:Depth is 1200.Anti-pressure armor is cracked.It wont stand
any more.Tech 1:Captain.Misato:If it breaks,we'll buy a new one.200 more.The probe continues down
despite how much pressure it's has.Tech 3:We detect something on the monitor.Misato:Bring it up.Tech
3:Right.The tech types on the keyboard making the monitor appear in front of everyone showing the
inside of the volcano.It also shows what that unkown object that attacked unit 04.Misato:Analysis it
NOW!Tech 1:Yes.The tech types on the keyboard until a bing is heard.Tech 1:Analysis complete.The
unkown object is now being identified.Identification complete.Misato looks on the smaller screen in front
of the tech.Misato:I see.The screen says:WAVELENGTH PATTERN-Blue.Misato:It's an angel
allright.Tech 3:The probe was attacked.The probe is gone.Misato:That's allright.We now know what
attacked unit 04.Listen up.This research center is now under the juristriction of Nerv.The info contained
here will be kept here.It shall not leave.Also,any unauthorized phone calls made to the outside world,is
strictly not Allowed.Understand.All the tech's nod.Misato:Good.At a secret location,a meeting is being
held by Seele.SEELE 02:What do you mean unit 04 was attacked?Gendo:It's correct.Unit 04 was indeed
attacked by an unkown enemy in the volcano according to Dr.akagi.SEELE 04:But how is that
possible.Unit 04 is one of the best evangelion's.It's one of the strongest.How could it lose.SEELE 01:Yes
Ikari.Explain how this happen.Gendo:It's like i said.We only found out by the data we got.But you dont
need to worry.We will not be defending for long.We will go offensive soon enough.SEELE 02:But you
better still watch what you say to us and what you do.Understand.Gendo:Of course.SEELE 05:Good.But
the rest of our meeting is of no concern to you.You may leave.Gendo:Understood.Gendo leaves the
meeting.SEELE 03:How is this possible.That angel boy shouldnt have been beaten so easily.If he
manage to fight those other angels,there should be no reason why he couldnt win this fight.SEELE
03:Correct.But it was unexpected,like most disaster's are.This will most likely disrupt our plans.SEELE
01:Yes.It most likely will.But that does not mean we cant alter it a bit.SEELE Chairman:Of course.For
our goal to be accomplished,we shall have to make adjustments to make it obtainable.But what Ikari
said about unit 04,his loyalty is becoming questinable.In the Nerv briefing room.A giant picture of the
angel is shown in front of everyone.Shinji:This is the angel right.Ritsuko:Yes.But because of it hatching
out of it's chrysalis or egg,it manage to get hold of eva 04 and defeated it quickly.And thus proves it must
of became stronger before unit 04 even went in.Asuka:So,how are we to beat it if it defeated unit 04 so
easily?Ritsuko:Simple.You battle it like any other angel but be extra careful.It's strength is
strong.Understand.Shinji,Auska and Rei:Yes.Ritsuko:Good.Now who's gonna go in and rescue unit 04
and defeat the angel.Shinji(whsipers):It'll be me again.Asuka:I want too.Shinji turns his head towards
asuka.Ritsuko:Really?Asuka:Yes.Since unit 04 failed,i shall succeed where that loser
didnt.Ritsuko:Should of known.Allright.Unit 02 will be using the D type equipment much like unit 04 did
but with some differences.Asuka:Right.Ritsuko:Unit 01 will be at the sight incase something goes
wrong.Shinji:Right.Rei:What about me.Maya:The D type equipment wont work on unit 00 because of it
being the prototype.Ritsuko:Yes.So,unit 00 will be on standby here.Rei:Understood.Asuka turns to rei



and starts making fun of her because she cant go.Inside the Mt.Asamayama volcano at the bottom.Unit
04 suddenly reactivates.In the entry plug.Justin:Uggh.What happened.Uggh.Where am i.Unit 04 moves
it's head to look around.Justin:Oh,that's right.I went in the volcano to find out what that unkown object
was.It was an angel.But it was a strong angel none the less.But wow,it can really fight.I didnt stand a
chance.I wonder if it's still around.Unit 04 continues to look around but dont see any sign of the
angel.Justin:It's gone?But where it gone is the question.Suddenly,a screen appears in front saying
enemy attack.Warning.Enemy attack.Justin:Oh frack.The angel rams unit 04 knocking it further
down.Justin:Damn it.I cant get up or i be kicking that thing's @$$ now.I took a lot of damage before,so i
cant get up.What the hell am i gonna do.The angel descends upwards then rushes back down
headbutting unit 04 in the back.Justin:Damn it.The angel then streches it's arm and grabs unit 04 by the
neck and the angel pulls it up towards it before bitting it.Justin:.........DAMN IT.GET OFF.The angel let's
go of it's prey and drops it towards the bottom.Unit 04 barely lifts it's head up to see the angel rushing
towards it.Justin:shoot.I'm deffensless.The angel rams into unit 04's head thus knocking it and the pilot
out again.To be continued.
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Now continueing from the last chapter.Asuka:Hmm.This doesnt look any different then my regular
plugsuit.Is it suppose to be different.
Ritsuko:Yes.Press the switch on your right wrist.Asuka:Huh?Ok.She presse's the switch and her whole
Plugsuit expands making her look like a fat person.
Asuka:What the hell happened.I look like a fat person.Ritsuko:It's to protect you from the intense heat in
the volcano.Now,follow me.Unit 02 should be ready.
She follow's Ritsuko into the chamber where Unit 02 is and isnt happy to see what
happened.Asuka:W...W...What the hell happened to my Unit 02?Unit 02 is in a heat ressistant suit wich
is similar in how Asuka look's but white and with the letter D type on the chest.
Ritsuko:Unit 02 is now fitted with the special D type eqipment to withstand the intense heat from the
volcano just as I told before.Asuka:No way in hell I'm going out with Unit 02 looking like that.
Isnt that what you have Shinji or that loser 4th child for.Kaji:Oh,I'm dissapointed.Asuka looks up after
hearing that voice and see's Kaji on the upper story.Asuka:No.I cant go out like this with Kaji
watching.She then goes and hide's behind a wall.
Then,Maya's voice is heard over the intercome.Maya:Are we having problems?Ritsuko:Sort of.Shinji and
Rei comes in in their plugsuits.Shinji:I'll do but he's cut off when Rei speaks.Rei:I will go in unit 02.When
Asuka heard this,she get's pissed and comes out from behind the wall.
Asuka:No way wondertwit.Only way your going in my Unit 02 is over my dead body.She then turns
around and look's at unit 02.Asuka:Sorry.They made me do it.

Meanwhile,at the bottom of the volcano.Unit 04 still remain's unactive and the angel continue's
swimming around it.However,inside the entry plug,the pilot wake's up with white,glowing eye's.
Soon after,Unit 04 awaken's as well with the same glowing white eye's.The angel doesnt fail to notice
and immedeaditly attacks.It lunges at the unit's neck with it's arm but unit 04 grab's it just as it's about to
grab it's neck with it's arm.
But right at that point,the angel stops and starts speaking similar to what Gaghiel did.Sandalphon:Why
are you helping these lilims.Angel.
From unit 04's entry plug:It's the same as what I told the 6th angel.I will not reveal myself yet.I must keep
who I really am a secret for the
time being.And to do that,I must kill you.Sandalphon:Really now.That's sad.Why dont you stop piloting
this thing and help me reach Adam.It is the goal
for all angels.Ralile:I realize this.But I have my reason's for keeping my angel side secret.Now,move,or
I'm killing you.You awoke my angel side,
and combined with Unit 04's power,I will easily overwhelm you.Sandalphon:Fine.If that's how you feel,I'll
kill you.You traitor.Sandalphon then get's free
and start's attacking unit 04 with it's claw's but Unit 04 easily block's them until the angel give's up and
swim away but not too soon coming back at full speed in an attempt to ram it.Unit 04 manage's to evade
it but the angel clawed the side as it went past it.
Justin:OW.Damn.Because of that claw attack although inaffective,it was still enough to cause me to lose
my angel power and revert back.Still doesnt mean I cant but he was cut off by another claw attack
from the angel.This time,it's attack seriously injured unit 04 and caused it to malfunction,making it shut



down completely.Justin:shoot.Unit 04 powered down.And I cant seem to start it back up.Look's like my
only option that still work's is the self-destruct mechanisim.But considering I'm in Magma,it might be a
bad idea unless I get my angel side to lend me an AT Field powerful enough to protect me.The risk is
high but I got no choice.He presse's
the self-destruct button and the Eva explode's in an explosion so big,it shook the volcano.Unfortunantly
for the angel,it didnt have an AT field and was also close enough to the explosion.As a result,it broke
away.Dieing.

Back on top.Everyone has assembled around the volcano for the operation.Operator:Eva unit's 1 and 2
have arrived.Two carrier's overhead release's the Eva's and both land shaking the volcano.
Misato:Unit 2 is to await near the edge of the volcano while unit 1 is backup.Understand.She's obviously
talking to the two pilot's who answer understood.
Get the laser shot and crane prepared.Makoto:Roger.He then run's off while another tech from the
Mt.Asamayama research lab comes running towards Misato.It's a guy. Tech:Captain Katsuragi.
Misato turns around after hearing her name being called and see's a tech from the research
lab.Misato:What.Tech:We have some info regarding Unit 04.Misato:Unit 04?Tech:Yes.We lost the
signal.Misato:I know that.
Tech:You dont understand.This signal dissapeared after an explosion happening inside the
volcano.Misato:Are you saying the unit self-destructed?Tech:It's possible.But not confirmed yet.
Misato:Understood.But,if you find anything out.Report to me at once.Tech:Right.The tech then
leaves,leaving Misato in her thoughts.Misato(Thinking to herself):There's no way.
He wouldnt be THAT stupid.Would he? Of course not.It's just stupid to do something like that in a
volcano.But still.Misato is soon woken from her thoughts with Asuka's voice from unit 02.
Asuka:Is Kaji here?Misato:No.He has no business here.Asuka:Noooo.I wanted him to see me Succeed.

Somewhere on a cable car heading up the Mountain.A women with a cat and a Man are sitting across
from each other.
Women:A17 was issued.Our asset's are frozen.Kaji:I realize that.Women:But Why didnt you stop
him?Kaji:There's no reason to.The order is official.Women:But if Nerv fail's,we're all gonna die.Kaji:Dont
worry.Even they arent this arrogant.

Back on the Volcano.Shinji in unit 01 notice's air force plane's flying overhead.Shinji:What's
that.Ritsuko's voice is then heard.Ritsuko:The UN.They're here for
certain reasons.Maya then chimes in.Maya:At least till this is done.Asuka from Unit 02 then chimes
in.Asuka:They're here to help.
Ritsuko:No.They're here incase.Maya:We fail.Asuka:What do you mean fail?Ritsuko:They will drop an
N2 bomb to kill the angel and us if we cant destroy the angel ourselfs.
Shinji:Who order something like that.Ritsuko:Your father.Shinji:Basterd.Operator:Laser operation
complete.Shigeru:Everything checks out fine.Maya:Type D equipment ok.
Makato:Unit 02 is now in position.Misato:Roger.Unit 02.Get ready to but she's cut off by a rumbling of
the volcano which shake's everything up.Then,the lava spew's upward
with a figure inside it.This confuses everyone.The figure then floats out and land's on the oposite side of
where Unit 02 is standing with an AT field up.



Misato notice's and think's it's the angel unaware of who it really is.Misato:Cancel the operation.Look's
like the angel decided to come to us.Eva unit 1.Get ready for battle.
Shinji:Roger.Asuka:What about me.Misato:Sorry Asuka.But you dont have too much movement because
of the suit.Asuka:Damn it.The angel figure then starts moving
towards them.Unit 01 is just about to move when Misato realizes who it is thanks to it being
closer.Misato:Justin?The angel nod's.To be continued.
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Now continuing from the last chapter. The angel figure continues walking towards Misato while Asuka
decide's to kill it.
Even realizing her Eva doesnt have too much movement doesnt stop her from moving.Unit 02 suddenly
jumps up in the air and
try's bodyslamming the angel but is repelled by it's AT field and thrown back.Misato:Asuka.What the hell
are you doing.
Obviously,ignoring her word's,she get's back up again and try's charging the angel but because of the D
type equipment,it's
nearly immpossible.The angel use's it's laser blast attack and knock's Unit 02 backwards almost falling
in the volcano but
Unit 01 arrived and grabbed Unit 02 before it did.Now,the angel figure continues walking towards Misato
but not before it
reverts back to a certain pilot.Unfortunantly,all the people who are there happen to wittness this and this
could cause problems.
The first person to notice is Ritsuko.And she's lessed then pleased.In fact,she stomp's over to where
misato is.Ritsuko:Misato!
Hearing her name,she turn's around and see's the doctor quite angry.Obviously knowing why,she
carefully responds.Misato:Yeah.Ritsuko:Did you know Justin was an angel?
Answer me honestly.Although,considering it's you,that probably isnt possible.Misato:Well,to be honest.I
didnt know.When he came up,I was sort of expecting theangel we saw
in the briefing room.Ritsuko:What does that have to do with what I'm talking about now.I asked if you
knew he was an angel.If you dont tell me,I'll have to report this to
the Commander.And once he finds out,he wont be very pleased.Now,for the last but she's cut off by
Justin who came over while they were chatting.Justin:I'm sorry doctor.
I told Misato my secret and also told her not to tell.It's my fault.Not to mention,certain events happened
in the volcano against the 8th angel which caused me
to change.I'm awfully sorry.Ritsuko just stares at his face and see's he is sorry.So,she softens up on her
anger.Ritsuko:Allright.Here's the deal.As long as the 8th angel
was defeated,I wont report this inccident to the Commander.But,next time this happens.This will be
reported and you will be suspended from all Eva activity's as well as being
classified as an angel.I hope it wont come to that so be sure to keep your self in
check.Understand.Justin nods.Ritsuko:Good.Now,for you Misato.Ritsuko turns to her friend
and speaks.Ritsuko:Keeping something like this a secret from Nerv isnt wise Misato.So,I have no choice
but to put you in jail for it.I'm sorry.Misato lower's her head realizing
it's true but Justin decide's to speak up.Justin:Dont do that.It wasnt her fault like I said.If it's anyone's
fault,it's mine.See,when I was battleling the angel in Unit 04,
the angel did a powerful attack with one of it's claws as it rushed by and somehow shut down Unit 04
completely.Leaving me no choice but he is cut of by Misato this time.
Misato:What exactly happened to Unit 04?Ritsuko look's at Misato then back to Justin wondering the
same thing.Justin then look's nervously at the ground instead of the two
women standing in front of him.However,this wont last long as Misato is getting
impatient.Misato:Well?Justin look's up and gulps before decideing to answer.Justin:Well,as



I was saying before you cut me off,Unit 04 completely shut down and left me deffenseless.And my only
option was the self-destruct mechanisim,so before I inititated it,I but he quickly
covered his mouth up,not realizing that he was exposing himself.Although he allready did.He continues
speaking.Justin:I...Err...was...hmm...wishing that I would survive the explosion
when I initiated the self-destruct button and I somehow did as you can plainly see.So,as you might have
figured out by now,Eva Unit 04 no longer exsist's.I self-destructed it to kill
the angel and it did.That's what happened.Although,that might be true.Both women dont seem to buy
it.Ritsuko:Bullshoot.That is about as believeable as aliens exsisting on other planets.
Justin raise's his right eyebrow at that and decide's to make a remark about it.Justin:I see.You believe in
giant monster's known as Angels but dont believe in aliens.Huh.That's funny.
Of course,making that comment earns him a slap on the head from Ritsuko.Ritsuko:Nevermind.Let's just
go.But not before she starts leaving does Justin and Misato look at each other obviously knowing
what the other is thinking.Well,one anyway.And so,with a blink of the eye's.A white flash is seen
briefly.Then,Misato walks over to justin and bends down to be eye level with him.Misato:What did you
do?Justin just's
smirks before answering.Justin:Simple.I used a move called memory eraser.It wiped the memories of
everyone who saw me in angel form.Thus,forgetting all about that.And,making a certain doctor forget all
about
your secret keeping and not throwing you in jail.It comes in handy wouldn't you say.Misato smiles as she
nods her head.She then bends back up.Misato:Well,this wasnt exactly what I had in mind but oh well.
What do you say Me,you,Asuka and Shinji go to a hot spring resort near here.Justin nods
happily.Misato:Good.I'll go get shinji and Asuka.Wait here ok.Justin:Ok.Misato then leaves,leaving Justin
to his thoughts.
Justin(thinking to himself):Damn.Commander Ikari isnt gonna like this.Neither will the committee.But
more specificily,the commander.Self-destructing Eva unit 04 wasnt wise because it's appearantly of
great worth
just like unit 01.Chances are,He'll strip me of my pilot status but considering I used unit 04's self-destruct
mechanisim to destroy the angel,it might be possible he wont but that seem's really unlikely.Not
that it matter's much anyway.There's not too much time left before I get started.He is then startled out of
his thought's by a certain red head's voice who's appearantly been swearing over
something.Justin:Asuka's pissed.
But then again.Why wouldnt she be.

At a secret place,a meeting is being held by Seele.

SEELE 03:Unit 04?Did it self-destruct.
SEELE 04:Yes.It would seem so.But now our goal cant be accomplished.
SEELE 02:I wouldnt be so sure.Remember,that unit was a prototype.The Americans are working on the
construction
of the actual unit.Our goal can still be accomplished.And we still have unit 01.If all else fails.
SEELE 03:Right.But what happens if the boy finds out what we're planning?He's part angel,he could
easily anhilate us.
SEELE 02:True.But rest assure.That wont happen.We have a plan.
SEELE Chairman:Correct.Our plan will succeed.As long as Ikari doesnt interfere that is.And as long as
the angel's get beaten,
everything is going accorrding to plan.The promised day will soon be here.



Now at a hot spring resort.Misato and Asuka quickly rush in the building to the hot spring while shinji and
justin sit outside.
The two boy's sit in silence until justin decide's to break it.Justin:So,why was the she witch pissed off
earlier.Shinji:Something
about not proving how great she is and how a loser like you defeated an angel even though you were
unconscious.Justin just smirks before
speaking again.Justin:Of course.She hate's it when she doesnt win.Anyway,he say's while getting up.I'm
going to the hot spring to relax.
You coming?Shinji:Yes.I'll be right there.Justin:Sure.Justin then heads inside.Second's later,a carrier
truck drive's up and the driver comes
out holding a packakge and see's shinji.Carrier:Excuse me.Is this where some people from Nerv
are.Shinji stands up and answer's.
Shinji:Yes.Carrier:Here.This is for you.He hands over the package and goes back on his truck and
leaves.Shinji stares at the package curiously.
Shinji:Wonder what this is.He then see's it's from Kaji and opens it up.As soon as he did,PenPen
popped out and was searching frantically for water.
Shinji:The hot springs are that way he say's while pointing behind him.As soon as PenPen left,he
decided to go in as well.

Inside,shinji makes it to the boy's dressing room and see's no one in there so he get's undressed and
grab's a towel on his way out.Meanwhile,justin was
wandering the halls towards the hot spring and unfortunantly wasnt watching where he was going so he
ended up on the women's side instead of the guy's.
As soon as he left the building and got in the hot spring,he realized he made a mistake because he saw
both Asuka and Misato naked in the spring and naturally,Asuka got upset about it.
Asuka:What the hell are you doing here fourth.Dont you know this is for women only.The guy's are on
the other side of this fence Dumpkoft.So get out.Justin:Why?
Asuka:Werent you listening to me you idiot.I said get out.Justin just snorts before saying something
back.Justin:Hmph.Why the hell should I leave.Better yet.Why should I listen to you.
Asuka obviously get's even more pissed off.Asuka:Get out fourth or I'll break your neck.Justin:I like to
see you try miss she-devil.Asuka:What was that.But before she could say anything else,Misato
interfere's.
Seeing her naked body,justin starts blushing but then notices a scar on her chest.Asuka notices this and
would say something like pervert but also notices the scar.Misato notices them staring at it and decide's
to sit back down in the spring to explain it.Misato:This.It's something I got from second impact.Nothing to
worry about.Both children dismisse's it and starts bickering again which cause's misato to sigh in
disbelief.
Meanwhile,shinji appearantly got lost and found himself somewhere deep in the hallways of the building
with nothing but a towel covering his private part up.Looking around,he sighs before talking to
himself.Shinji:How'd i get lost?

To be continued.
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